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President’s Corner
Dear CU alumni and friends:
Since the time of my previous editorial, we
had an enjoyable evening with both cultural and
culinary delights in the fall of last year, and a funfilled picnic this summer. Unfortunately, these
two events have become the only activities of
CUAA-DC and there is no plan on the horizon to
do something worthwhile for our alma mater.
This summer I received a forwarded email
from Asis K. Chattopadhyay, Prof. of Statistics,
CU, with the news that their VC and the Chief
Minister will be coming to the USA in two weeks,
and their tour would include D.C. They are
interested in starting an exchange program
(primarily at the faculty level) with foreign
Universities. The visit did not materialize but the
interest is still there. Prof. Tapan Nayak of
George Washington U (Statistics) is interested in
this matter. If you have any experience in
exchange programs and are willing to help,
please let us know. Prof Chattopadhyay will be
visiting College Park in December 2018 and
would like to meet with us.
By individual initiative, in coordination with
IUSSTF (https://www.iusstf.org/), Prof. Aseem
Ansari, UW, Madison, has established the
Khorana
Program
for
Scholars,
and
subsequently, the S. N. Bose Scholars Program
(www.sci-roi.org). These programs provide
opportunities to Indian students currently
pursuing a bachelor’s or master’s degree to
undertake research at UW-Madison and partner
universities for a period of 10-12 weeks in the
summer. Hundreds of students have visited the

USA from India under this program. I recently
learned that our own Ranjan Gupta, with the
help of IUSSTF funding, established an ASMIUSSTF Indo-US Professorship in Microbiology in
2003 that is managed by the American Society
for Microbiology (ASM). The program is still
going strong (https://www.asm.org/index.php/
travel-grants-2/36-international/grants-afellowships/7623-asm-internationalprofessorships) and has been expanded to allow
exchange of research fellows (not just
Professors).
Where There’s a Will, There’s a Way.
I am sure there are many other programs like
these that we, as well as students back home,
are not aware of. The least we can do is to spread
the word about these opportunities to our
respective institutions as much as possible.
Coming back to our mundane activities, I
must acknowledge the CUAA-DC Board of
Directors and volunteers for their expertise and
efforts in making the events successful. I am also
grateful to all those who helped us with
donations, advertisements and by sending
articles to Praktoni. We must be doing
something right since few declines when
approached. Very encouraging. Final thanks to
Lokesh Bhattacharyya and Debanjan Biswas for
their professional service in putting the Praktoni
together.
Thank you all for the support.
Sincerely,
Dhruba K. Chattoraj
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The Spanish Flu
The Most Demographically Devastating Event of the
Twentieth Century: Remembering After 100 Years

Lokesh Bhattacharyya
The mother of all pandemics – Jeffery Taubenberger

The twentieth century witnessed many
devastating events, the scars of which are still very
prominent in human mind. Perhaps the most
horrific one is the World War II, which saw the use
of biological and chemical weapons, not to speak
of nuclear weapons, which can annihilate our dear
planet in matter of moments. The other dreadful
incidents include WWI, the Korean War, the
Vietnam War, the partition of India and genocides
in different parts of the world. However, there is
one event, the Spanish flu, in which, it is estimated,
more people died than all of the above combined,
yet, surprisingly, few people even think of it today
when we talk about devastating events of the
twentieth century. Spanish flu ravaged the world
in three (or four) waves, starting in the Spring of
1918 and ending in early 1920, making 500 million
people sick, one-fifth of whom died, which is about
5% of the population of the world at that time.
The first wave started either in the Camp
Etaples in the northeast corner of France or in
Camp Funston in Kansas in March of 1918. There is
a third theory which suggested China as the origin.
While the latter theory was dominant during most
of the twentieth century, though circumstantial
considerations seem to speak against this theory.
Finally, evidence based on the genetic sequencing
of the Spanish flu virus obtained in the current
Millennium all but ruled out the possibility.
Irrespective of its origin, the disease spread from
western Europe to North America (or vice versa),

and then to North Africa, South America and Russia
due to troop movements and home-coming of
soldiers, wounded and POWs, by troop-ships and
rail-road networks followed by boats, buses and all
other means of transportation, including travel on
foot as well as by mail-ships. From North Africa, it
travelled around Cape of Good Hope to India via
the Horn of Africa and then to southeast Asia. From
Russia, it went to Persia and Middle East as well as
to China and then to Japan. The first wave was
mild, and sickness and mortality were no worse
than those due to typical seasonal flu. The second
wave, the most lethal one, started at the Western
Front in the Autumn of 1918 and took more or less
the same route and the same vehicles of
propagation. Australian government maintained
strict quarantine at its ports since the spring of
1918 and the country was more or less disease
free. But, they lifted the quarantine in early 1919
and the disease broke out immediately throughout
the country (the third wave), and moved to South
America via New Zealand and pacific islands and
inflicted particular devastation in Alaska and Asian
countries.
Poet Suryakant Tripathi recollected that
Ganges was “swollen with dead bodies” near
Allahabad. Kathleen Lynn, Sinn Fein’s director of
public health reported, “the poisonous matter
from millions of unburied bodies is constantly
rising up into the air”. In Poland, “There are sick
people everywhere – in cities, towns and villages.”
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In Rio de Janeiro, more than half of the inhabitants
of the city were sick by the end of October of 1918.
Goulart wrote, “On my street,” you could see an
ocean of corpses from the window. People would
prop the feet of the dead on the window ledges so
that public assistance agencies would come to take
them away. But, the service was slow,.…the bodies
began to swell and rot. Many began throwing
corpses out on the streets.” Nelson Rodrigues
wrote, “The bell at the gate of the Caju cemetery
would not stop tolling, driving those who lived
nearby mad. Gravediggers could not dig fast
enough; a thousand bodies awaited burial.
Sometimes the ditch was so shallow that a foot
would suddenly bloom on the earth.” Katherine
Miller, a nurse sent to Alaska as part of the relief
effort, observed, “Some villages were completely
wiped out…. smell of rotten flesh as the ship
entered into Bristol Bay.” In New York city, unable
to find an undertaker to furnish a coffin for his oneyear old baby, a baker appealed for “any suitable
box” to put the dead child in it. Such was the
devastation caused by Spanish flu all over the
world.
Despite its place of origin, more people died in
Asia, Africa and South America than in Australia,
Europe, and North America. About 6 and 22
percent of the populations of India and Persia died,
respectively, compared to 0.4% in Denmark and
about 1.2% in Spain, however somewhere
between quarter to one-third population of Alaska
was wiped out. This difference has been attributed
to better sanitary conditions, out-reach through
news media and strict administrative control (for
example, quarantine) in Australia, North America
and Europe. Everywhere in the world, poor and
illiterate people suffered more than those who
belonged to upper socioeconomic strata. For
example, in Paris, most of the people who died
were servants and maid-servants, and hardly
anyone from the nobility. Of course, in Europe
more people died of war than Spanish flu but in all
other continents, with the exception of Antarctica,
more people died of Spanish flu than all other

causes combined, including famine. For example, it
was estimated that 15–18 million people died in
India of Spanish flu compared to 7–8 million died
as a consequence of the partition of the country
(according to BBC reports).
It may appear surprising that we did not see
mention of Spanish flu in Bengali literature, even
though its impact was so devastating in India. This
may partly be due to the fact that flu was more
devastating in the western and northern regions of
India than in the east due to arrival of troop-ships
in Mumbai and other western port cities and
returning wounded soldiers and POWs who were
primarily from the northern India. Yet, we see
frequent mention of sickness and death due to
fever in novels and short stories of Saratchandra
Chattopadhyay, Bibhutibhusan Bandopadhyay,
Tarashankar Bandopadhyay, and others, though
none used the term Spanish flu in their works. One
can argue that a fever does not necessarily mean
flu or Spanish flu. While that is correct, the
possibility appears to be strong given the time
depicted in these works – during or within a few
years of Spanish flu. It seems that these authors
witnessed the disease and its devastation on the
life and society first-hand, particularly in villages of
Bengal, which was reflected in their literary works.
Another reason may be, as I shall explain in the
next paragraph, the identity of the disease was not
clear at that time.
There was confusion at that time in Europe
and across the globe what the disease really was.
The European nations and US were at war in 1918
and a strict censorship was imposed on the press.
Thus, public did not know about the disease when
it came to these countries. However, Spain was
neutral, hence there was no censorship there.
When the disease arrived in Spain, the Spanish
papers published the report and the presence of
the disease became public, which led French,
British and Americans point fingers to Spain and
call it Spanish flu, even though the disease erupted
in these countries at least two months ago.
However, it had different names elsewhere in the
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world. In northern Africa, the disease was called
Manhu, meaning of unknown origin. In South
Africa, it was called Brazilian flu; in Brazil the
disease was German flu and Germans called it
Pseudo-influenza, not being sure what the disease
really was, though it had similarities with the
known symptoms of flu. The disease was called
Bolshevik Disease in eastern Europe; Danes called
it Southern Disease, as it came to them from
Southern Europe. In Japan, it was named Sumo flu
because it first broke out among sumo wrestlers.
In central and southern Africa, it was called White
Man’s Disease and in many other parts of the
world, it had no name. Later, when it was realized
that the disease was a pandemic, it became
necessary to agree on a name and the one given by
the victorious nations was adopted – the disease
became known as the Spanish flu.
There was no effective vaccine, antiviral drugs
or antibiotics to treat Spanish flu. [Antibiotics
would not cure flu but could protect against the
deadly opportunistic bacterial infections, such as
pneumonia and typhus, which often follow flu and
cause death.] The doctors had concoctions, plant
extracts and certain ‘wonder drugs’ at their
possession. One such drug was aspirin, which was
known to reduce fever and pain, common
symptoms of flu. Many doctors started prescribing
high doses of aspirin. But, aspirin taken at high
doses has significant side effects, including filling
lungs with fluids. It is believed now that many of
the deaths in Europe and US at that time could
have been caused by aspirin overdose. Another
such drug was quinine, which was known for
treatment of malaria. Quinine does not cure flu,
however taken in high dose, it results in buzzing in
the ear, vertigo, hearing loss, bloody urine,
vomiting, and exacerbation of senses, including
impaired color vision, symptoms often associated
with flu victims. Arsenic, iodine and mercury
preparations were believed to cause internal
disinfection and were prescribed generously.
When the patients did not get better the doctors
kept increasing the doses. Some doctors applied

the ancient Greek practice of bloodletting to
reduce ‘impurities’ in blood. In reality however,
there were only two things doctors could do to
treat flu patients in 1918: ensure that the patients
are not dehydrated and are carefully nursed.
However, people expected more because
science promised them more during the previous
century. Disappointed, they turned to spiritual
authorities and supernatural, and took sanctuaries
in churches, temples, mosques, synagogues and
other places of worships. Religious leaders across
the globe, irrespective of the religion, started to
point out failure of science emphatically and
described the disease as heavenly punishment for
moving away from God (or gods). Calls went out to
return to faith and people responded. Special
prayer services and worships were arranged. In
some places, people turned to black rites to
appease or drive away spirits and demons. Such
services led to gathering of a large number of
people within small spaces, which, in reality,
helped the infection to spread. The disease
exploded in Mumbai after celebration of Ganesh
Chaturthi, and after Easter and various saints’ days
in different parts of Europe during 1918–1919.
When the officials tried to prevent such
gatherings, religious institutions proclaimed
interference with freedom to practice religion and,
in some cases, went to court and succeeded in
blocking the measures taken by the officials.
Today, we know that flu is caused by a virus.
Even though an American doctor, Milton Rosenau,
suggested in 1916 that flu is caused by a virus, it
was not clear for a long time what a virus is – he
referred to it as an agent. A virus was then believed
to be something like a potion or poisonous sap. It
was difficult for researchers to accept that a virus
could be an organism because they were unable to
grow it on nutrient-rich plates or in culture media.
It was in 1931 that American pathologists, Alice
Woodruff and Earnest Goodpasture, were able to
grow flu virus in fertilized chicken eggs. Finally,
researchers were able to see the virus in 1943 after
the discovery of electron microscope.
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To-date three types of flu viruses have been
characterized extensively – A, B and C, of which A
and B are virulent. Therefore, the current vaccines
contain three or four different strains, two of type
A and one or two of type B. The virus mutates or
alters the structures of the antigens (H and N)
enough to prevent antibodies produced by the
vaccine of the previous year from binding to the
antigens of this year, thereby permitting the virus
of this year to infect. Therefore, every year a new
vaccine needs to be developed.
Researchers were trying to know for a long
time what the Spanish flu virus really was. A
conclusive answer would require complete
genomic sequencing of the virus. Gene sequencing
became a powerful technique only since 1990s and
more so in the first decade of this century. By then,
it was inconceivable to find intact virus that caused
the disease more than eighty years ago. The viral
genes that could be found on the cadavers are
mostly disintegrated in so many years. Researchers
tried since 1956 without any success. However, the
lucky break came from a cemetery in Alaska, from
the cadaver of an overweight woman. The
excessive fat around her torso helped preserve
tissues substantially in the ‘permafrost’ condition.
Still the virus genome was significantly
fragmented. After painstakingly ‘stitching’ the
partial sequences together for nine years, Drs.
Jeffery Taubenberger (picture) and Ann Reid and
their associates published the complete genomic
sequence of the Spanish flu virus in 2005. Partial
sequences obtained by other laboratories around
the world corroborated the sequence. This
discovery led to understanding of the origin of
Spanish flu and the reasons of its virulence. The
type that caused Spanish flu was identified as A
that had H1N1 antigens. The uniqueness of H1N1
virus is that its genome is very similar to that of a
bird flu virus, which underwent mutation to be
able to bind and infect human respiratory tract
(the virus is innocuous in birds). As a result, human
immune system has no memory and no

preparation, even partially, to deal with this virus,
which led to high mortality due to the disease. The
impact was significantly magnified in 1918 by
troop movements during the war and due to the
absence of vaccines and antiviral drugs.

It is worth noting that due to the unique
genomic sequence of H1N1 virus, closely
resembling those of the bird flu, there were
heightened concerns across the globe in 2009
when it was found that the circulating viruses
include type A with H1N1 antigens. Vaccination is
essential to deal with the virulence of this disease.
Luckily, a vaccine was developed very quickly in
2009 through a world-wide collaboration and a
pandemic devastation was avoided. It is also
important to note that one of the circulating
viruses of this year (2018-2019) is A(H1N1), same
as the Spanish flu virus. So, please get the vaccine
as soon as you can.
We know that there were flu epidemics before
1918, for example, Russian flu of 1889. Even as far
back as 212 BC, flu destroyed the armies of Rome
and Syracuse in Sicily. Did A(H1N1) circulate ever
before? We do not know – if it did, it is unlikely that
we will ever know. But, if it infected people once,
history teaches us it will come back again and
again, as it have done in 2009 and 2018. This
means that pandemic flu outbreaks will continue
to happen in future. How devastating they will be,
will be determined by the preparedness of the
world when it emerges.
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The artist, Abjini Chattopadhyay, 12, is a daughter of Calcutta University alumni.
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p¡q¡e¡l p¡dÉ
ü¡a£ (¢fE) ¢peÚq¡
HMe, HC pju, change f¡W¡−µR? HC −no pju
ea¥e scenario model-H hp¡−a q−h? kMe HL pç¡q
B−N
review
Ll−a
f¡¢W−u¢Rm¡j
with
recommendation, aMe p¡l¡ pç¡q h¡h¤ ¢LR¥ S¡e¡−me
e¡z Bl HMe, kMe ph °al£ Bl L¡m pL¡−m flight,
aMe scenario change? j¡−e ea¥e data work,
figures and presentation change! p¡q¡e¡l j¡b¡u
hSÊf¡az L¡m pL¡−m fly Ll−R Shanghai-Hl f−bz
Layover ¢e−u f¡‚¡ h¡Cn O¾V¡z HC −no j¤q¨−aÑ ¢L L−l
analysis result ¢e−u, graph plot L−l presentation
−no Ll−h? LMe Ll−h? −L öe−R −p ph Lb¡? ¢LµR¥
hm¡l −eC, −M¡c hs LaÑ¡ kMe h−m−Re, aMe Ll−aC
q−hz j−e j−e NS NS Ll−a Ll−a p¡q¡e¡ e-mail-V¡
forward L−l ¢c−u−R system analyst-−Lz Analysis
result-V¡ −f−u −N−m h¡¢L L¡S…−m¡ flight-H h−p L−l
−gm−hz a¡l j¡−e — flight-H p¡q¡e¡ k¡ prepare Ll−h
−i−h¢Rm, a¡l Jfl B−l¡ A−eL L¡S H−p S¥Vmz
Office-Hl L¡−S p¡q¡e¡−L fË¡uC H¢cL-J¢cL −k−a
quz ¢L¿¹¥ HC trip-V¡ HLV¥ AeÉlLjz Shanghai-Hl
trip-V¡ kMe j¡m¡l ¢h−ul ¢WL HLC pç¡−q fsm, aMe
HLV¡ weekend Bl Q¡l−V ¢ce −k¡N L−l HLV¡ −R¡–
India trip manage L−l −gmmz öd¤ f¡yQV¡ l¡a b¡L−a
f¡l−h ¢e−Sl h¡¢s−az öd¤ R'V¡ ¢ce −cM−a f¡−h j¡, h¡h¡
Bl h¡hm¤−Lz öd¤ j¡œ R'V¡ ¢ce j¡−ul q¡−al l¡æ¡ M¡−hz
B−l e¡, a¡J q−h e¡z ¢h−u h¡¢s −k! j¡m¡l ¢h−u Efm−r
JCM¡−eC −a¡ M¡Ju¡c¡Ju¡ q−hz ¢h−u, h¡¢p ¢h−u, −h±i¡az
Ex, L£ qCQC e¡ q−h! −pC −l¡N¡ ¢Vw ¢V−P j¡m¡, −Mm−a
¢N−u −q−l −N−m iÉ¡y iÉ¡y L−l −Ly−c −gma Bl j¡Tl¡−a
h¡bl¦j −k−a q−m −R¡s¢ci¡C, AbÑ¡v p¡q¡e¡−L, c¡ys¡−a
qa, −pC j¡m¡l ¢h−u q−µR!
M¤sa¥−a¡ −h¡e q−mJ HL¡æhaÑ£ f¢lh¡−l Jl¡ hs
q−u−Rz j¡m¡ Bfe −h¡−el −Q−u −L¡e Aw−n Lj euz
Bl Bfe −h¡eC −a¡ −eCz h¡hm¤ B−R h−V, ¢L¿¹¥ −h¡−e−h¡−e? −p Bm¡c¡ hÉ¡f¡lz j¡m¡ Bl a¡l i¡¢h h−ll SeÉ
p¡q¡e¡ HV¡ JV¡ ¢L−e−Rz ¢e−Sl SeÉ −kph c¡j£ ¢S¢ep
LMeJ −L−e ¢e, −pphJ ¢L−e −g−m−Rz h¡¢sl ¢h−u h−m
Lb¡! i¡m perfume, cologne, fËp¡de p¡jNË£, M¤h p¤¤¾cl

nighty, −kph

¢S¢ep J−cl −R¡V nq−l f¡Ju¡ k¡u e¡ h¡
f¡Ju¡ −N−mJ Ha −hn£ c¡j −k jdÉ¢hš f¢lh¡−l −Le¡
qu e¡, −pCph ¢S¢ep p¡q¡e¡ −i−h −i−h ¢L−e−Rz Bl
¢L−e−R Nue¡z J…−m¡ AhnÉ j¡'l q¡a ¢c−u −cJu¡ q−hz
p¡q¡e¡l −a¡ Bp¡l Lb¡C ¢Rm e¡, B−NC j¡−L V¡L¡
f¡¢W−u hÉhÙÛ¡ L−l −l−M¢Rm, k¡−a j¡ Bl L¡L£j¡ j¡m¡l
SeÉ j−el ja, fË−u¡Se ja Nue¡ N¢s−u ¢e−a f¡−lz
−pC AXÑ¡l −cJu¡ Nue¡l R¢h a¥−mJ f¡¢W−u−R j¡m¡z
J−cl M¤n£ Ll−a −f−l M¤h i¡m −m−N¢Rm p¡q¡e¡lz h¡h¡l
q¡a ¢c−u ¢h−ul MlQh¡hcJ −j¡V¡ V¡L¡ f¡¢W−u−Rz L¡L¥l
L£ Bf¢š! h−m Ha V¡L¡ ¢c−a q−h e¡, −g¡−e −a¡ −Ly−cC
−gmmz p¡q¡e¡ i¡−h, p¡dÉ kMe B−R, aMe ¢e−Sl h¡¢sl
SeÉ Llh e¡ −a¡ L¡l SeÉ Llh? HL¡ B−j¢lL¡u b¡L¡
−ke p¡bÑLz
−R¡V−hm¡l Lb¡ j−e f−s p¡q¡e¡lz qW¡v HL¢ce −c−M
j¡'l Nm¡l −p¡e¡l q¡lV¡ −R¡V q−u −N−Rz j¡−L ¢S−‘p
Ll¡−a j¡ fËb−j H¢s−u ¢N−u¢Rmz a¡lfl S¡e¡ −Nm, −k
l¦j¢L¢c¢cl ¢h−u−a −ch¡l SeÉ j¡ ¢e−Sl Nm¡l q¡l −b−L
BdM¡e¡ ¢e−u B−lLV¡ ea¥e q¡l N¢s−u Efq¡l ¢c−u¢Rmz
¢eLV BaÈ£−ul ¢h−u−a −p¡e¡l Nue¡ −cJu¡V¡C fËb¡z HV¡
e¡¢L j¡e-pjÈ¡−el hÉ¡f¡lz ¢e−S−cl LMeJ ¢WL Nl£h
i¡−h ¢e p¡q¡e¡ ¢L¿¹¥ h¤−T¢Rm −p¡e¡l Nue¡ −cJu¡l ja
AhÙÛ¡ a¡l h¡h¡l ¢Rm e¡ Hhw H ¢e−u j¡-h¡h¡l −ial
M¡¢eL jej¡¢meÉJ q−u¢Rmz BS kMe p¡q¡e¡ prj, aMe
j¡−ul p¡d −p f§lZ Ll−hCz
¢h−u h¡¢sl °q °Q i¡h−aC L£ c¡l¦Z m¡−Nz ¢c¢õl
e'L¡L¥l¡ Bl f¡Ve¡l n¡¿¹¡ ¢f¢pl¡ Bp−Rz −c−nl h¡¢sl
−m¡−Ll¡ −a¡ B−RCz La −m¡LSe, h¡¢sV¡ NjNj Ll−hz
R¡−c M¡Ju¡c¡Ju¡ q−hz ašÄ p¡S¡−e¡, ¢h−ul ¢fy¢s,
pL¡m−hm¡l N¡−u qm¤c, ¢h−ul Bmfe¡ — Hph i¡h−aC
L£ i¡m m¡−Nz lSe£Nå¡ Bl −hmg¥−ml Lb¡ i¡h−aC
p¡q¡e¡ −ke p¤¤h¡p f¡u −Q¡M h¤−Sz HC ¢h−ul p¤¤h¡−c
L−uL¢c−el SeÉ qCQC Ll¡l Be−¾c p¡q¡e¡l je Evg¥õ
Hhw EvL¢ãaz ¢h−u−a −a¡ Bp−a f¡l−hC e¡ −i−h¢Rmz
China-l trip-V¡ exactly HLC pj−u fsm h−mC −a¡
Bp¡ pñh qmz öd¤C L£ Evg¥õ? M¡¢eLV¡ −r¡iJ −k
m¤¢L−u B−Rz HLV¡ −h¡h¡ −h¡d jeV¡−L −a¡mf¡s Ll−a
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Q¡u Bl p¡q¡e¡ −pC −h¡d…−m¡−L BfË¡Z HL −L¡Z¡u −W−m
p¢l−u l¡−Mz −fÔ−el S¡em¡ ¢c−u ¢e−Ql h¡¢s Ol, nql,
l¡Ù¹¡ −R¡V q−u −k−a −k−a −kje ¢j¢m−u k¡¢µRm, −ajeC
HLV¡ ¢j¢m−u k¡Ju¡ hÉ¡b¡ −j¡Qs ¢c−u EW¢Rmz p¡q¡e¡l
¢h−uV¡ −k q−a q−aJ qm e¡z OVe¡V¡ p¡q¡e¡ i¡h−a Q¡u
e¡, ¢L¿¹¥ e¡ Q¡C−mJ −k ¢LR¥ ¢S¢ep −i¡m¡ k¡u e¡z −Le
Hje OVe¡ p¡q¡e¡l S£h−eC OVm? B−N Hph ¢e−u A−eL
−hn£ c¤xM qaz a¡lfl hÉ¡b¡l p¡−b i¡h L−l −gmmz a£hË
hÉ¡b¡V¡ HMe Bl −M¡yQ¡ j¡−l e¡, −Lje −ke −i¡ya¡ q−u
¢eaÉp‰£ q−u −N−Rz j¡m¡ p¡q¡e¡l −Q−u f¡yQ hR−ll −R¡Vz
Jl ¢h−u−a −N−m Bh¡l −pC ph Lb¡ EW−hz BaÈ£uüSe, f¡s¡fsn£l¡ hm−h p¡q¡e¡l −Le ¢h−u q−µR e¡z j¡
Bh¡l ¢S−‘p Ll−h, ""¢L−l, L¡E−L fR¾c L¢lp? ¢LR¥
−Qø¡ Ll¢Rp?''
p¡l¡¢ce A¢g−pl L¡−Sl Q¡fz h¡¢s ¢g−lJ l¡−a
−hn£li¡N ¢ceC Bh¡l laptop ¢e−u hp−a quz LMe −Qø¡
Ll−h? Bl p¤¤−k¡NC h¡ −L¡b¡u? B−j¢lL¡u Bp−m ¢h−ul
h¡S¡−l i¡la£u −R−ml c¡j −h−s k¡uz Bl −j−u−cl c¡j?
−j−u−cl c¡j L−j k¡u, ¢h−noa a¡l¡ k¢c B¢bÑLi¡−h
fË¢a¢ùa qu, a−h −a¡ Lb¡C −eCz ¢LR¥ −e¡wl¡ Q¢l−œl
−m¡L p¤¤−k¡N ¢e−a Q¡u, ¢L¿¹¥ pv J clc£ ¢hh¡q−k¡NÉ f¤l¦o
fË¡u −eC hm−mC Q−mz k¡LÚ −N, Jph ¢e−u −i−h Bl L£
m¡i? M¤h M¡l¡f −a¡ −eC p¡q¡e¡z B−hN−L fËnËu e¡ ¢c−u
p¡q¡e¡ laptop M¤−m h−p, A−eLV¡ L¡S TVÚfVÚ p¡l−a
q−hz
¢L¿¹¥ jeV¡ −Lje Es¥-Es¥ L−lz j¡m¡l ¢h−ul Lb¡C
öd¤ je S¥−s h−p B−Rz −pC −i¡l−hm¡ c¢dj‰m¡ q−h,
a¡lfl N¡−u qm¤c, A¢dh¡p, B−l¡ La ¢L! h¡pl O−l
N¡e, W¡–¡ Bl nkÉ¡a¥m¤e£! EgÚ, L£ jS¡V¡C e¡ q−h!
L¡L£j¡ h−m −l−M−R ¢h−ul Bmfe¡ p¡q¡e¡ −c−hz HLL¡−m
a¡l p¤M¤ É¡¢a ¢Rmz L£ ¢hl¡V L−l ú¥−m plüa£ f¤−S¡l
Bmfe¡ ¢caz −L¡S¡N¢l mrÈ£f¤−S¡l f¡−ul R¡f —

La¢ce Hph qu ¢ez Bl −l¡S n¡¢s fl−h, ¢h−no Be−a
f¡−l ¢e k¢cJz Formal S¡j¡-L¡fs i−l suitcase-H
Bl S¡uN¡ ¢Rm e¡z a¡−a ¢L? j¡'l Bl L¡L£j¡l n¡¢s
−V−e fl−hz H¢c−L j¡m¡ message f¡¢W−u−R, c¤C −h¡−e
HLV¥ last minute shopping Ll−hz BµR¡, ¢h−u−a −L
−L Bp−h? Bn£oc¡ Bp−h? −noh¡l kMe p¡q¡e¡
H−p¢Rm, Bn£oc¡ −pC HLC i¡−h a¡L¡−a¡, Q¥f L−l
a¡¢L−u b¡La p¡q¡e¡l ¢c−Lz Bn£oc¡, a¥¢j −Le −L¡e¢ce
¢LR¥ h−m EW−a f¡l−m e¡? i¡mC q−u−R h−m h−m¢e,
a¡q−m S£heV¡ JC −R¡V nq−ll −Q±q¢Ÿl j−dÉC p£¢ja
b¡Laz
Shanghai-−a client-Hl p¡−b meeting l£¢aja
successful. Second phase-Hl L¡S Blñ Ll¡l
proposal approved. öd¤ p¡j¡eÉ ¢LR¥ f¢lhaÑe Ll−a
q−hz k¢cJ BdM¡e¡ je ¢e−u meeting L−l−R p¡q¡e¡,
L¡SV¡ ¢WL e¡¢j−u ¢c−u−Rz LMe −h¢l−u LmL¡a¡
Hu¡l−f¡−VÑ −f±yR−h? Hu¡l−f¡−VÑ −b−L jgü−ml −R¡V nql
N¡¢s−a B−l¡ O¾V¡ c¤'−u−Ll fbz JC fbV¡C ph−Q−u
mð¡ j−e quz EµRÅ¡−p, B−h−N fb −ke −noC q−a Q¡u
e¡z h¡hm¤ h−m−R N¡¢s ¢WL L−l −l−M−R, ¢L¿¹¥ details
HM−e¡ f¡u ¢ez Bl f¡−hC h¡ L£ L−l? China-u Gmail
check Ll¡ k¡u e¡z JM¡−e Google-Hl −L¡e serviceC −eCz Hongkong International Airport-H layover
¢Rmz p¡q¡e¡ a¡s¡a¡¢s ¢e−Sl mail −cM¢Rmz −p ¢L? j¡
e-mail f¡¢W−u−R? j¡ −a¡ pQl¡Ql mail L−l e¡z ¢eÕQu
−no pj−u HV¡ JV¡ Be−a h−m−Rz B−N Lah¡l ¢m−M−R
p¡q¡e¡, aMe ¢LR¥ S¡e¡u ¢e, Bl HMe, −no pju ¢mM−Rz
e¡, p¡q¡e¡−L a¡l j¡ ¢LR¥ Be−a h−m ¢ez j¡
¢m−M−Re, ""−a¡−L Ha T¡−jm¡ L−l j¡m¡l ¢h−u−a Bp−a
q−h e¡z A¢hh¡¢qa¡ hs −h¡e, −k HL¡ B−j¢lL¡u b¡−L,
a¡−L ¢e−u A−eL Lb¡ EW−hz Bn¡L¢l, a¥C h¤T¢hz''
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Na¡e¤N¢aL
l”e …ç
pL¡m −b−L p−åÉ, ¢ce B−p ¢ce k¡u — Na¡e¤N¢aL
HL−O−u¢j−a il¡ S£heV¡ −L−V k¡u — Na¡e¤N¢aL
S¡e¡m¡l g¡yL ¢c−u −l¡c B−p −e−j
Radio alarm clock-H O¤j k¡u −i−P
h¡¢m−a i¨¢jLÇf, −Ll¡m¡u hoÑZ
−L¡b¡J h¡ −N¡m¡…¢m, −L¡b¡J h¡ doÑZ
jÉ¡¢e−g¡−XÑl L¡lQ¥¢f, f¤¢V−el L¡lp¡¢S
¢j−m ¢j−n ph −ke HLL¡l qu B¢S
LÓ¡¢¿¹−a i−l b¡−L je fË¢a¢ce — Na¡e¤N¢aL
HL −O−u¢j−a il¡ S£heV¡ −L−V k¡u — Na¡e¤N¢aL
e¡Ju¡ M¡Ju¡ p¡l¡ q−m suit boot, tie N−m
N¡¢s ¢e−u −e−j f¢s traffic-Hl S‰−m
−LE L−l tail gate, L¡−l¡ −Q¡M mobile-H
°dkÑQ¥É¢a O−V H p−hl p¡¢j−m
A¢ÙÛl j−e i¡¢h, fb −ke −no qu
L¡−S −k−a q−h −cl£, pc¡ j−e pwnu
f−bl LÓ¡¢¿¹ i¥−m office-Hl BnË−u — Na¡e¤N¢aL
q¡¢l−u b¡L−a Q¡C L¡−Sl Bs¡−m a¡C — Na¡e¤N¢aL
L¡−Sl f¡q¡−s, meeting-Hl hq−l
Email J phone call fËq−l fËq−l
−L¡b¡ ¢c−u −L−V k¡u −ke p¡l¡ ¢ceV¡
ah¤ −Le j−e S¡−N p−¾cq ¢Q¿¹¡
HC ¢L h¡pe¡ ¢Rm career Ns−a?
L¡l L¢l EfL¡l, L¡l m¡−N ü¡−bÑ?
ah¤J Q¡L¢l Q¡C, h¡yQ¡l Ef¡u e¡C — Na¡e¤N¢aL
HL−O−u¢j−a il¡ S£heV¡ −L−V k¡u — Na¡e¤N¢aL
¢ce¡−¿¹ O−l ¢g−l ¢eu−jl AiÉ¡p
Q¡ M¡Ju¡, TV −cM¡, bill-Hl ¢heÉ¡p
a¡l j¡−T pwú«¢a, h¡wm¡ J h¡P¡m£
Gym -H k¡Ju¡, dinner M¡Ju¡, whatsapp-H −qyu¡m£
ah¤ M¤y−S f¡C e¡ −k H p−hl AbÑ
−Le −ke j−e qu S£heV¡ hÉbÑz
hý fb f¡l q−u, pwp¡−ll j¢l¢QL¡u — Na¡e¤N¢aL
i¡¢h ¢e q¡¢l−u k¡h, j¤¢š² −p −L¡b¡ f¡h, M¤y¢S Q¡¢l¢cLz
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lh£¾cÊe¡b J ¢q−j−eb
p¤¤LeÉ¡ ¢pwq
1992 p¡−m HL hRl LjÑp§−œ Bj¡−L −j¢„−L¡ nq−l
L¡V¡−a q−u¢Rmz −pC nq−l "L¡−g N¡å£' h−m HL¢V
¢hMÉ¡a L¡−g ¢Rm, −p¢V Bp−m L¡−gl p−‰ k¤š² HL¢V
¢hl¡V hC−ul −c¡L¡ez N¡å£l e¡−j L¡−g −c−M −pM¡−e
k¡Ju¡l −L±a¥qm qmz i¡l£ QjvL¡l S¡uN¡z c¡l¦Z L¢g
Bl −LL f¡Ju¡ k¡u Bl a¡L i¢aÑ b−l b−l p¡S¡−e¡
hC, ¢L¿¹¥ phC ØfÉ¡¢en i¡o¡uz p−h −p −c−n −N¢R, Bj¡l
ØfÉ¡¢en ‘¡e M¤hC p£¢ja, a¡J hC O¡yV−a i¡−m¡ m¡−Nz
e¡e¡e A−Qe¡ hC−ul j−dÉ −Qe¡ e¡j −c−M −Q¡M BV−L
−Nmz lh£¾cÊe¡b W¡L¥−ll c¤¢V hC — El rey del salón
oscuro Bl Ciclo de la Primavera, Ae¤h¡cL Zenobia
Camprubí de Jiménez. Bj¡l ØfÉ¡¢en ‘¡−el T¥¢m

ES¡s L−l h¤Tm¡j "l¡S¡' J "g¡ÒN¥e£'-l Ae¤h¡cz
avrZ¡v ¢L−e −gmm¡jz −cn −b−L q¡S¡l q¡S¡l j¡Cm
c§−l h−p qW¡v −Qe¡ j¤M −cM¡l Be−¾c EµRÅ¢pa qm¡jz
e£−Q HC c¤¢V hC−ul R¢h −cJu¡ −Nmz

−p−e¡¢hu¡ L¡ÇfË¦¢h ¢R−me ¢hMÉ¡a ØfÉ¡¢en L¢h
ýu¡e l¡je ¢q−j−e−bl (Juan Ramón Jiménez) Ù»£z
¢q−j−eb 1956 p¡−m p¡¢q−aÉ −e¡−hm f¤lú¡l f¡ez
lh£¾cÊe¡b ¢e−Sl AS¡−¿¹C HC cÇf¢al ¢h−u−a OVL¡¢m
L−l¢R−mez 1913 p¡−m −p−e¡¢hu¡l p−‰ kMe ¢q−j−e−bl
Bm¡f qu aMe lh£¾cÊe¡b pcÉ −e¡−hm f¤lú¡l −f−u−Re
Hhw −p−e¡¢hu¡ Ni£l lh£¾cÊ¡e¤l¡N£z ¢a¢e lh£¾cÊe¡−bl
L¢ha¡u BfÔ¦a J "¢nö'-l L¢ha¡ pwNËq Crescent

Moon Ae¤h¡c

Ll−a öl¦ L−l−Re — La Luna Nueva.
−p−e¡¢hu¡ Cwl¡S£ i¡−m¡ S¡e−ae ¢L¿¹¥ ¢q−j−e−bl ØfÉ¡¢en
i¡o¡ Af§hÑz 1913 −b−L 1915-l j−dÉ −mM¡ c¤'S−el
−fËjf−œl j−dÉ lh£¾cÊe¡−bl e¡j h¡l h¡l f¡Ju¡ k¡uz
¢Q¢W−a Ae¤h¡c ¢e−u Ni£l B−m¡Qe¡ Q−mz 1916 p¡−m
a¡yl¡ ¢hh¡qhå−e BhÜ qez a¡yl¡ c¤S−e ¢j−m lh£¾cÊe¡−bl
22-¢V NË¿Û Ae¤h¡c L−lez −p pju −Øf−e lh£¾cÊe¡−bl HC
Ae¤h¡c A−eL −r−œ ØfÉ¡¢en L¢h−cl hC−ul ¢hœ²£ R¡¢s−u
¢N−u¢Rmz fË¡u fË¢a¢V hC−ul j¤Mh−å ¢q−j−eb hC−ul
¢houhÙ¹¥ ¢O−l Abh¡ lh£¾cÊe¡−bl E−Ÿ−nÉ −j±¢mL NcÉ
L¢ha¡ ¢m−M−Rez
N£a¡”m£l Ae¤h¡−cl j¤Mh−å ¢q−j−eb ¢m−M−Re x
To Rabindranath Tagore,
We have tried to give a new body to your great
soul, to this book where you wanted to put
your full and true soul. Will it move your soul
with its blood and its rhythm? Will it beat
free, in our body? Tell me how does your soul
find itself in this body of ours? Does our word
cast its shadow a bit in your immense joy, in
that sandy expanse of joy, kin only of the sea
of paradise? Does it shine as the great star
and come down from your night of
adventures? Can you lift your fire with it to
the zenith; can you make your pensive love
quieter with it, like the subterranean water?
You are going to be heard in our words –
fortune of others –by your God! Will they be
enough for your God to come to listen to your
soul under our skies? Can you talk to him
freely, with our Spanish voice, to a God who
is yours, closer, visible, human who listens to
beautiful words? (translation into English by
Shyama Prasad Ganguly in collaboration
with Sisir Kumar Das).

−p−e¡¢hu¡ lh£¾cÊe¡b−L HL¢V ¢Q¢W ¢m−M¢R−me, pñha
1918 p¡−mz
For so long I have been writing to you in
imagination and the letters I have written are
so many, that now I actually sit down to write
as a fact, I cannot quite realize that this is
going to reach you, and I know that it will say
nothing at all of all the things I have thought
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in four years. My husband has always said to
me " Do not write. Don't you see that
Rabindranath Tagore does not know us? What
will a letter tell him? Wait till the war is over
and then we shall go to see him in England, if
he is there, if not, in India, to his school, which
would be much better." But India is far away,
and time passes and what if we never met and
I had lost forever the joy of one direct
communication with you? When one thinks of
all the wonderful souls through the ages and
wishes that one might have had the blessing of
sitting for one moment in their presence, the
idea that there is such a soul in the world at
present and that one is letting time pass
without hastening to touch the hem of his
garments is miserable.

SeÉ EC¢L¢f¢Xu¡ O¡yV−a ¢N−u S¡em¡j −k ¢q−j−eb cÇf¢a
HLL¡−m −pM¡−e AdÉ¡fe¡ Ll−aez Bj¡l L−m−Sl ¢ce
−L−V−R n¡¢¿¹¢e−La−ez n¡¢¿¹¢e−Lae, −j¢„−L¡, −jl£mÉ¡ä,
ph ¢j¢m−u Bj¡l ¢hQlZ−r−œl p−‰ lh£¾cÊe¡b Bl
¢q−j−eb AcªnÉ p§−œ N¡yb¡ −S−e f¤m¢La qm¡jz

−p−e¡¢hu¡ ¢m−M¢R−me, ¢a¢e X¡LO−ll Aj−ml jae
¢Q¢Wl Eš−ll A−fr¡u b¡L−hez Ešl ¢a¢e −f−u¢R−mez
a−h HLV¥ −cl£ q−u¢Rm, qua k¤−Ül SeÉz L¢h
¢m−M¢R−me,
I am deeply touched to know from your
delightful letter that I have readers in your
country who truly appreciate my writings. I
believe there is something in the atmosphere
and in the physical aspects of your
motherland, somewhat similar to those in
ours, which bring my lyrics close to your
hearts. And this inspires in me a strong desire
to visit your country if I am ever able to come
to Europe when the war is over.

lh£¾cÊe¡b −no fkÑ¿¹ −Øf−e −k−a f¡−le ¢e, a¡C
a¡y−cl −cM¡ qu ¢ez
hÉ¢š²Na pw−k¡Se x B¢j B−j¢lL¡l −k ¢hnÄ¢hcÉ¡m−u
¢f-HCQ-¢X Ll−a ¢N−u¢Rm¡j, −jl£mÉ¡ä ¢hnÄ¢hcÉ¡mu,
−pM¡−e i¡o¡ ¢hi¡−Nl h¡¢s¢Vl e¡j ¢Rm "¢q−j−eb qm'z
−pC ¢e−u aMe −aje i¡¢h¢ez BS HC −mM¡¢V −mM¡l

¢q−j−eb cÇf¢a
L«a‘a¡ ü£L¡l x
•

•

Spain and Latin America: Shyama Prasad
Ganguly;
Smaraka
Grantha
(Sesquicentennial Birth
Anniversary of Rabindranath Tagore)
Tagore
and
Jimenez:
a
poetic
coincidence: Graciela Palau de Nemes
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Calcutta University – Then and Now
Arun K. Guha

Earlier this year, an email with a list of
top twenty universities in India was
circulating in the Internet. Since Calcutta
University was not on the list (but Jadavpur
was), it became a conversation piece. This
was on my mind when Dhruba, CUAA
president, requested that I write something
for this magazine. The title of the article
almost suggested itself.
For reasons that should soon become
clear, I start with a bit of European history.
The first spark of civilization in Europe
glowed in Greece. But Italy is where it
became a flame. For centuries Rome
remained the center of Western civilization
which extended to the British Isles in the
west and what is now Turkey to the east. In
the middle ages, German Goths – whom the
Romans derisively called barbarians – took
refuge in Rome fleeing from attacks by
Mongol hordes. In less than twenty years,
Goths realized that Romans had become too
easy-going to defend themselves. They rose
up and sacked Rome. The Roman empire and
civilization collapsed. The Dark Ages
followed,
lasting
several
centuries.
Meanwhile,
Arabs
developed
their
civilization, melding their own contributions
with what they learned from Europe and
India. Eventually, Arabs came to Spain and
Sicily, and this contact caused a surge of
civilization called the Renaissance centered
in Florence, Italy. In time, it spread all over
Europe.
There is a saying that history repeats
itself. This history was repeated in India. A
bright flame of new awakening – renaissance

– lit up in Bengal and lasted about two
centuries; from Raja Ram Mohan Roy in late
eighteenth century to Rabindranath Tagore
in mid-twentieth century. After it was
founded in 1857 Calcutta University
spearheaded the enlightenment and it
spread all over India. All intellectuals who
contributed to Bengal Renaissance were
connected to the Calcutta University in some
way. Those were the glory days of Calcutta
University, unparalleled in Indian history. A
noted Maharashtrian social reformer, Gopal
Krishna Gokhale, who was Gandhi’s mentor
for a while, famously said that “What Bengal
thinks today, India will think tomorrow.”
Almost by definition, a renaissance is
preceded by a dark age. It happened in
Europe, and also in India. Here is a concise
history. Ashoka has been called the greatest
emperor in human history by H. G. Wells.
(India after independence adopted the
wheel of Ashoka as the center motif of the
flag, and an outline of the pillar of Ashoka as
the official seal.) After witnessing massive
loss of human life during his invasion of
Kalinga (today’s Orissa), he converted to
Buddhism which was an evolution of ancient
Indian religious philosophy. He spread the
message of peace all around the civilized
world of his time many centuries before
Christ. But Buddhist India lost the fighting
urge. When the Muslim invaders reached
India, they faced little opposition. The IndoGangetic plain came under Muslim rule
within a few hundred years. The scale of
slaughter of natives and destruction of
Indian civilization has no parallel in world
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history, as several historians (e.g., Will
Durant) have described. The study of ancient
Indian knowledge went underground and
was corrupted. Darkness fell upon India like
the dark ages in Europe.
Then came the British. The British
colonial rule in India had a Dr. Jekyll Mr.
Hyde character. Perhaps 10% Dr. Jekyll and
90% Mr. Hyde. Among the Dr. Jekyll actions
were their interest in understanding ancient
Indian knowledge and culture, introducing
western education, and giving India a
national identity. If you go to the Park Street
Cemetery near St. Xavier’s College in
Kolkata, at least three grave sites should
catch your eye. That of William Jones, Judge,
who learned Sanskrit and declared it to be
superior to Greek or Latin. He founded the
Asiatic Society in Kolkata which is still in
operation. The second would be a
mausoleum that looks like a small temple,
over the grave of Hindoo Stewart. He was an
officer in the army of the East India Company
before India formally became a crown
colony. He considered himself a Hindoo by
choice, liked to have a dip in the river Ganga
every day. The third is that of Henry Derozio,
an Anglo-Indian, who became a teacher in
Hindoo College (now Presidency University)
and inspired a large group of students whom
he called Young Bengal.
An academy in Fort William was
established in 1800 to teach Indian
languages to English officers. Vidyasagar
taught Sanskrit for some time. A missionary
college in Serampore started in 1818 with
the goal of converting natives to Christianity.
The Scottish Church College and the Medical
College started in Kolkatta. Krishnanagar
and Baharampur colleges were established
around that time. In 1857, three universities
were established in the three presidencies;
Calcutta University in early 1857, Bombay
and Madras Universities later in the year

with jurisdictions over Bombay and Madras
presidencies respectively, and several
nearby princely states. Calcutta university
had jurisdiction over the rest of British India
– from Lahore to Rangoon, and the foothills
of the Himalayas to Ceylon (Sri Lanka of
today). (British India consisted of India,
Burma and Ceylon. Kolkata was the capital
and was called the “city of palaces”.)
Allahabad, Aligarh and Punjab Universities
were established later in the nineteenth
century. The universities did postgraduate
teaching only, and affiliated colleges for
undergraduate
teaching.
They
also
conducted Entrance examinations to qualify
high school students for entrance to
colleges. The name of the examination later
changed to Matriculation; and yet again to
Higher Secondary when the responsibility
was shifted to Higher Secondary Boards after
independence. In 1886, the book “History of
Indian Peoples” by W. W. Hunter was
prescribed by Calcutta University for its
Entrance Examination. In the preface, the
author said, “I have tried to show how an
early gifted race, ethnically akin to our own,
welded the primitive forest tribes into
settled communities.” This was a respectful
approach to the history of ancient India.
The area around 100 to 300 miles
northwest of Kolkata (called Magadh;
today’s Bihar and Jharkhand) was the center
of the ancient Indian civilization many
centuries before the birth of Christ. That is
why the young prince Siddhartha came
down from the Himalayas and became
Buddha near the city of Gaya. The last Jain
Tirthankara, Mahavira, lived nearby in
Pareshnath. Emperor Bimbisar, who ruled
over the whole Indo-Gangetic plain, had his
capital in this area in Rajgir (from Raj Griha =
King’s House); his son Ajatsatru moved his
capital to a newly established town on the
banks of the river Ganga called Pataliputra
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(now, Patna). Nalanda University was in this
area, and so was Vikramshila (near
Bhagalpur). With time, Sanskrit was
simplified giving rise to new languages.
Much of the Buddhist literature is in Pali.
Then came Prakrit, and Maithili. The
kingdom of Mithila was in North Bihar and
South Nepal. Maithili language formed the
bridge between Sanskrit and Bengali. When
I first went to Darbhanga many years ago, I
was startled to see what appeared to be
“Mithila Vishwa Vidyalaya” in Bengali script
on the university building; closer inspection
revealed that it actually said “Mithina
Vishwa Vidyanay”: Maithili does not have an
alphabet for “l.” Considering the connection
of Maithili and Bengali, it seems appropriate
that Calcutta University was established on
land donated by the Maharaja of Darbhanga.
The main administration building is called
the Darbhanga Building. For political
reasons, the Mathili script is not in common
use in Maithili any more, Devnagari is used.
Renaissance involves the generation and
propagation of new ideas by polymaths. The
vehicle for recording and transmission of the
new ideas is language. Vidyasagar, who for
some years taught at Sanskrit College
affiliated with Calcutta University, wrote
Barnoparichaya to establish the standard
Bengali alphabet (derived from Maithili) and
wrote several prose pieces. Recently, I heard
an interesting story about a monk who is
currently head of the Vedanta Center in
Dublin, Ireland. He happens to be from
South India and had read Ramakrishna’s
sayings (Kathamrita) in translation. When he
wanted to read it in original Bengali, a fellow
Bengali monk gave him a copy of
Barnoparichaya and a few lessons. In three
months, he could read, write and speak
Bengali. The book is useful some 150+ years
after it was written. Incidentally, a

descendant of Vidyasagar is a longtime
resident of Montgomery County, MD.
James William Colvile, Justice of the
Supreme Court of India (then in Kolkata)
became the first Vice Chancellor in 1857.
One year later, 1858, two students:
Bankimchandra
Chattopadhyaya
and
Jodunath Bose, earned their degrees. The
former worked for the British Indian
government all his working life. In his spare
time, he developed a second career writing
novels, essentially becoming the path finder
of modern Bengali prose. In one of his
novels, “Ananda Math,” he introduced a
poem “Bande Mataram” (Hail to Mother)
which was soon set to tune as a song. In it,
he imagined a mother figure combining the
country, Goddess Durga and Goddess
Saraswati. The phrase “Bharat Mata”
(Mother India) entered the lexicon. It is a
uniquely Hindu Indian expression. One does
not hear the phrases “Mother China” or
“Mother France.” The song Bande Mataram
took the place of a national anthem till
independence. It became common practice
to start political meetings with this song, and
end with everyone saying “Bande Mataram,”
and “Bharat Mata ki Jai” (Victory to Mother
India.) After independence, it was replaced
with “Jai Hind” (Victory to India), a phrase
first used by Subhash Bose, another CU
graduate, and later adopted by Jawaharlal
Nehru, first Prime Minister of India after
independence. Asutosh Mukherjee is still
remembered for his long tenure as Vice
Chancellor, and his role in shaping the
university.
In 1883, a retired British member of the
Indian Civil Service (Allan Octavian Hume)
wrote an open letter to the graduates of
Calcutta University (the intelligentsia in
those days) proposing establishment of an
organization to discuss problems in the
society and appeal to the British Indian
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government for redress. He obtained the
necessary permission from the government.
A meeting was held in 1885 in Bombay City
(now Mumbai) with some 70+ persons
attending and enthusiastic support from the
wealthy Parsee community, including some
founder-sponsors. The organization was
named the Indian National Congress.
W.C.Bonnerjee was elected the first
president. He was a fellow of the Calcutta
University and connected with the faculty of
Law. In fifteen years, by the turn of the
century, the nature of Congress changed
from a social organization to a political party
demanding more voice in government. This
is how India’s freedom movement got its
start from Bankim’s inspirational writings
and an organization led by Calcutta
University graduates. The British Mr. Hyde
created the Cellular Jail in Port Blair in the
remote island of Andaman for deporting and
torturing freedom fighters. For about a
hundred years, some 80% of those
imprisoned there were from Bengal – mostly
educated in Calcutta University. The torture
was brutal, designed to break the spirit – a
freedom fighter named Ullaskar Dutta went
mad. This jail is waitlisted since 2014 for
recognition by UNESCO as a World Heritage
Site. The first person hanged there was Sher
Ali, a Pathan, for killing the then Viceroy of
India, Lord Mayo. There were three nooses
side by side so that three captives could be
executed together. British efficiency in
action.
Narendranath Datta of Kolkata was
educated in Scottish Church College. He
became a follower of Ramakrishna, took
Sanyas (monk-hood), and in 1893, attended
the World's Parliament of Religions in
Chicago. His speech electrified the audience,
and he spent several years in America
lecturing on Hinduism (several of his talks
were on Buddhism). During his journey by

boat to America, he met a fellow passenger,
Jamshedji Tata, the Parsee industrialist who
built the first steel plant in India.
Vivekananda suggested emphasis on science
education, ignored by the British Indian
government at that time. Tata set up an
Institute in Bangalore (now called the Indian
Institute of Science), which became a leading
center of science and engineering education.
Bangalore is now the heart of the “Silicon
Valley” of India. In 1990’s, a professor at the
California Institute of Technology (CalTech),
one of the top technical institutions in
America, told me that he had spent a few
years in IISc as a visiting professor, and out
of curiosity, looked up the constitution of
the IISc. He found the IISc and the CalTech
constitutions to be surprisingly similar,
except that IISc was much older. An
interesting incident was documented by
Marie Louis Burke in her book, Swami
Vivekananda
In
America
(1958).
Vivekananda used to stay as house guest
with families when he visited many cities
giving talks on Hinduism. Marie Louis was a
little girl when he stayed with her family. She
wrote her book when she was in her sixties.
She wrote (p. 95) “Once he said to my
grandmother that he had had the greatest
temptation of his life in America. She liked to
tease him a bit and said, “Who is she,
Swami?” He burst out laughing and said,
“Oh, it is not a lady, it is Organization!” He
explained how the followers of Ramakrishna
had all gone out alone and when they
reached a village, would just quietly sit under
a tree and wait for those in trouble to come
to consult them. But in the States, he saw
how much could be accomplished by
organizing work. … he gave a great deal of
thought and study how to adapt what
seemed good to him in our Western World
to the best advantage of his own people.”
This is how Vivekananda developed the idea
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of creating Ramakrishna Mission as a service
organization. The amazing thing is that a
young man in his early thirties, with only a
liberal education and no work experience,
could create such an enduring and effective
organization within a short time. He
established three Vedanta Centers in
America; in New York, Los Angeles and San
Francisco. Now there are many dozens in
various cities around the world, including
one in Moscow, Russia. A large Center was
set up in the suburbs of Paris with support
from the French author-philosopher,
Romain Rolland, who wrote biographies of
Vivekananda and Ramakrishna. Vivekananda
passed away at age 39. He reminds me of Adi
Shankara, who passed away at age 32, but
changed
the
basic
philosophical
underpinnings of Hinduism to Advaita (nonduality).
The Tagore (Thakur) family with all its
branches was prominent contributors to the
Bengal Renaissance and many were
connected
to
Calcutta
University.
Gopimohan Tagore was one of the founders
of Hindu College (now, Presidency
University), and his son Prasanna Coomer
Tagore was a director of Hindu College.
Calcutta university still holds Tagore Law
Lectures using the proceeds of the donations
he had made for the purpose. The reform
movement of Brahmo Samaj – a driving force
behind the Bengal Renaissance -- was led by
Debendranath Tagore. Two of his sons –
Satyendranath and Ganendranath – were
among the first students to pass the Calcutta
Uuniversity Entrance Examination in 1857.
Satyendra became the first Indian to join the
Indian Civil Service. Debendranath’s
youngest son, Rabindranath (Rabi Thakur)
needs no introduction to an Indian. He
became the first Asian to win the Nobel Prize
for literature in 1913; it would be another 50
years before a second Asian (from Japan)

won the prize. He attended St. Xaviers
College for a while but did not enjoy the
structured teaching style. He was selftaught, and established a university in
Santiniketan later in life. Mahatma Gandhi
used to call him Gurudev (Revered Teacher.)
It would be hard to find another person in
world history who accomplished as much as
Tagore did; perhaps Leonardo da Vinci and
Shakespeare taken together would be a
good choice. Seventyfive years after his
death, the influence of his writings still
dominates Indian, specially, Bengali culture.
Two of his poems rendered into songs are
the national anthems of two nations: India
and Bangladesh; a unique distinction. (Also
see
Amartya
Sen
on
Tagore:
https://newrepublic.com/article/89649/rab
indranath-tagore)
The first person born in India to receive
the Nobel Prize was Ronald Ross in 1902 for
his discovery that malaria is spread by
mosquitos. He had British nationality. He
joined the Indian Medical Service and
worked at the P.G.Hospital in Calcutta. It
appears likely that he had collaborated with
the Calcutta Medical College, but I have not
found any documentation. C.V.Raman
worked in Calcutta and received the Nobel
Prize in Physics in 1930. He was so convinced
of his idea that he raised funds for his
experimental equipment with a promise to
his benefactors that he will bring back the
Prize if he can perform the experiment.
Amartya Sen received the prize in economics
in 1990 – we happened to be in the same
graduating batch in Presidency College in
1953. The last Nobel Laureate I would like to
mention in Abdus Salam of Pakistan who
shared the Nobel Prize in physics with
Stephen Weinberg and Sheldon Glasow in
1979. In 1981, Calcutta University decided to
award Salam a gold medal. He declined
because his teacher who taught Salam all the
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mathematics he needed to earn his Nobel,
had received no award from Calcutta
University, his alma mater. This teacher,
Anilendranath Gongopadhya, taught at a
college in Lahore where Salam was a
student. Calcutta University instituted an
Eminent Teacher Award specially for him
and Salam attended the award ceremony at
his ailing teacher’s residence in South
Kolkata in 1981 – a year before he passed
away. Jagadish Chandra Bose, of Presidency
College, discovered radio waves before
Marconi, but did not get publicity in the
West. Prasanto Mohalanabish, became a
world pioneer in the new field of Statistics,
established the one of the world’s first
Department of Statistics (in Presidency
College), and went on to establish the Indian
Institute of Statistics. When University of
North Carolina decided to set up a
department of statistics, it hired a whole
group led by R.C.Bose from the Institute. I
have known American students from New
York wanting to do Ph.D. in Statistics moving
to Chapel Hill. C.R.Rao, deputy to
Mohalanabish, is now in his nineties and
lives in Buffalo, NY after a second career in
America.
For about 75 years, 1875-1950, Calcutta
University graduates spread the new
awakening all over India. A large number of
professionals – lawyers, physicians,
professors – in various cities of India were
from Bengal. Meghnad Saha went to
Allahabad to set up the Physics Department;
later in life he came back to set up the
Institute of Nuclear Physics in Science
College,
Kolkata.
His
classmate,
Satyendranath Bose, went to Dhaka; he
corresponded with Einstein to develop the
Bose-Einstein Statistics. Dirac gave the name
Boson to elementary particles that obey the
Bose-Einstein Statistics. Jnan Ghosh,
chemist, taught at Dhaka, and later became

the Director of the highly regarded Institute
in Bangalore. After independence, at the
request of the Government of India, he
established the Indian Institute of
Technology in Kharagpur in mid 1950s. This
served as a model for later IITs in various
other Indian cities, as well as several Indian
Institutes of Management. The very
prestigious Thomson School of Civil
Engineering was established in Roorkee in
early nineteenth century to train Indians in
surveying and drafting. After independence,
it was upgraded to a university and given IITequivalent status. C.S.Ghosh from the Indian
Institute of Science in Bangalore moved to
Roorkee and headed up the Electrical
Engineering Department. Not only in
academics, CU graduates excelled in other
fields as well. Himangshu Rai had a law
degree from CU but developed an interest in
film making. He went to Mumbai and started
Bombay Talkies in 1934, one of the pioneer
institutions in Bollywood. His wife Devika
Rani was a prominent actress; his brother-inlaw Ashok Kumar became a famous actor.
Indeed, there were so many professional
Bengalis spread throughout India that they
celebrated their love of Bengali literature by
holding an annual Probashi Banga Sahitya
Sammelan in different cities in India. In a
sense, these were the precursors of the
North American Bengali Conference that is
now held every year in various U.S.cities.
Finally, the first president of independent
India, Rajendra Prasad, was educated in
Presidency College, Calcutta University. He
lived in Hindu Hostel and used to carry a
small container of ghee with him at lunch
and dinner. There were stories of his
classmates playing pranks on him. The first
vice president of independent India,
Radhakrishnan, taught philosophy at
Calcutta University for about ten years.
__________________
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However, with time both Bengal and
Calcutta University went into gradual
decline. By 1900, Mr. Hyde concluded that
Bengal was ungovernable. He started to use
the divide and rule policy to separate Hindus
and Muslims. In 1905, the partition of Bengal
was announced but was retracted after
furious resistance (including celebration of
Rakhi Bandhan to demonstrate solidarity).
But Bengal was later partitioned on the basis
of language; it lost Bihar, Orissa and Assam.
In Dhaka in 1906, Aga Khan III, a British
lackey, established the Muslim League as a
counterweight
to
Congress.
(His
grandfather, Aga Khan I was on the British
payroll.) Finally, it was announced on
December 12, 1911, that the capital of
British India will move from Calcutta (where
it had been for 139 years) to Delhi. The new
capital was inaugurated on February 13,
1931. Calcutta lost its importance, and
access to financial resources. In the mid1930s, Jinnah came back to India to demand
a separate homeland for Muslims arguing
that Hindus and Muslims were two nations.
(He spent a night in Churchill’s country home
in Chartwell as house guest. There is no
record of their discussions, but it is known
that they agreed to use pseudonyms in
future correspondence.) Under a new law
passed in 1935, Indians formed provincial
governments in 1937. Muslim League won in
Bengal and Sindh, Congress in other
provinces. The Second World War started in
September 1939. The Indian government
joined the war without consulting Indian
leaders. In a pique, Congress resigned from
all provincial governments. Jinnah called it
“the day of deliverance” for Muslims. Gandhi
announced the Quit India movement in 1942
demanding full independence. Armed
uprisings (i.e., sporadic terrorist actions)
started in Bengal, mostly with student
participation. When Japan opened an

Eastern front, Churchill ordered “scorched
earth” policy to be employed in East Bengal
to prevent the Japanese from coming in.
Many of the roads and bridges were
destroyed. None of the agricultural produce
could be moved to Kolkata and West Bengal.
An estimated 2+ million people died in the
famine of 1943. When the Indian
government appealed to Churchill for relief
because people were dying, Churchill
famously said, “Why isn’t Gandhi dead yet?”
Japan dropped a couple of small bombs over
Kidderpore. Then came the infamous riots,
the Great Calcutta Killing on August 16,
1946. TIME magazine published a report
http://www.time.com/
time/magazine/article/0,9171,933559,00.ht
ml. in the August 26, 1946 issue that Jinnah
the lawyer expected to be jailed for inciting
the riot. But the Brits did not jail him; he was
their man, their agent. TIME magazine
values this report so much that it renewed
the copyright protection in 2013. The
partition in August 1947 was followed by
massive influx of refugees from East
Pakistan. For the next five or ten years, it was
difficult to use Sealdah North Railway Station
because of the refugees living on the
platform with nowhere else to go. The
political turmoil over several decades
impacted the normal operation of society,
including education.
After independence, the ruling parties in
West Bengal (Communist Party of India,
Trinamul Congress) has almost always been
in opposition to the party in power at the
Center and West Bengal became a stepchild.
As the situation in Bengal declined, the
prestige of Calcutta University declined with
it. Its jurisdiction today is miniscule
compared to what it was in 1857. Its
resources are limited.
I would like to emphasize a few points. It
is a historical fact that the Islamic conquest
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of India was one of the most brutal in human
history. But that was then. Indians have
learned to live together. Maulana Abul
Kalam Azad, a Muslim Cleric, holds the
record for the longest term as president of
the Indian National Congress. Khan Abdul
Gaffar Khan, fondly called Frontier Gandhi,
was the undisputed leader of the Pathans
(Pakhtuns) and strongly opposed the
partition. They were both dismayed by
Nehru’s surprise acceptance of the partition
of India. Most Hindu intellectuals today
criticize the current BJP government in India
because of its anti-Muslim stance. Indian
national anthem celebrates the medley of
religions in Indian society – Hindu, Buddhist,
Sikh, Jain, Parsee, Muslim, Christian. Muslim
population in India is thriving and has
increased not only in absolute number, but
as a percentage of Indian population after
independence. Muslims have occupied
important positions in government and have
made many important contributions. Many
Bollywood celebrities are Muslim; Indian
Rocket program was led by a Muslim; India
is a secular country – it has no state religion.
The second point is personal. I was
disappointed with the omission of Calcutta
University in the list of top twenty
universities in India. A search on the web led
to the finding that there are numerous
different rankings available. One such top
ten list by an international organization
(BRICS University Rankings 2018) showed
the University of Delhi in the seventh place
and Calcutta University in tenth; rest eight
were IITs. That made me happy.
A friend asked me to predict the future
of Calcutta University. Yogi Berra once said
that predictions are tough to make, specially
about the future. Explanations of certain

past events are also hard. No one can explain
why several brilliant people were born
within a relatively short period in Italy to
create the Renaissance; many more in
Bengal for the Bengal Renaissance. If I
compare the two cases, three common
characteristics are obvious: (1) History of an
old thriving civilization: Rome and Magadh,
almost as if something stays behind in the
soil or the DNA of the people, (2) Contact
with new ideas: from Arabs and British, (3)
Financial sponsorship: Medici family in
Florence and British Raj with capital in
Calcutta. There is no question that relatively
speaking, the resources currently available
to Calcutta University are much less
compared to universities in Delhi, Mumbai
or Gujrat, or the IITs and IIMs. It cannot
attract outside talent as it did before (think
of Radhakrishnan and Raman). The financial
situation in Bengal and Kolkata has been
poor for decades, both because of massive
influx of refugees during 1947-1955, and
again in 1969-71, and the political decisions
made by people in power. The next burst of
achievements in India is likely to happen in
Bangalore, Hyderabad, Mumbai, or Gujrat.
This is the way things happen; Italy is no
longer the center of European civilization.
A final comment. Had this paper been
written for a professional journal, there
would have been many – perhaps a hundred
– footnotes and endnotes of citations
consuming a large amount of space. That did
not seem appropriate for this magazine.
However, I would like to encourage curious
readers, especially young ones, to google the
names of persons mentioned in the article,
and key phrases. It would be a rewarding
experience, and lead to the development of
a good habit.
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i¨¢a
¢fËu l”e hp¤¤
i¨¢a−L p¡jm¡−e¡ HLV¡ nš² L¡Sz ¢ae hR−ll
e¡a¢ez c¤ø¥¢j Bl Q’ma¡ −h−sC Q−m−R — hupV¡C −a¡
JlLjz R¥V−R, hÉ¡b¡ f¡−µR, −L¡e ï¦−rf −eCz Bjl¡ ph
pju aVÙÛz ph¡C h−m, i¨¢a HLV¥ −hn£ Q’m, ph¡l p−‰
−j−n, j¤−M Lb¡l °M g¥V−Rz ¢fË-ú¥−m f−s — B−j¢lL¡e
AÉ¡L−p−¾V Lb¡ hm¡ ¢nM−Rz a¡−a j¤¢úm qu Bj¡−clz
Jl Bhc¡l h¡ue¡‚¡…−m¡ ph pju h¤T−a f¡¢l e¡, Jl
j¡-h¡h¡l SeÉ A−fr¡ Ll−a quz ú¥m Jl M¤h BLoÑ−Zl
S¡uN¡; A−eL pjhup£ hå¥, −Mm¡d¤m¡-R¢h ByL¡-e¡Q-N¡e,
La ¢Lz j¡−T j¡−T ea¥e ea¥e −Mm¡ ¢n−M B−p — Jl
p−‰ a¡m ¢j¢m−u −Mm−a q−h — h¤−s¡h¤¢s q¡y¢f−u E¢W!
−kje L¡m hmm, ¢jE¢SL¡m −Qu¡l −Mm−a q−h — −Mm−a
qm, eua a¡l j¤M i¡lz ¢nöl p¡−b −Mm−a −Mm−a
hu−pl Lb¡ j−e b¡−L e¡, −L¡j−ll hÉ¡b¡ h¡−s — jmj−py−Ll nlZ¡fæ q−a quz a¡ h−m −Mm¡ hå Ll¡ k¡−h
e¡z
ph pju ¢nö−cl ea¥e ¢LR¥ −cM¡l BNËqz HLV¡
−R¡– q¡−ll f¤y¢aJ Jl L¡−R ¢hØj−ul ¢S¢eoz ¢nöl j−el
q¢cn f¡Ju¡ hs L¢Wez O¤j −b−L E¢W−u Jl j¡ ú¥−m
f¡W¡uz pL¡−m E−W L¡æ¡ ¢QvL¡l, a¡l −pC f¤a¥mV¡
−L¡b¡u, −kV¡ ¢e−u BS ú¥−m −k−a q−h — ¢cc¡−L e¡¢L
LMe h−m¢Rm; j¡l S¡e¡ −eC hÉ¡f¡lV¡z LmL¡a¡l −jm¡
−b−L ¢cc¡ HLV¡ L¡−Wl f¤a¥m-−h± H−e¢Rm, V¡e¡ −qyQs¡−a
a¡l e¡L −i¡ya¡ q−u −N−R, −pV¡−L f¤y¢al j¡m¡ fl¡−e¡
q−u−R, a¡−L ¢e−u ú¥−m k¡−hz j¡ ka h−m JV¡ eu, AeÉ
p¤¤¾cl −Mme¡ ¢e−u k¡J, a¡l je i−l e¡z JV¡C Q¡C, −pV¡
−L¡b¡u −Mme¡l i£−s ¢j−n B−R, M¤y−S −hl Ll¡
pjup¡−frz ú¥−m −k−a −cl£ q−u k¡−hz Ae−eÉ¡f¡u j¡l
HLj¡œ p¡−h¢L n¡pe — L¢Òfa ¢LR¥ iu −cM¡e — eua
iaÚÑpe¡z
¢a¢ln hRl B−N i¨¢al j¡ LmL¡a¡u hs q−u−R,
aMe Ha −Mme¡ f¡Ju¡ −ka e¡z hRlL¡l −jm¡ −b−L
q−lL lLj −Mme¡ ¢Lea¡jz Q¡L¢lp§−œ ¢h−c−n −N−m
f¤am
¥ , −Mme¡ H−e¢Rz −j−u M¤¢n qaz ¢L¿¹,¥ ¢nö−cl
j¢aN¢a −h¡T¡ i¡l — ¢L−p −k LMe a¡−cl je V¡−e!

i¨¢al j¡ kMe −R¡V ¢Rm, aMeL¡l HLV¡ OVe¡ HM−e¡
j−e B−Rz
−j−ul hup aMe ¢aez l¡e¡O¡−V j¡j¡l h¡¢s a¡l HL
hs BLoÑZz h¡¢sl −M¡m¡ EW¡−e R¡NmR¡e¡, q¡yp-j¤l¢Nl
h¡µQ¡l p−‰ −Mm¡, R¡N−ml h¡µQ¡−L −L¡−m −eJu¡, h¡R¥−ll
q¡ð¡ q¡ð¡ L−l m¡¢g−u −hs¡−e¡ — q−lL lLj BLoÑZ
−pM¡−ez
l¡e¡O¡−V k¡¢µR −nu¡mc¡ −b−L −m¡L¡m −VÊ−ez −øn−e
Y¥Lh¡l l¡Ù¹¡u −m¡−Ll W¡p¡ i£s — Bl ¢ia−l
fÉ¡−p”¡−ll SVm¡z a¡l Jfl qL¡ll¡z −j−u −L¡−m e¡
E−W q¡yV¡l h¡ue¡ dlmz HLq¡−a HLV¡ f¤a¥m h¤−L −Q−f
…¢V …¢V q¡yV¢Rmz qW¡v c¡y¢s−u fsm — k¡−h e¡, q¡a
d−l V¡e−Rz ¢L hÉ¡f¡l? Jl j¢SÑja L−uL f¡ ¢fR−a
qmz g¥Vf¡−a qL¡l L¡fs ö−L¡h¡l e¡e¡l−Pl ¢LÓf ¢h¢œ²
Ll¢Rmz −j−u BP¥m ¢c−u −cM¡m a¡l ¢LÓf Q¡Cz nÄölh¡¢s
k¡¢µR — ¢LÓf ¢e−u ¢L q−h!
−VÊe R¡s¡l pju q−u k¡−µRz Ù»£ hmm, ""c¡Je¡ c¤−V¡
¢L−e, T¡−jm¡ ¢j¢V−u Qm'', h−m c¤−V¡ ¢LÓf ¢e−u Jl q¡−a
¢cmz i¡hm¡j T¡−jm¡ ¢jVmz
¢L¿¹¥ −L¡b¡u ¢L! −j−u ¢fR−e q¡a c¤'−V¡ ¢e−u j¤M
−N¡yS L−l c¡y¢s−u lCmz ¢S−NÉp Llm¡j, ""¢L qm, k¡−h
e¡?'' Ù»£ Bcl L−l −h¡T¡m, ""−VÊe −R−s −c−hz j¡j¡l
h¡¢s Qmz R¡N−ml h¡µQ¡ ¢e−u −Mm−h e¡?''
−L¡−m a¥m−a −Nm¡jz EW−h e¡z a¡l ph…−m¡ Q¡Cz
qL¡lJ jS¡ −f−u−R, ""−h±¢c c¤−V¡ ¢c−u L£ q−h, HL XSe
¢e−u k¡e, L¡−S m¡N−hz''
BlJ −N¡V¡ R−uL −Le¡ qmz aar−Z −j−u j¡l q¡a
d−l T¥−m f−s−Rz −j−u −a¡ HlLj ¢Sc L−l e¡z l¡Ù¹¡u
h−p fs−Rz fb-Qm¢a j¡e¤o a¡L¡−µRz M¤h ¢hlš² q¢µRm¡jz
−no fkÑ¿¹ e¡e¡ l−Pl c¤' XSe ¢LÓf ¢Le−a qmz
¢nö−cl j¢aN¢al Lb¡ −i−h BÕQkÑ qCz ¢L¿¹¥ BÕQkÑ
qJu¡l BlJ h¡¢L ¢Rmz
−pC −j−ul −j−u i¨¢az
BSL¡m phÑœ La je −i¡m¡e −Mme¡ l−u−Rz h¡¢s−a
LalLj −Mme¡ Bp−Rz EfmrÉ A−eL — MË£øj¡p, ¢eE
Cu¡l, SeÈ¢ce, hå¥−cl Efq¡lz e¡a¢e HV¡ ¢e−u −Mm−R,
f¤−l¡e qJu¡l B−N B−lLV¡ Bp−Rz Ah¡L q−u −c¢Mz
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Hh¡−ll OVe¡V¡ H−Lh¡−lC AeÉlLjz −p¢ce A¢gp
−b−L −gl¡l pju j¡ −j−u−L ú¥m −b−L ¢e−u H−p−Rz
i¨¢a−L ¢cc¡l q¡−a ¢c−u Jl j¡ HLV¡ clL¡¢l L¡−S
−h¢l−u −Nmz ¢cc¡l J−L M¡Ju¡h¡l Lb¡, Jf−ll O−l B¢j
Mh−ll L¡NS fs¢Rz M¡¢eLrZ f−lC e¡a¢el L¡æ¡l
BJu¡S −fm¡j — i¡hm¡j, k¡ q−u b¡−L, −p qua M¡−µR
e¡, Bl ¢cc¡J −Qø¡ Ll−Rz ¢L¿¹¥ HLV¥ f−lC −Vl −fm¡j
— e¡, L¡æ¡ −ke HLV¥ HLV¥ L−l h¡s−Rz ¢cc¡ p¡jm¡−a
f¡l−R e¡z i¨¢al ¢cc¡l T¡yT¡m Lãül L¡−e Hm, ""HLh¡l
e£−Q Bp−h? ¢cel¡a L¡NS fsR, e¡a¢e ¢L Q¡C−R HLV¥
−cM−a −a¡ f¡l, e¡ L£?''
¢L hÉ¡f¡l? q¿¹c¿¹ q−u e£−Q Hm¡jz
""−R¡V HLV¡ h¡µQ¡−L p¡jm¡−a f¡lR e¡?'' e¡a¢el
L¡−R j¤n¢Lm Bp¡−el ja H¢N−u −Nm¡jz
""−n¡e ¢L Q¡C−R, Lb¡C −a¡ h¤T−a f¡l¢R e¡z''
""¢L Q¡CR, ¢cc¤?'' h¤T−a −Qø¡ Llm¡jz
""j−e q−µR ¢LE¢h e¡ ¢L hm−Rz''
E−ÒV B¢j Ù»£−L ¢S‘¡p¡ Llm¡j, ""−pV¡ ¢L?''
""B¢j a¡ S¡¢e e¡z HMeJ HLV¥J M¡h¡l j¤−M −cu
¢ez p¡l¡¢ce f−l ¢LR¥ M¡−h −a¡z Jl j¡l Bp−a −cl£
q−hz'' Ù»£−L ¢Q¿¹¡¢eÄa −cMm¡jz
i¨¢a j¤M −N¡yS L−l h−p B−R, a¡l ¢LE¢h Q¡Cz hs
j¤n¢L−m fsm¡jz
c¤S−e −h¡T¡−a m¡Nm¡j, ""j¡¢jÈ Bp¤¤L, a¡lfl ¢LE¢h
M¤y−S −chz''
i¨¢a hmm, ""X¡X¥, B¢j i£oZ pÉ¡Xz Bj¡l ¢LE¢h
c¡Jz''
j¡b¡u q¡a ¢c−u hm−a qm, ""X¡X¥ e¢V, ¢LµR¥ S¡−e
e¡z''
−p e¡−R¡sh¡¾c¡ — e¡ ¢c−m M¡−h e¡z hmm¡j, −hs¡−a
¢e−u k¡h, f¡−LÑ k¡h, NÒf Llh — ¢LR¥−aC −i¡m¡e k¡u
e¡z A−eL p¡dÉp¡de¡l fl HLV¥ BdV¥ j¤−M ¢cmz
−j−ul ¢g−l Bp¡l A−fr¡ Ll−a m¡Nm¡jz
O¾V¡M¡−eL f−l −j−u ¢glmz hmm¡j ¢LE¢h hªš¡¿¹z
¢S‘¡p¡ Llm¡j, ¢LE¢h ¢L? Hje ¢L ¢S¢ep −kV¡ e¡ −f−m
J M¡−µR e¡?
−j−u i¨¢a−L jªc¤ ¢alú¡l Llmz i¨¢al Lb¡, Bhc¡l
a¡l j¡ −h¡−T, S¡−e — Bjl¡ ¢L L−l S¡eh!
−j−u Jf−l −n¡h¡l O−l Q−m −Nmz q¡−al j¤−W¡u ¢L
HLV¡ ¢e−u e£−Q e¡jmz j¤−W¡u dl¡ ¢S¢epV¡ Ha −R¡V −k
p¡j−e −b−L e¡ −cM−m eS−l B−p e¡z
""HC e¡J −a¡j¡l ¢LE¢hz HCh¡l M¡h¡lV¡ −M−u e¡Jz
h¡¢m−nl e£−Q −l−M H−p ¢cc¤−L ¢hlš² LlRz''

q¡−a ¢LE¢h −f−u i¨¢al −p ¢L ¢Mm¢Mm q¡¢pz q¡−al
j¤−W¡ M¤−m Bj¡−cl c¤'Se−L −cM¡−a m¡Nmz Bjl¡ qah¤¢Ü
— Ha −Mme¡ −g−m HC p¡j¡eÉ HLV¡ ¢S¢e−pl SeÉ Ha
h¡ue¡! p¡c¡ −g¡−jl HLV¡ HL −p¢¾V¢jV¡l ¢LEh; −L¡e
HLV¡ h¡¢hÑ-X−ml fÉ¡−LV M¤m−a −h¢l−u¢Rmz Jl j¡ J−L
¢c−u¢Rm, kaÀ L−l −pV¡ −l−M ¢c−u¢Rmz
a¡lfl −b−L Bjl¡ mrÉ l¡Ma¡j — e¡e¡ l−Pl
hÔL ¢c−u LÉ¡−pm, Olh¡¢s La ¢L h¡e¡u, Bj¡−LJ −k¡N
¢c−a qu j¡−T j¡−Tz a¡l −L¾cÊ−a I −R¡– ¢LE¢h hp¡uz
LMeJ HLV¡ Q¡cl −f−a f¤a¥m −Mm−R, a¡l j¡−T ¢LEhV¡
hp¡−hz
¢nö−L M¡Ju¡−e¡ −l¡SL¡l HLV¡ Løp¡dÉ hÉ¡f¡lz e¡e¡
A¢Rm¡, Am£L N−Òfl Aha¡lZ¡z BC-fÉ¡−X e¡e¡ −Mm¡
−cM¡−e¡, La ¢L L−l M¡Ju¡−e¡ — Na ¢ae hRl d−l HC
Q−m Bp−Rz HMe ea¥e pw−k¡Se — ¢LE¢hz
ú¥m −b−L ¢g−l JV¡ q¡−al j¤−W¡u ¢e−u h−pz ú¥−m
k¡Ju¡l pju −L¡b¡J m¤¢L−u l¡−M −pV¡ — −L±−V¡l e£−Q,
−Mme¡l h¡−„, Aá¥a Aá¥a S¡uN¡uz
l¡−a ö−a k¡Ju¡l B−N Bj¡−cl O−l B−p —
c¤Se−L "q¡N' L−l …X-e¡CV S¡e¡uz HLV¡ −Mm¡l T¥¢s−a
l¡−M ph¤S hÉ¡w, LmL¡a¡l g¥Vf¡a −b−L −Le¡ j¡b¡l j¤L¥V
— ph¢LR¥l j¡TM¡−e −R¡– e¡„ i¢jL¡l ¢n¢nz ¢n¢n −b−L
−l¡S HLV¡ c¤−V¡ c¡e¡ M¡uz HL¢ce ¢cc¤ B¢hú¡l Llm,
JC T¥¢sl j−dÉ LMe −ke a¡l jq¡j§mÉh¡e ¢LE¢h H−e
m¤¢L−u −l−M−Rz S¡¢e — −L¡e ¢LR¥l Jfl h¡µQ¡−cl V¡e
— L'¢ce f−lC i¥−m k¡−hz
ú¥−m hå¥l¡, ¢VQ¡ll¡ i¨¢al SeÈ¢ce f¡me L−lz
h¡¢s−a i¨¢al SeÈ¢ce HLV¡ hs Evphz −j−u S¡j¡C−ul
hå¥-h¡åhl¡ ¢ej¢¿»a quz a¡l¡ Efq¡l B−ez a¡C i¨¢a
SeÈ¢ce f¡me Ll¡ ¢e−u −hn BNËq£z Bj¡−cl SeÈa¡¢l−Ml fË−u¡Se qu e¡e¡ gjÑ ¢gm Bf Ll−a — hÉ¡−ˆ,
A¢g−p, f¡n−f¡−VÑz a−h LMeJ clS¡ M¤−m k¢c g¥−ml
−a¡s¡ h¡ ¢NgÚV L¡XÑ f¡C, i¡−m¡C m¡−Nz −c−n −j−ul
SeÈ¢ce Bjl¡ AhnÉ f¡me Lla¡jz
L¡m Bj¡l −j−ul SeÈ¢cez A−eL hRl Bjl¡ JC
¢ce HL p−‰ b¡¢L ¢e, Hh¡l B¢Rz a−h ph ¢LR¥ O−l¡u¡
f¢l−h−nC q−hz i¨¢al h¡h¡ A¢gp V¥É−l h¡C−lz ¢ceV¡l
Lb¡ j−e −l−M HLV¡ h¡bÑ-−X L¡XÑ Bjl¡ h¡h¡ j¡ c¤'S−e
pC L−l −l−M¢Rz L¡m −i¡−l O¤j i¡P¡l pju q¡−a ¢c−u
ECn Llhz
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pL¡−m M¤h −i¡−l i¨¢al ¢cc¤ pÀ¡e, f¤−S¡ −p−l ¢e−u−R,
f¡−up °al£ q−u −N−Rz Bj¡−L hmm, ""Qm, −j−ul O¤j
i¡P¡Cz''
L¡XÑV¡ ¢e−u −j−ul O−l Y¥Lm¡j, −j−u−L SeÈ¢c−el
Bcl J c£OÑ, p¤M¤ £ S£he L¡je¡ Llm¡j — ¢hR¡e¡u j¡l
f¡−n ö−u −R¡– HLV¡ j¡b¡, c¤−V¡ −Q¡M S¥mS¥m L−l ph¢LR¥
−cM¢Rmz
Bjl¡ O−l H−p p−h Q¡−u Q¥j¤L ¢c−a öl¦ L−l¢R,
−j−ul O−l e¡a¢el L¡æ¡l BJu¡S öe−a −fm¡jz −p
hm−R, ""j¡¢jÈ, BS −a¡j¡l SeÈ¢ce, Bj¡−L −Le hm¢e?
B¢j −a¡j¡−L ¢L ¢NgÚV −ch? c¡c¤ ¢cc¡ ¢cmz''
j¡ −h¡T¡−µR, ""XÉ¡¢X Bp¤¤L, aMe q−hz''
""e¡, Bj¡l L¡XÑ −L¡b¡u?''
""¢WL B−R, c¡c¤−L hmz c¡c¤ HLV¡ L¡XÑ °al£ L−l
−c−hz''
L−uL j¤q¨aÑ f−lC −cMm¡j, Bj¡l p¡j−e ¢Vw ¢V−P
i¨¢a HC W¡ä¡u öd¤ HLV¡ −N¢” N¡−u c¡y¢s−uz ""B−l H
¢L, W¡ä¡ m¡N−h −kz''
""X¡X¥, −jL Ju¡e ¢NgÚV gl j¡¢jÈ, ¢fÔSz''
p¢aÉ M¤h i¥m q−u −N−R — Jl Lb¡ −LE i¡¢h¢ez
J −k Jl j¡−L L¡XÑ ¢c−a f¡−l −p Lb¡V¡ Bj¡−cl j−e
qu ¢ez

B¢j q¢µR e¡a¢el −R¡VM¡−V¡ HC ph g¡Cglj¡−nl
−m¡Lz p¡¿¹e¡ ¢cm¡j, ""f¡yQ ¢j¢eV ph¤l Ll, L¡XÑ −l¢X
q−µRz''
HLV¡ l¢Pe M¡−jl Efl i¥¢al −œ²ue ¢c−u j¡-−j−ul
R¢h ByLm¡j — e£m ¢c−u BL¡n, qm¤c lP ¢c−u p§kÑz
HLV¡ jÉ¡NÚ−eV-m¡N¡e j¡R M¡−jl M¡−jl ¢ial Y¥¢L−u −l¢X
Ll−a e¡ Ll−a i¨¢a Bh¡l q¡¢Slz Ni£l BNËq ¢e−u
¢S¢ep…−m¡ −cM−a m¡Nmz M¡−jl Jfl ¢mMm¡j, "j¡¢jÈ,
qÉ¡¢f h¡bÑ −Xz' Jl q¡a d−l L¡−XÑl Jfl Jl e¡j
−mM¡m¡j, "i¨¢a'z ¢S−NÉp Llm¡j, ""Hh¡l a¥¢j qÉ¡¢f?''
−cMm¡j j¤−M −aje q¡¢p −eCz Jl j¡ −S¡l L−l
M¡Ju¡−a −N−m, −k lLj ¢hlphc−e M¡u, j¤−Ml i¡h
A−eLV¡ −ke −p lLjz ¢LR¥ HLV¡ i¡h−Rz qW¡v L¡XÑ e¡
¢e−u −c±−s Q−m −Nmz Bj¡l jeV¡ M¡l¡f qm — e¡a¢el
¢NgÚVV¡ fR¾c qm e¡z
f¡−nl O−l −j−ul Nm¡ öem¡j, ""JM¡−e ¢hR¡e¡u ¢L
M¤ySR?''
HLV¥ f−lC i¨¢a ¢g−l Hm, ""X¡X¥, f¤VÚ CVÚ Cep¡CX
j¡C ¢NgÚV fÉ¡−LV,'' h−m M¡−jl j−dÉ −pC −R¡– "¢LE¢h'
Y¥¢L−u ¢c−u Bj¡l j¤−Ml ¢c−L a¡L¡mz −cMm¡j Be−¾cl
RV¡u Eá¡¢pa −R¡– HL¢V j¤M — j¤−M c¤mÑi, Ae¡¢hm
q¡¢p, a¡l ph−Q−u ¢fËu ¢S¢ep¢V j¡−L ¢c−a −f−lz
M¡jV¡ ¢e−u HL −c±−s j¡l O−l Q−m −Nmz
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B−m¡l N¡e
c£f¡”e hp¤¤
BSL¡m Bl −aje L−l fËL«¢al −fËj
dl¡ −cu e¡ Bj¡l −mM¡u—
h¤LJ i−l e¡, −Q¡MJ j−S e¡,
nl£−l h¡−S e¡ BL¡n-h¡a¡−pl N¡e—
S£he¡−¾cl l©fp£ h¡wm¡ Abh¡ e¡−V¡−ll hema¡ −pe!
eNl S£h−el Q¡l −cu¡−ml h¡C−l
f−s lCm Bpm S£heV¡ pjÙ¹ BL¡n-h¡a¡p ¢e−u!
BSL¡m Bl −aje L−l fËL«¢al −fËj dl¡ −cu e¡ Bj¡l −mM¡u—
B¢j ÙÛ¢hl-f¡Me¡ f¡¢M — −Q¡−Ml cª¢øJ LÓ¡¿¹ ¢h¢Sa S£h−el R¢h −c−M −c−M—
Bl LmjV¡ HMe AåL¡−ll hå¥,
Afl¡−dl ¢e×gm fË¢ah¡c-¢j¢R−m f¡ Q¡¢m−u Q¡¢m−u
B−m¡l N¡e N¡C−a i¥−m −N−Rz
La¢ce B¢j −c¢M¢e ¢e−S−L
m¡m j¡¢Vl −M¡u¡C-Hl f−b—
n¡¿¹ n£am ¢T−ml S−m, ph¤S à£−fl R¡u¡l g¡y−L,
−l¡−cl Bmfe¡u—
BSL¡m Bl −aje L−l fËL«¢al −fËj dl¡ −cu e¡ Bj¡l −mM¡uz
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−no N¡e
−ch¡”e ¢hnÄ¡p
aMe 1941 p¡−ml H¢fËm j¡pz n¡¢¿¹¢e−La−e
lh£¾cÊe¡b AaÉ¿¹ Ap¤¤Ù,Û nkÉ¡n¡u£z q¡yV¡ Qm¡ Ll¡, Hje¢L
Lb¡ hm−aJ a¡yl Lø quz p¡l¡ S£he S¥−s f¡W−Ll SeÉ
p¡¢qaÉ J p‰£−al −k Ajªa-p¡Nl ¢a¢e pªSe L−l¢R−me,
−pC −mM¡−m¢M Ll−a HMeJ a¡yl fË¡Z Q¡u h−V ¢L¿¹¥
−l¡NS£ZÑ nl£l Q¡u e¡z −p¢ce pL¡−m −l¡NnË¡¿¹ L¢h a¡yl
¢hR¡e¡u ¢eSÑ£−hl j−a¡ −Q¡M hå L−l ö−u B−Rez O−ll
HL f¡−n −j−T−a j¡c¤l ¢h¢R−u L¢hLeÉ¡ j£l¡ −ch£ Bl
LeÉ¡pj¡ °j−œu£ −ch£ h−p ¢e−S−cl j−dÉ Bm¡fQ¡¢la¡u
hÉÙ¹z
Hje pju ""l¢h-c¡, l¢h-c¡'' h−m X¡L−a X¡L−a
hp−¿¹l cjL¡ q¡Ju¡l j−a¡ O−l −Y¡−Le −p±−j¾cÊe¡b W¡L¥lz
f¡n ¢g−l LÓ¡¿¹ −Q¡M −j−m a¡L¡e L¢hz M¤¢nl Bi¡o
R¢s−u f−s a¡yl cª¢ø−a, h−me, ""−p±jÉ H−p¢Rp! a¥C ¢L
BS−LC Q−m k¡¢µRp?''
lh£¾cÊe¡−bl phÑ−SÉù c¡c¡ ¢à−S¾cÊe¡−bl e¡¢a
−p±−j¾cÊe¡b HL hZÑju Q¢lœz L¢hl L¡−RJ ¢a¢e ¢R−me
A¢a ¢fËu J Bcªaz Ap¡d¡lZ hš²¡ HC −p±−j¾cÊe¡b ¢R−me
i¡lah−oÑ Lj¤É¢eØV B−¾c¡m−el f¤−l¡d¡ J j¡e−h¾cÊ e¡b
l¡u, j¤Sggl Bq−j−cl pq−k¡N£z CE−l¡−f pj¡Sa−¿»l
j¿» Rs¡−e¡l A¢i−k¡−N CwmÉ¡ä J e¡v¢p S¡jÑ¡¢e−a a¡y−L
L¡l¡l¦Ü Ll¡ qu −hn ¢LR¥ ¢cez
n¡¢¿¹¢e−La−e ¢LR¥ L¡m L¡¢V−u BSC −p±−j¾cÊe¡−bl
¢g−l k¡Ju¡l Lb¡z L¢hl nl£l ¢e−u L¥nm ¢S‘¡p¡l f−l
−p±−j¾cÊe¡b h−me, ""BµR¡ l¢h-c¡, −a¡j¡l "k¿», e−j¡ k¿»'
N¡eV¡−a −a¡ a¥¢j k−¿»l SuN¡e −N−uRz HCh¡l j¡e¤−ol
SuN¡e L−l a¥¢j HLV¡ N¡e −mM −a¡z''
fËpæ q¡¢p R¢s−u f−s L¢hl j¤−Mz ¢a¢e −h¡dqu h−me
−k p¡l¡ S£he d−l j¡e¤−ol j¡ep−m¡−Ll Lb¡C −a¡ ¢a¢e
¢m−M−Re a¡yl L¢ha¡u, N¡−ez ea¥e L−l j¡e¤−ol SuN¡e
Ll¡ ¢L HLV¥ h¡ýmÉ q−u k¡−h e¡? j¡e−a e¡l¡S
−p±−j¾cÊe¡b −S¡l ¢c−u h−me, j¡eh −b−L jq¡j¡e−hl
Ešl−Zl Lb¡ Bl HLh¡l −p¡µQ¡−l L¢h−L hm−a q−h
a¡yl N¡−ez −p±−jÉl q¡a ¢e−Sl c¤C q¡−al j−dÉ ¢e−u −Q¡M
hå L−le lh£¾cÊe¡bz
¢ce L−uL f−ll Lb¡z −p¢ce påÉ¡u n¡¢¿¹−ch −O¡o
H−p−Re …l¦−c−hl p¡−b −cM¡ Ll−az fËb−j ¢LR¥ Lb¡h¡aÑ¡

J a¡lf−l L¢h−L M¡e L−uL N¡e ö¢e−u n¡¢¿¹−ch Ae¤−l¡d
L−le, p¡j−eC fum¡ °hn¡M, −p¢ce pL¡−m °ha¡¢m−Ll
hoÑhlZ Ae¤ù¡−el S−eÉ HLV¡ N¡e ¢m−M ¢c−az n¡l£¢lL
L¡l−ZC fËb−j l¡¢S q¢µR−me e¡ …l¦−ch, ¢L¿¹¥ n¡¢¿¹−ch
e¡−R¡sz HC Ae¤−l¡−dl f¡m¡ kMe Qm−R, aMe O−l −Y¡−Le
A¢ju Qœ²haÑ£z p¡j−el −pC hoÑhlZ Ae¤ù¡−e f¡W Ll¡l
S−eÉ L¢h ¢LR¥¢ce B−NC ¢m−M−Re "piÉa¡l pˆV' e¡−j
HL¢V j−e¡NË¡q£ fËhåz Ae¤ù¡−el ¢ce ¢e−S Ef¢ÙÛa −b−L
−pC fËhå¢V k¢c f¡W Ll−a e¡ f¡−le, a¡q−m A¢juC
−pV¡ f¡W Ll−h, HjeV¡C …l¦−c−hl h¡pe¡z fËhåV¡l
i¡oÉf¡W B−N HLh¡l ö¢e−u l¡M¡l S−eÉ L¢hC −X−L
f¡¢W−u¢R−me A¢ju Qœ²haÑ£−Lz ¢hR¡e¡u E−W hp−me L¢h,
nË¡¿¹ nl£−l Bl c¤hÑm Nm¡u "piÉa¡l pˆV' f¡W L−le
…l¦−chz f¡W kMe −no qm, −pC −mM¡l Ni£la¡u J
¢hÙ¹¡−l n¡¢¿¹−ch J A¢ju c¤S−eC aMe j¤‡z
Ol −b−L −h¢l−u Bp¡l B−N n¡¢¿¹−ch Bl HLh¡l
…l¦−ch−L Ae¤−l¡d L−le, ""HC fËh−å j¡eh piÉa¡l −k
Ešl−Zl Lb¡ h−m−Re, −pC h¡Z£ ¢e−uC HLV¡ ea¥e N¡e
¢m−M ¢ce e¡? hoÑhl−Zl ¢ce pL¡−m N¡Ju¡ q−h −pC
N¡ez'' Ha hs HLV¡ fËhå f¡W L−l f¢lnË¡¿¹ L¢h −h¡dqu
¢el¦šlC b¡−Le −pC Ae¤−l¡−dz
f−ll ¢ce pL¡−m …l¦−c−hl O−l X¡L f−s °j−œu£
−ch£lz ¢e−Sl q¡−a −mM¡ N¡−el f¡ä¥¢m¢f¢V °j−œu£l ¢c−L
H¢N−u ¢c−u L¢h h−me, ""NaL¡m l¡−a ¢m−M¢R HC
L¢ha¡V¡z ¢e−Sl M¡a¡u i¡−m¡ L−l ¢m−M −e HV¡z fum¡
°hn¡−Ml ¢ce p¤¤l ¢c−u HC N¡eV¡C N¡Ju¡ q−hz''
L¢hl n£ZÑ q¡−al L¡yf¡ L¡yf¡ Ar−l −mM¡ Mps¡ −c−M
−c−M °j−œu£ ¢m−M −eu L¢ha¡¢V—
JC jq¡j¡eh B−pz
¢c−L ¢c−L −l¡j¡’ m¡−N
jaÑd§¢ml O¡−p O¡−pzz
p¤¤l−m¡−L −h−S J−W n´M,
el−m¡−L h¡−S SuXˆ—
Hm jq¡S−eÈl mNÀz
B¢S Aj¡l¡¢œl c§NÑ−a¡lZ ka
d§¢ma−m q−u −Nm iNÀz
Ecu¢nM−l S¡−N "j¡°ix j¡°ix' lh
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ehS£h−el BnÄ¡−pz
"Su Su Su −l j¡eh-Ai¥Écu'
j¢¾cÊ E¢Wm jq¡L¡−nzz
−p¢ce påÉ¡−hm¡ …l¦−c−hl L¡−R p¤¤lV¡ ¢n−M ¢e−u
n¡¢¿¹−ch −O¡o ül¢m¢f lQe¡ L−le HC N¡eV¡lz c¤¢ce h¡−c,

1941 p¡−ml 14C H¢fËm, fum¡ °hn¡−Ml pL¡−m
n¡¢¿¹¢e−La−el hoÑhlZ Ae¤ù¡−e N¡Ju¡ qu HC L¡−m¡š£ZÑ
N¡ez abÉ Ae¤p¡−l, HV¡C ¢Rm lh£¾cÊe¡−bl lQe¡ Ll¡ −no
N¡ez

−L −pC Se
¢ja¡¢m p¡q¡
EáÊ¡−¿¹l jae c¡y¢s−u HLSe
La c§l fb, La M¡e¡ M¾c f¡q¡s ¢hfkÑu −f¢l−u
H−p−R −p HM¡−e
−L S¡−e ¢L−pl V¡−e?
Sehým l¡Sf−b h¡ Oe ph¤S f¡−LÑl ¢eSÑea¡u
j¡T l¡−a Ù¹ì nq−ll Se¡L£ZÑ d§pl l¡Ù¹¡u
−p HM−e¡ c¡y¢s−u, −L S¡−e ¢L−pl A−fr¡uz
−p¢ce X¡Lm¡j a¡−L, −p O¤−l a¡L¡−m¡ Bej−ez
a¡l Ni£l cª¢øl j¡−T ¢Rm HL ¢el¦š¡f ¢h¢µRæa¡
a¡¢L−u Qj−L EWm¡j, H¢L, H −a¡ Bj¡¢l fË¢a¢hðz
¢e−Sl p¡−b −cM¡ qm, H−LC ¢L h−m A¿¹lcnÑe?
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−fË¢p−X¾p£ ¢hnÄ¢hcÉ¡mu

—

¢LR¥ fËnÀ

A−m¡L¡ Qœ²haÑ£
Bj¡−cl R¡œ¡hÙÛ¡u −fË¢p−X¾p£ L−mS LmL¡a¡
¢hnÄ¢hcÉ¡m−ul A¿¹iÑ¨š² ¢Rmz A−eL AdÉ¡fL J h¤¢ÜS£¢hC
−fË¢p−X¾p£ HL¢ce HL üuwpÇf¨ZÑ ¢hnÄ¢hcÉ¡mu q−h HC
Bn¡ −f¡oZ Ll−ae — a¡y−cl j−dÉ AeÉaj ¢R−me
AbÑe£¢al Xx c£fL hÉ¡e¡SÑ£ J Bj¡−cl f¢lpwMÉ¡e
¢hi¡N£u fËd¡e Xx Aa£¾cÊ−j¡qe …Zz −L¡e −L¡e ¢ho−u,
−kje fc¡bÑ¢hcÉ¡u, −fË¢p−X¾p£−aC ¢Rm ¢h−no d−l−Zl
k¿»f¡¢a J mÉ¡h−lVl£z k¡l g−m pÀ¡a−L¡šl R¡œR¡œ£−cl
¢hnÄ¢hcÉ¡mu −b−L H−p LÓ¡p Ll−a qaz −fË¢p−X¾p£l p¤¤e¡j
J EvLoÑ ¢q¾c¥ L−mS Bjm −b−Lz fË¡š²e£l¡J A−e−L
B¿¹SÑ¡¢aL Ù¹−l eSl L¡s¡l jaez a¡C −fË¢p−X¾p£l
¢hnÄ¢hcÉ¡mu qh¡l −k¡NÉ f¢lL¡W¡−j¡ J AdÉ¡fLjäm£
B−R, HV¡ fË¡u ph¡lC d¡lZ¡ ¢Rmz
−pC Bn¡ pgm qm 2010 p¡−m — 193 hRl
h¡−c −fË¢p−X¾p£ ¢hnÄ¢hcÉ¡mu HL ü¢eiÑl pš¡ −fmz
CE¢S¢p-l ¢eZÑ−u "S¡a£u Ù¹−l fËbj p¡¢ll HL
¢hnÄ¢hcÉ¡mu' h−m NZÉ qmz He-Bl-BC-Hg ¢cm "fËbj
50-Hl j−dÉ HL' BMÉ¡z fË¡š²e£−cl HL laÀl¡¢S a¡l
Ef−cø¡jäm£ ¢qp¡−h −k¡N ¢c−mez fËbj Ef¡Q¡kÑ q−me
cnÑ−el ¢h¢nø AdÉ¡¢fL¡ A¢ja¡ QÉ¡V¡SÑ£z SeÈm−NÀ p¡¢hÑL
A−bÑ HL öi p§Qe¡ qmz
¢L¿¹¥ −pC ÙÛ¡e ¢L −fË¢p−X¾p£ BS d−l l¡M−a
−f−l−R?
• ÙÛ¡fe¡l ¢LR¥ hRl h¡−cC, 2017 J 2018 p¡−m,
He-Bl-BC-Hg −fË¢p−X¾p£−L ¢hnÄ¢hcÉ¡mu h−m
Bl NZÉ L−l ¢e - L¡lZ −fË¢p−X¾p£−a öd¤ j¡œ
Lm¡ J ¢h‘¡e fs¡−e¡ quz L«¢o, H¢”¢eu¢lw J
h¡¢ZSÉ ¢hi¡N HM¡−e −eCz
• AdÉ¡f−Ll¡ BS jdÉ −jd¡l fËcnÑe£z HL L¡−m
Hy−cl ¢ehÑ¡Qe qa öd¤j¡œ −pl¡ R¡œR¡œ£−cl j−dÉ
−b−LCz BS "−eV' fl£r¡l gm¡gm J pÀ¡a−L¡šl
Ù¹−l 55% eðlC k−bøz hm¢R e¡ öd¤j¡œ eð−lC
HLSe pgm i¢hoÉa ¢nrL−L −Qe¡ k¡uz ¢L¿¹¥
Hl g−m A−e−LC fs¡−a Bp−Re k¡y−cl HC
¢hnÄ¢hcÉ¡m−ul j¡e pð−å pjÉL d¡lZ¡ −eCz

•

•

•

•

•

B¢j −hn L−uL hRl d−lC f¢lpwMÉ¡e ¢hi¡−N
¢ej¢¿»a hš²¡ J AeÉ¡eÉ p§−œ S¢saz ¢nrL−cl
j¡e ¢L¿¹¥ Bj¡u k−bø i¡h¡uz Je¡−cl p−‰
B−m¡Qe¡u −pC ¢hi¡ B¢j M¤y¢S, k¡ −fa¡j
Bj¡−cl AdÉ¡fL−cl p−‰ fË¢a¢c−el BV−f±−l
B−m¡Qe¡uz
Bj¡−cl B−m¡Qe¡u −k ¢hou¢V h¡lh¡l E−W B−p
a¡ qm AdÉ¡fe¡l p¡−b p¡−b N−hoZ¡ Ll¡l
pju¡i¡hz HLSe ¢nrL−L k¢c fË¢a¢V −p¢jØV¡−l
Q¡l¢V LÓ¡p ¢e−a qu J a¡l M¡a¡ −cM−a qu, a¡
q−m N−hoZ¡l pju −L¡b¡u? AbQ, −fË¢p−X¾p£ BS
Bl öd¤ ¢nr¡fË¢aù¡e eu, ¢hnÄ¢hcÉ¡mu ¢qp¡−h a¡yl¡
Q¡e N−hoZ¡ J B¿¹SÑ¡¢aL Ù¹−l fËL¡ne¡z
f−c¡æ¢al j¡fL¡¢WJ a¡Cz ¢L¿¹¥ Ai¡h A¢i‘ fb¢cn¡l£l, k¡yl q¡a d−l HLSe eh£e N−hoL
B¿¹SÑ¡¢aL Ù¹−l fËL¡ne¡l q¡−aM¢s Ll−a f¡−le
— HLSe A¢i‘ ¢nrL q−u EW−a f¡−le A¢i‘
N−hoLJz
f¢lpwMÉ¡e BSJ A−e−Ll L¡−R ašÄÆ£u ¢hou,
Aˆn¡−Ù»lC HL n¡M¡z a¡C A−eL pju fs¡−e¡J
qu −pC i¡−h, a¡ öd¤j¡œ a¡¢šÄL B−m¡Qe¡u
p£j¡hÜ b¡−Lz g−m R¡œl¡ g¢ma f¢lpwMÉ¡−e ph
−r−œ k−bø f¤ø q−µR e¡, hÉhq¡¢lL L¡kÑL¡¢la¡
pð−å A‘a¡ i¢hoÉ−a pjpÉ¡ q−u −cM¡ ¢c−µRz
−fË¢p−X¾p£ kMe öd¤j¡œ pÀ¡aLÙ¹−ll fËÙ¹¥¢al c¡¢u−aÆ
¢Rm, aMe HL Lb¡z BS R¡œR¡œ£l¡ pÀ¡a−L¡šl
Ù¹−l k¢c −pC ¢nr¡ e¡ f¡u, −pV¡ ¢L¿¹¥ ¢h−no
i¡hh¡l ¢houz
−L¡e R¡œ h¡ R¡œ£ k¢c ¢nrLa¡ R¡s¡ AeÉ g¢ma
S£¢hL¡u −k−a Q¡u, a¡q−m R¡œ¡hÙÛ¡u ¢h¢iæ
fË¢aù¡−e q¡−a-Lm−j L¡S −nM¡l p¤¤−k¡N −f−m,
a¡−cl LjÑS£h−el fËÙ¹¥¢a p¡¢hÑLi¡−h quz HC
pjpÉ¡ öd¤j¡œ −fË¢p−X¾p£l eu, −c−nl AeÉ¡eÉ
¢nr¡fË¢aù¡−elJz
pÀ¡a−L¡šl Ù¹−l BS A−eL −jd¡h£ R¡œR¡œ£
−fË¢p−X¾p£−a fs−a Q¡u e¡, −k−qa¥ HC Ù¹−l
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−fË¢p−X¾p£l f¢l¢Q¢a j¡œ L−uL hR−ll Hhw a¡
fË¡j¡ZÉ euz AbQ, B¿¹SÑ¡¢aL Ù¹−l −pC f¢l¢Q¢a
N−s EW−a f¡−l HLj¡œ −jd¡h£ R¡œR¡œ£−cl j¡e
¢c−uCz
• R¡œ-¢nr−Ll B−m¡Qe¡ öd¤j¡œ LÓ¡−p eu, LÓ¡−pl
h¡C−lJ Bjl¡ öea¡j −L¡b¡u −L¡e dl−Zl L¡S
q−µR Abh¡ S¡e−a f¡la¡j ¢h−c−n fs−a k¡h¡l
e¡e¡ p¤¤m¤L-på¡ez BS−Ll A−eL AdÉ¡fLC HC
hÉ¡f¡−l Ju¡¢Lhq¡m eez a¡yl¡ R¡œR¡œ£−cl fË−nÀl
Sh¡h ¢c−a prj q−µRe e¡z
• f¢lpwMÉ¡e ¢hi¡−N A−eL −p¢je¡l quz ¢L¿¹¥
R¡œR¡œ£−cl A¢i−k¡N, ¢hou ¢ehÑ¡Qe ph−r−œ
a¡−cl Lb¡ j−e −l−M euz k¢c −p¢je¡−ll ¢hou
hÙ¹¥ B−c± −h¡dNjÉ e¡ qu, a¡q−m flhaÑ£ −L¡e
−p¢je¡−l k¡h¡l Evp¡q b¡L−h ¢L?
Bj¡l HC B−m¡Qe¡ −L¡e ¢ha−LÑl p§Qe¡ Ll¡l SeÉ
euz B¢j HL¢V ¢hi¡−Nl Lb¡C S¡¢e, a¡C a¡l h¡C−l
¢LR¥ hm−a k¡Ju¡ h¡a¥ma¡z a−h fË¡š²e£ ¢qp¡−h Bj¡−cl
pL−mlC ¢LR¥V¡ c¡uhÜa¡ B−Rz a¡ öd¤j¡œ B¢bÑL
p¡q¡−kÉl j−dÉ p£j¡hÜ eu, ¢nr¡œ²j f¢lj¡SÑe J
Bd¤e£¢LLlZ, R¡œR¡œ£ J AdÉ¡fL c¤C al−gl p−‰
¢eu¢ja −k¡N¡−k¡N l¡M¡ J a¡y−cl fË−nÀl Ešl −ch¡l −Qø¡
Ll¡, HC phJ Bj¡−cl c¡¢uaÆz Bjl¡ HL ea¥e EcÉ−j
a¡ f¡me Ll¡l −Qø¡ ¢L Ll−a f¡¢l e¡?
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"Presidency University gets top NAAC
rating"] The Times of India.
4. "200 Years of a Legacy". Tribune India.
Retrieved 28 June 2018.
5. 'Presidency University missed rank as
it offers only arts, science' - Times of
India". The Times of India. Retrieved
2018-06-26.
6.
India, Press Trust of (2017-12-24).
"Presidency Mentor Group to reach out to
brilliant students in". Business Standard
India. Retrieved 2018-06-28.
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e¡ hm¡ h¡Z£

Øj«¢a

e¢ja¡ L¥™¥

phÉp¡Q£ …ç

e¡ l¡M¡ Lb¡l h¡yd−e −j¡−l
Bl a¥¢j −hy−d¡e¡ z
q¡¢l−u −N−R −k l¡¢NZ£,
a¡−l Bl −p−d¡e¡ zz

HMe kMeC L¢l Øj«¢a −l¡j¿Ûe
f¤l¡−e¡ ¢c−e Q−m k¡u jez
LMeJ f¡C p¤M¤
LMeJ f¡C c¤xMz
Øj«¢a…−m¡ LMeJ Bj¡−cl q¡p¡u
LMeJ h¡ L¡yc¡u
LMeJ h¡ i¡h¡uz

e¡ hm¡ h¡Z£l −hce¡ m−u
−L−V−R −k LaL¡m z
La −k påÉ¡ ¢N−u−R Q−m,
H−p−R La pL¡m z
e¡ −n¡e¡ Lb¡ hm−a −j¡−l
Bl a¥¢j −h¡m e¡ zz

p¤M¤ Øj«¢a Bjl¡ Q¡C d−l l¡M−a
Bl −hce¡l Øj«¢a Q¡C n£OË i¥−m −k−az
h¡mÉL¡−m ¢L¿¹¥ ¢ce…−m¡ ¢Rm −Lhm Be−¾clz
aMe Øj«¢a h−m ¢LR¥ ¢Rm e¡ p¤¤−Ml h¡ c¤x−Mlz

Bp−h h−m fb −Q−u −j¡l
k¡u Q−m La¢ce,
−Nm −k hoÑ¡, Hm hp¿¹,
Bn¡ −j¡l qu r£Z z
f¡l¢e k¡−l L¡−R −V−e ¢e−a,
a¡−l Bl −Q−u¡ e¡ zz

Bjl¡ ¢L ¢g−l −k−a f¡¢l e¡ I ¢ce…−m¡−a °nn−hl?

i¥−ml Efl i¥m
e¢ja¡ L¥™¥
B¢j i¥−ml Efl i¥m L¢l j¡ −Le?
H i¥−ml −h¡T¡ hC−a e¡¢l −S−e¡ zz
B¢j Ll−a Q¡C p¢WL phC
−Le i¥m q−u k¡u, a¡C −a¡ i¡¢h z
H i¥−ml p¡S¡ −f−a Bj¡u,
¢g−l Bp−a Bh¡l e¡ qu −ke zz
j¡−N¡ k¢c i¡h Bfe h−m
H i¥−ml −h¡T¡ e¡C h¡s¡−m z
e¡C h¡ ¢c−m n¡¢Ù¹ −j¡−l
¢cJ e¡ i¥m Ll−a −qe zz
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Photo: Abhijit Kar Gupta

Caption: A water lily and her peaceful mates

Caption: Spread your soul over a paddy field
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Pearl S. Buck:
West Virginia’s Famous Daughter
Sumitra Mitra Reddy

A human bridge between the civilization of the East and the West: President Richard Nixon (1973)

Nobel Laureate Pearl Sydenstricker Buck
(1892-1973) met the Bollywood superstar Dev
Anand in Bombay and also in the US. She cowrote the screenplay with Ted Danielewski
(1965) for the English version of the film The
Guide. She also taught English diction to The
Guide’s heroin Waheeda Rehman. Pearl S. Buck
who always preferred Chinese food wrote an
Oriental cookbook (1970 with L.K. Engel) filled
with 450 + recipes from China, Korea, Japan,
Thailand, Burma and other countries of the
Orient, and yes, also from India (includes the
recipe of Bengali Loochi) – the country she
visited several times. She wrote five novels (1945
– 1953) under the pseudonym of John Sedges.
Her childhood physician in China was an Indian
from whom she learned a lot about India while
growing up. She is known as Sai Zhenzhu (賽珍

珠, literal meaning Precious Pearl) in Chinese.
She was born in West Virginia, lived mostly in
China for the first 42 years of her life, moved to

the US in 1934, lived in Pennsylvania, died in
Vermont and buried in Pennsylvania. An
unpolished manuscript of her last novel The
Eternal Wonder was discovered in Texas after 40
years of her death in 2013 and was published in
the same year. Her first language was Chinese.
She translated a Chinese classic Shui Hu Zhuan
(水
水浒传: Water Margin) with the English title
“All Men are Brothers” (the title based on a
saying by Confucius: "Among the four seas, all
men are brothers”). She herself designed her
tombstone that bears her name – only in
Chinese.
Background and Inspiration for this
article
I attended the second Pearl S. Buck Living
Gateway conference in September, 2018 held at
West Virginia Weslyan College in Buckhannon,
WV. The conference participants also visited a
small archive at Davis and Elkins College
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containing her books translated in different
languages. There was a Bengali translation (“Dui
Diganta”) of her first novel East Wind: West
Wind. A Bible in vernacular Chinese translated by
her father Absalom Sydenstricker from Greek
was also on display. The lunch items were
prepared by the chef using only the recipes from
Pearl S. Buck’s Oriental Cookbook. The luncheon
speaker Prof. Yingjiang Guo from China told the
audience that his professor discouraged him to
read Pearl Buck since she was both anticommunist and anti-Chinese – a popular belief in
China during the Cultural Revolution. But he
decided against it and became a scholar on Pearl
S. Buck. After lunch we went to Hillsboro to visit
the birthplace of Pearl S. Buck. The Stulting
House (belonging to her mother’s family) where
she was born is now a museum filled with
musical instruments, books, photographs, her
outfits, toys, her personal copy of Charles
Dickens, and furnishings, among other things.
Pearl S. Buck’s Brief Biography
Pearl Comfort Sydenstricker the fifth of the
seven children of her parents Absalom and
Caroline “Carrie” (née Stulting) Sydenstricker
was born in Hillsboro, WV on June 26, 1892, her
father Absalom was a Southern Presbyterian
missionary and moved to China in 1880 right
after their marriage. Pearl’s six siblings were all
born in China, four of them died very young. Her
Chinese teacher Mr. Kung taught her Chinese
language and teachings from Confucius. From
her Chinese nurse Pearl learned about Buddhism
and Daoism. At home her mother Carrie taught
her American subjects including English
literature and American History and her father
read to her Bible at night and also on Sundays.
Her favorite author was Charles Dickens.
Pearl came to the US to study at Randolf
Macon Woman’s College in Lynchburg, VA in
1911 and earned her bachelor’s degree in 1914.
She returned to China and married John Lossing
Buck an agriculturist and missionary in 1917. In

1920 their daughter Caroline (Carol) Grace
(Pearl’s only biological child) was born. Carol
(1920 - 1992) was mentally handicapped and had
to be placed in an institution in Vineland, NJ.
Pearl returned to US in 1924 and received an MA
from Cornell University in English. She lived in
Japan for a year in 1927. She moved
permanently to US in 1933 and received another
MA degree from Yale University. The Buck
couple divorced in 1935 and she married her
publisher Richard Walsh after that. She never
could return to China again. She received the
Pulitzer prize in 1932 and Nobel Prize in 1938.
What’s in a Name?
Pearl had planned to name her famous novel
after the lead character, “Wang Lung”. Her
publisher Richard Walsh (later he became her
second husband) said nobody was going to buy a
book that sounded like “One Lung.” And, an epic
a book deserved a title to match. Pearl Buck took
Richard Walsh’s suggestion and renamed her
novel “The Good Earth.”
The Good Earth and What Else?
Her literary output was enormous. She
wrote novels, collections of stories, essays,
biography and autobiography, poetry, drama,
screenplays,
children's
literature,
and
translations from the Chinese. It was Sinclair
Lewis (America’s first Nobel Laureate in
Literature in 1930 but almost forgotten now),
who advised Pearl in 1938 after she received the
Nobel Prize, “You must not minimize yourself…
You must write many novels. And let people say
their little say.” Later Pearl made her
“pilgrimage” to Sauk Center, MN which was once
the hometown of Sinclair Lewis.
She wrote forty-three novels starting with
East Wind: West Wind (1930) to The Eternal
Wonder (1973). The Child Who Never Grew
(1950) is about a handicapped child like her own
daughter Carol. In addition to China, she wrote
novels about several Asian countries.
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Living Reed: A Novel of Korea, 1963; Japan: The
Big Wave, 1948; The Patriot, 1939; Burma: The
Promise, 1943.
Her noteworthy autobiographies are:
My Several Worlds: A Personal Record, 1954; My
Mother’s House, 1965; On Discovering America,
1936; Our Heritage: The Birthplace of Pearl S.
Buck, 1965 (pamphlet)
The Exile, 1936 – a biography of her mother
Caroline
Fighting Angel: Portrait of a Soul, 1936 – a
biography of her father Absalom
The Gifts They Bring: Our Debt to the Mentally
Retarded, 1965, with Gweneth R. Zarfoss
The Story Bible: Volume 1, The Old Testament,
1971, with L.K. Engel
The Story Bible: Volume II, The New Testament,
1971 with L.K. Engel
What did Pearl S. Buck write about
India?
Her stories based in India are: Come, my
Beloved, 1953 (the title is from The Song of
Solomon), Mandala, 1970; Ranjit and the Tiger
1964; The Big Fight, 1965 (later published as
Tiger Boy). In her autobiography My Several
Worlds, she wrote about her trip to India.
A Play Christine produced in 1960 (script
with Charles K. Peck based on the novel My
Indian Family by Hilda Wernher)
Below is a partial list of various
articles/talks on India.
Freedom for India Now! 1941; Are We Losing
Free India’s Friendship? 1948; India Will Resist,
1942.
The Meaning of India (1942) – speech at meeting
of India League of America, Town Hall, NYC
Message for Gandhi’s Birthday, 1948; Should
Gandhi’s Assassin Be Killed? 1948
India, My India, 1964; I Visit Tibet’s Dalai Lama,
1965; Introducing America to India, 1946
Voiceless India, 1944; There Are No Backward
People (speech at dinner celebrating India’s

Independence Day), Nehru, 1949; Madame
Pandit, 1947; The Chinese Mind and India,1942
The Heart of Democracy (address at celebration
of India-China Friendship Day, Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, NYC), 1942
She wrote a review of My India, My America
authored by Krishnalal Shridharani, 1941
Explaining India (Radio broadcast), 1942, How to
Bring India to the side of the U.N. (Washington
Radio broadcast)

A Partial list of Articles on various
interesting topics
A Debt to Dickens, 1936; What Others think of US
(letters between Pearl S. Buck and Eleanor
Roosevelt on foreign language in American
schools), 1943
Peace: A Dream or a Task?, 1941 America’s
Medieval Women, 1938
The Face of Buddha, 1941; The Good People of
China, 1949; The Good People of Japan, 1949
Colored-White Relations is Central War Theme,
1942; The Dark Shadow (Race Prejudice), 1943
Speech defending the Fair Employment Practices
Commission (FEPC), 1945
New Evidence of the Militarization of America,
1949 (pamphlet; written by Pearl S. Buck, Louis
Bromfield, Albert Einstein, W. J. Millor, Victor
Reuther, Ray Lyman Wilbur, and others)
“May it Live Again, My Mother’s
House”
In the book My Mother's House she shared
her vision for the museum:
“If it (the house) ever lives again, and God grant
it may for my Mother's memory, I hope it will live
a new life, not for myself or for my family but for
people. I would like it to belong to everyone who
cares to go there. From that home has come so
much life - that it ought never to die or fall into
ruin. For my ancestors, it provided shelter and
home in a new land, a house where they lived
their new lives with traditional dignity... For my
mother, it provided a home, living forever in her
thought and memory, though she made dwelling
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places in a far country. For me it is a living heart
in the country I knew was my own but which was
strange to me until I returned to the house
where I was born. For me that house was a
gateway to America. May it live again, my
Mother's house, and may it prove for others,
too, a gateway to new thoughts and dreams and
ways of life.”
Pearl Buck herself was heavily involved in the
preservation and restoration of the house.
Where are all her manuscripts?
Pearl Buck gave her valuable manuscript
collection to the Birthplace Foundation in 1970.
The collection (except The Good Earth, which
was missing at the time) was acquired in 1974.
On October 30, 2014, West Virginia University
(WVU), West Virginia Wesleyan College and the
Pearl S. Buck Birthplace Foundation (owners of
Pearl's
original
manuscript
collection),
announced that the three institutions would
form a partnership to preserve and disseminate
the legacy of Pearl S. Buck. As part of that
agreement, a priceless collection containing the
vast majority of Buck's literary output came to
the WVU Libraries, where the West Virginia and
Regional History Center has assumed the
responsibility of providing physical care for and
access to the Pearl S. Buck Collection.
Fascinating facts
The Good Earth (written in three months) is
the first book (1931) of the trilogy followed by
Sons (1932) and A House Divided (1935).
In 2007 the FBI recovered the manuscript of
The Good Earth missing since 1966 when it
turned up in an auction. Pearl’s children are the
owner of the manuscript which was displayed for
a while in 2009 by the nonprofit Pearl S Buck
International in PA.
Unknown title, 1902 (Pearl’s first published
story, under the penname “Novice,” printed in
the Shanghai Mercury.

She wrote her Master’s thesis China and the
West in 1924 using the pseudonym David F.
Barnes) at Cornell University.
Her TV interview with Mike Wallace
recorded in 1958 can be watched at
https://www.c-span.org/video/?2888441/mike-wallace-interview-pearl-buck.
The Green Hills Farm, PA where Pearl
S. Buck lived
A 65-acre estate in “Bucks” county (a
coincidence) PA where she lived until the late
60’s is called Pearl S. Buck Museum operated by
Pearl S. Buck Foundation. The place can be
rented for special events including weddings.
List of Historic sites dedicated to Pearl
S. Buck in China and Korea
• The Zhenjiang Pearl S. Buck Research
Association in Zhenjiang, China
• Pearl S. Buck House in Nanjing University,
China
• The Pearl S. Buck Summer Villa, on Lushan
Mountain in Jiangxi Province, China
• The Pearl S. Buck Memorial Hall, Bucheon
City, South Korea
Closing remarks
In 1925 Pearl S. Buck made a statement about
China “The inevitable future leader of Asia, and
with her unmeasured resources, both human and
material, she will exert a tremendous influence
upon the future of the world.”
Sounds
prophetic?

Sources:
Various websites including the Literary works of
Pearl S. Buck at
https://www.pearlsbuck.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/01/2018-1Jan-LiteraryWorks.pdf
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¢e−Sl Lb¡
¢pwqjn¡C
ph¡l Lb¡ hm¡l fl
HMe,
−c¢M ¢e−Sl Lb¡ hm¡ qu ¢e z
HL¡¿¹ L−uLV¡ Lb¡
hm−m i¡−m¡ −q¡−a¡ z
üN−a¡¢š²−a ¢e−S−L S¢s−u ¢e−u −O¡oZ¡ B¢j HLSe j¡e¤o z
j¡e¤−ol −fËj, Ae¤i¨¢a, −Qae¡,
N¡e −N−u −N−u −Lje L'−l ¢Q−e¢Rm¡j z
j¡e¤−ol i¡o¡u, n−ë, BaÈ£ua¡u,
°nn−hl e¡ j−e fs¡ lw My¥−S −f−u¢Rm¡j z
ah¤ L¡E−L h¢m ¢e B¢j i'−l EW¢R z
BS,
−p Lb¡ h'−m −k−a CµR¡ Ll−R −a¡j¡−cl z
j¡e¤−ol −L¡−e¡ Lb¡C fË−u¡Se£u eu,
j¡e¤−ol ü¡i¡¢hLa¡l fËL¡n i£oZ AbÑq£e,
H−cl ¢e−u −LE j¡b¡ O¡j¡u e¡,
ph¡C −Lhm ¢e−S−L ¢e−u hÉÙ¹ z
ah¤ fË−u¡Se
Bl pL−ml p−‰
¢e−S−L ¢j¢m−u −eJu¡l z
HC hZÑju, hÉ¡ç hp¤¤ål¡u,
fË¡”m p¡¢æ−dÉ, ph¡l p−‰
HL¡aÈ A¢Ù¹−aÆ pÇf¨ZÑ p−Çjm−el z
−p O¡V¢a l−u −N−R z
a¡C,
BS B¢j öd¤ Bj¡l Lb¡C hmh z
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¢ehÑ¡¢pa¡
i¡la£ ¢jœ

A¢g−pl L¡−S LÉ¡−ð¡¢Xu¡ −k−a q−u¢Rm,
¢lV¡u¡l−j−¾Vl j¡p R−uL B−Nz ¢hl¢š²Ll — ¢L¿¹¥ Bf¢š
Ll−a p¡qp qu ¢ez e−Çf−e L¡SL−jÑC pjuV¡ L¡Vmz
−hs¡−e¡ qm e¡ HLV¥Jz −pM¡e −b−L j¡pM¡−eL f−l kMe
h¡¢s −gl¡l f¡m¡ aMe qW¡v Mhl Hm, −gl¡l hc−m a¡−L
f¡W¡−e¡ q−h hË¦−eC — BlJ Ljf−r HLj¡−pl SeÉz
ö−e N¡ SÆ−m ¢N−u¢Rm hõl£lz a¡−cl Q¢õnaj
¢hh¡qh¡¢oÑL£l a¡q−m ¢L q−h? −p ¢ce¢V −a¡ H−p −Nm
— Bl c¤pç¡−ql j−dÉCz a¡l SÒfe¡-LÒfe¡J öl¦ q−u
−N−Rz ¢L¿¹¥ ¢eE CuLÑ −b−L ¢hN hp ¢e−S −g¡e L−l
AXÑ¡l S¡¢l Ll−m −a¡ ¢LR¥ Ll¡l −eCz
¢edÑ¡¢la ¢ce¢V−a AaHh e−Çfe −b−L LÉ¡−ð¡¢Xu¡l
Bˆl-Hu¡−ll HL f¤l−e¡ mŒ−s −Qq¡l¡l V¥Ce-H¢”e
V¡−hÑ¡fËf H-¢V-Bl 72-−a −Q−f hp−a qmz M¤n£ qh¡l
HLj¡œ L¡lZ ¢Rm, −R¡– −fÔe¢Vl LÉ¡f¡¢p¢V phÑp¡L¥−mÉ
BVQ¢õn S−el q−mJ −fÔ−e −p R¡s¡ j¡œ Bl L−uL¢V
LÉ¡−ð¡¢Xu¡ez −fÔe fË¡u g¡yL¡ hm−mC Q−mz jdÉhuú¡ HL¢V
j¡œ Hu¡l −q¡−ØVp, ¢k¢e ph ¢LR¥C −k¡N¡−µRe - ¢XÊw„,
pÀÉ¡LÚ, ¢Xe¡l - Bh¡l ¢f-H ¢p−ØV−j AÉ¡e¡E¾p−j¾VJ C¢eC
Ll−Rez j¾c euz −hn Ceglj¡m AÉ¡Vj¢Øgu¡lz pqk¡œ£l¡
¢e−S−cl j−dÉ "r−jl' i¡o¡u L−b¡fLbe Q¡m¡−µR, LMeJ
B−Ù¹, Bh¡l LMeJ −hn −S¡l Nm¡uz a¡l c¤'Q¡l−V Lb¡
−pJ h¤T−a f¡l¢Rmz Hl¡ ph¡C f¤l¦o, a¡C −Mm¡d§−m¡
¢e−uC B−m¡Qe¡ Qm−R h−m a¡l j−e q¢µRmz a¡C Bl
−p¢c−L je e¡ ¢c−u h¡C−ll cªnÉ¡hm£ −cM−a hÉÙ¹ q−u
fsm hõl£z p§kÑ−ch f¡−V h−p−Rez BL¡−n l−Pl −Mm¡
— ¢hn¡m hË¡n ¢c−u −L −ke ¢e−Sl −Mu¡−m BL¡nS¥−s
ByQs −V−e −N−R - −N¡m¡f£, qm¤c, Ljm¡, m¡m, q¡ó¡ e£m!
hsC p¤¤¾cl! −Q¡M −gl¡−e¡ k¡u e¡z
M¡Ju¡c¡Ju¡ Q¥L−m f−l −L¢h−el B−m¡ kb¡l£¢a
L¢j−u −cJu¡ qmz AbÑ¡v ¢Le¡ Hh¡l O¤¢j−u fs ph¡C!
h¡C−lJ AåL¡l aar−Z O¢e−u H−p−Rz
HC −fÔ−e ¢p−ej¡ −cM¡l p¤¤−k¡N −eC, a¡C −L¡−ml
B−m¡−V¡ SÆ¡¢m−u ¢LR¥rZ hC fs¡l −Qø¡ Llm hõl£z ¢L¿¹¥
LMe −k O¤−j −Q¡M Y¥−m H−m¡, −Mu¡mJ Ll−a f¡lm e¡z
p¢ðv ¢glm HLV¡ fËQä T¡yL¡¢e −M−uz H ¢L? ¢L qm?
¢L¿¹¥ T¡yL¡¢e −a¡ b¡j−R e¡! −h−sC Q−m−Rz! i−u E−à−N
j¡b¡ ¢Tj¢Tj L−l EWm hõl£lz j−e qm −ke A‘¡e q−u
k¡−hz H¢c−L f¡CmV h¡ −q¡−ØV−pl L¡R −b−L −L¡e

AÉ¡e¡E¾p−j¾VJ −n¡e¡ k¡−µR e¡z qmV¡ ¢L? qW¡v
−q¡−ØV−pl L¡al Lãül −n¡e¡ −Nm, ""p£V −R−s −LE E−W¡
e¡ — p£V −hÒV f−l b¡−L¡ — −fÔe V¡l¢hE−m−¾pl j−dÉ
¢c−u k¡−µRz'' h¡x, HarZ f−l HC Lb¡? H −a¡ e¡ h−õJ
−h¡T¡ k¡uz
A¢Q−lC −L¢he-−fËn¡l L−j −Nm — Jfl −b−L c¤j
L−l A¢„−Se j¡ú −e−j Hmz hõl£ S¡ea L£ Ll−a quz
B−lLh¡l hý¢ce B−N HClLj AhÙÛ¡l pjÈ¥M£e −p
q−u¢Rmz a¡C iu e¡ −f−u j¡ú −V−e ¢e−u j¤−Ml Efl
Q¡f¡ ¢cmz nÄ¡p −eJu¡ pqS q−u Hmz Hh¡l −q¡−ØV−pl
L¢Çfa Lãü−l S¡e¡ −Nm, j¡b¡ ¢eQ¥ L−l −L¡−ml Jfl
j¡b¡ −l−M c¤'q¡−a q¡yV¥ S¢s−u d−l hp−a q−hz −fÔe −hn
â¦a N¢a−a e£−Ql ¢c−L e¡j−Rz M¤h pñha −hS¡uN¡u
mÉ¡ä Ll−a q−hz A¢„−Se j¡ú fl¡ ¢Rm h−m j¡b¡ ¢eQ¥
Ll¡ −Nm, ¢L¿¹¥ −L¡−ml Jfl Be¡ −Nm e¡z a¡C hõl£
h¤¢Ü L−l ¢Xe¡l −VÊ-¢V e¡¢j−u ¢e−u a¡l Jfl j¡b¡ −e¡u¡mz
flr−ZC j−e qm, HV¡ i¥m qmz k¢c H−l¡−fÔe −S¡−l
j¡¢V −R¡yu, a¡q−m −a¡ CjfÉ¡−ƒ HC ph ¢g¢Vwp, −VÊ CaÉ¡¢c
¢RV−L −h¢l−u Bp−hz −fÔe −k ¢L−pl Jfl ¢c−u Q−m−R,
¢eLo AåL¡−l h¡C−ll ¢c−L a¡¢L−u HLV¥ B−NJ −p
h¤T−a f¡−l ¢ez B¾c¡−S AhnÉ j−e q−u¢Rm, p¡Eb Q¡Ee¡
p£-Hl Jf−lC a¡l¡ l−u−Rz e−Çfe −b−L hË¦−eC −k−a −a¡
a¡C qh¡l Lb¡z J j¡ −N¡! a−h ¢L pj¤−âl Jfl BR−s
fs−h? a−h −a¡ h¡yQh¡l Bl −L¡e Bn¡C −eC! −p −a¡
p¡ya¡l S¡−e e¡z AhnÉC −L¢he k¢c −m¡e¡ S−m i−l J−W,
p¡ya¡l −S−eC h¡ q−h L£? öe−a f¡¢µRm pqk¡œ£−cl
BaÑe¡c — k¢cJ i¡o¡ h¤T−a f¡l¢Rm e¡, ah¤ HL¢V
LÉ¡−ð¡¢Xu¡e në a¡l −Qe¡ — QjÈu, Ab¡v h¡yQ¡Jz kMe
h¡lwh¡l −m¡L…−m¡ L¡æ¡Ss¡−e¡ Nm¡u HC Lb¡¢VlC
f¤l¡hª¢š Ll¢Rm, aMe HLV¡ fËQä L¡eg¡V¡−e¡ BJu¡−S
j−e qm H−l¡−fÔe¢V −ke c¤V¥L−l¡ q−u −g−V −Nmz p−‰
p−‰ ‘¡e q¡l¡m hõl£z
* **
‘¡e ¢glm −ke fË¡u HLk¤N f−lz fËb−jC Ae¤ih
Llm, j¡b¡ j¤M h¡¢m−a i¢aÑ — −Q¡MC fË¡u M¤m−a f¡l−R
e¡z −L¡ej−a q¡a ¢c−u ByQ−s ByQ−s h¡¢m pl¡−m¡ −Q¡−Ml
Jfl −b−Lz Q¡¢l¢c−L a¡¢L−u −cMm — j−e qm ö−u
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l−u−R HLV¡ p£ h£−Qz ¢i−S h¡¢ml Jfl fË¡u −Ny−b l−u−R
a¡l nl£l¢Vz −p ¢L a−h −hy−Q l−u−R? j¡−e −hy−Q −N−R?
H −L¡b¡u −p? H −L¡e S¡uN¡? −L¡e j¡e¤oSe B−R h−m
−a¡ j−e qu e¡z a¡l −fÔe œ²É¡n L−l−R, pj¤−âl S−m
f−s−R, f−s c¤'V¥L−l¡ q−u −N−R, H hÉ¡f¡−l −p ¢e¢ÕQaz
¢L¿¹¥ −p ¢L L−l −hy−Q −Nm? ¢L L−l HM¡−e H−p −f±yRm?
H L£ Aá¥v L¡ä! −LeC h¡ h¡yQ−a −Nm −p? −Le h¡yQ¡−me
a¡−L iNh¡e? HC Bf¡a ¢eSÑe à£−f ¢ehÑ¡¢pa S£he
L¡V¡−e¡l SeÉ? ¢L M¡−h HMe −p? −L¡b¡u b¡L−h? ¢L
L−l h¡yQ−h? pj¤âa£l −b−L öd¤ ¢Y¢fl jae HL¢V f¡q¡s
−cM¡ k¡−µR, H R¡s¡ Bl ¢LR¥C B−R h−m −a¡ j−e qu
e¡ H à£−f! Q¡¢l¢c−L öd¤ Sm Bl Sm! p¡l¡ nl£l −b−L
h¡¢m d¤−u −gm−aC a¡l −m−N −Nm −hn ¢LR¥V¡ pjuz
pj¤−âl W¡ä¡ S−m nl£l J je LaLV¡ S¥−s¡mz
* **
HLV¥ d¡aÙÛ q−u a¡l −h−a¡ q¡yV¥ ¢e−u fËb−jC à£f¢Vl
Q¡lf¡−n O¤−l ¢em hõl£ — j¡TM¡−el −R¡V ¢Y¢fl jae
f¡q¡s¢V−L fËc¢rZ L−lz f¡q¡s¢V−L c§l −b−L ¢Y¢f h−m
j−e q−mJ O¤−l Jf¡−n ¢N−u −c−M, A¢a j−e¡lj HL¢V
¢Tl¢T−l TZÑ¡ T−l fs−R a¡l N¡ −h−uz S−ml ü¡c ¢e−u
−c−M ¢j¢øz TlZ¡¢V T−l fs−R HL¢V qÊÊ−cl jae Sm¡n−uz
−h¡T¡C k¡u −k a¡lJ Ni£la¡ −aje euz Sm VmV−m —
−Lhm HL¢c−L, f¡q¡−sl ¢cLV¡u, j−e qu Ni£la¡ −hn£
L¡lZ k¢cJ S−ml am¡L¡l h¡¢m phÑœC −l¡−c QLQL L−l,
JC HL¢V ¢c−L a¡ H−Lh¡−l L¡−m¡z iu qu −cM−mz a−h
−pM¡−e −aje −l¡cJ f−s e¡ L¡lZ f¡q¡−sl JC ¢cL¢V
−Lje −ke −O¡s¡l M¤−ll jae −O¡l¡−e¡ — −pM¡−e
e¡e¡lLj g¥−ml N¡Rz −pph g¥m h¡ gm −p LM−e¡ −Q¡−MJ
−c−M ¢ez ph ea¥ez HM¡−e p§−kÑl a¡f fËMl — hª¢ø f−s,
¢L¿¹¥ ¢Tl¢T¢l−u, hSÊ-¢hc¤Évpq euz pj¤−âl l−P q¡ó¡
e£−ml p−‰ ¢g−l¡S¡l ¢j−nmz h¡¢m ¢Q¢el ja p¡c¡z ¢hn¡m
p¡N−ll j¡TM¡−e HC ¢eSÑe à£−f H−‚h¡−l HL¡ b¡L¡l
pñ¡he¡ k¢c a¡−L i−u, Bnˆ¡u Ahn L−l e¡ −gma,
qua HC üNÑ£u f¢l−h−n −p ¢LR¥V¡ R¥¢V L¡V¡−e¡l Be¾c
Ae¤ih Ll−a f¡laz L¡lZ HC à£f¢Vl °ep¢NÑL −p±¾ckÑ
A¢ii¨a qh¡lC jaez
¢r−cl Lb¡ −p fËbjV¡u H−Lh¡−lC i¥−m¢Rmz
pj¤âa£−l ‘¡e −gl¡l ¢LR¥r−Zl j−dÉC fËQä −aø¡ f¡uz
aMeJ f¡q¡−sl JC TZÑ¡l ¢cL¢V a¡l B¢h×L¡l Ll¡ qu
¢ez a¡C pj¤−âl −e¡e¡ SmC HL BySm¡ −M−u −g−m¢Rmz
−M−uC N¡ …¢m−u h¢j q−u ¢N−u¢Rm M¡¢eLV¡z Ahp¡−c Bl
HL f¡J Qm−a f¡l¢Rm e¡, a¡C öL−e¡ h¡¢ml Jf−l
Bh¡l ö−u f−s −h¡dqu O¤¢j−uJ f−s¢Rm M¡¢eLrZz
* **

O¤j −i−P¢Rm ¢LR¥r−Zl j−dÉCz −aø¡u Nm¡ ö¢L−u
L¡Wz E−W f−s H¢cL-J¢cL O¤−l −cM¢Rm −pz −l¡−c h¡¢m
aar−Z −a−a E−W−Rz h¡¢ml a¡f Hs¡−aC ¢h−no L−l
N¡−Rl R¡u¡ M¤yS¢Rmz HLh¡l i¡hm f¡q¡−s EW−h, L¡lZ
f¡q¡−sl Jf−l N¡R −cM−a −f−u¢Rmz ¢L¿¹¥ nl£−l h¡ j−e
n¢š² M¤y−S f¡u ¢ez a¡C q¡yV−a q¡yV−a f¡q¡−sl J¢cLV¡u
R¡u¡l −M¡y−S Q−m ¢N−u¢Rmz J¢c−L −f±y−R −ke c¤−Q¡M
S¤¢s−u −Nm! L£ ¢ejÑm fËn¡¿¹ fË¡L«¢aL fË¢aµR¢hz O¡−p,
N¡−R, g¥−m, g−m, TZÑ¡u, Sm¡n−u, −ke HL¢V üNÑ °al£
L−l −l−M−R — −Lhm a¡lC SeÉz
BySm¡ i−l Sm −Mm −pz g−ml −M¡y−S ¢N−u −cMm
S¡−jl jae, AbQ B−l¡ hs Bl m¡m−Q HL lLj gm
−b¡L¡ −b¡L¡ T¥−m l−u−R −hn ¢eQ¥ HL¢V N¡−Rl X¡−mz k¢c
¢ho¡š² qu, a¡q−m −a¡ ¢LR¥r−Zl j−dÉC jªaÉ¥ q−h a¡lz
−q¡Lz Hj¢e−aC HC i£oZ ¢eSÑe à£−f HL¡ HL¡ L'V¡
¢ceC h¡ h¡yQ−h −p? Bl B…¢fR¥ e¡ −i−h, −fV i−l gm
−M−u −g−õz
qÊÊ−cl S−m pÀ¡eJ qmz −l¡−cl a¡−f qÊÊ−cl ANi£l ¢c−Ll
Sm aar−Z −hn Eo·z p¡ya¡l S¡−e e¡ h−m hl¡hlC
Ni£l Sm−L H¢s−u Q−m hõl£z
HCh¡l B−Ù¹ B−Ù¹ c¤¢ÕQ¿¹¡u BµRæ q−u fs−a m¡Nm
hõl£z l¡a −L¡b¡u L¡V¡−h? l¡−a ¢eÕQu −M¡m¡ BL¡−nl
e£−Q ¢qj fs−hz Bhq¡Ju¡ k−bø W¡ä¡ q−u fs¡J BÕQkÑ
euz a¡l Jfl k¢c hª¢ø f−s? N¡−u ¢L −c−h? Q¡¢l¢c−L
a¡¢L−u −L¡e hs f¡a¡Ju¡m¡ N¡R −cM−a f¡u e¡, k¡l
f¡a¡ N¡−u −cJu¡ h¡ −f−a −n¡u¡ −k−a f¡−lz O¡−pl Jfl
−n¡u¡ R¡s¡ Bl −L¡e Ef¡u −eCz N¡−u B−R −pËg HL¢V
mð¡ S¡j¡, A−eLV¡ L¥aÑ¡ dl−Zlz nl£−ll ¢ejÀi¡−N HLV¡
fÉ¡¾Vz H−a HMe HLV¥ NljC m¡N−R, ¢L¿¹¥ l¡−al Lb¡
Bm¡c¡z
* **
Hlfl fË¡u HLj¡p −L−V −N−Rz k¢cJ fËbj ¢c−L
fË¢a¢c−el ¢q−ph l¡M−a N¡−Rl N¡−u HL¢V L−l ByQs
L¡V¢Rm hõl£, f−l e¡e¡e T¡−jm¡u −hn ¢LR¥¢ce L−l h¡c
f−s −N−Rz a¡C B¾c¡S Ll¡ R¡s¡ Bl Ef¡u −eCz −L¡e
S¿¹¥ S¡−e¡u¡l −cM¡ k¡u ¢e HC à£−fz j¡R −cM¡ −N−R,
pj¤−âl S−m −a¡ h−VC, Hje¢L qÊÊ−cJz A−eL L−ø q¡yV¥
S−m −e−j j¡R d−l−R hõl£, f¡b−ll Jfl ¢f¢V−u ¢f¢V−u
a¡−cl−L h¡−N H−e−Rz f¡b−l f¡bl O−o B…e SÆ¡m¡−e¡,
j¡R Tm−p M¡Ju¡, Hje ph Ai¨af§hÑ A¢i‘a¡ q−u−R
a¡lz H −ke HL Qs¥Ci¡¢al Bhq¡Ju¡! ¢L¿¹¥ HL¡ HL¡
Qs¥Ci¡¢a Ll−a ¢L Bl i¡m m¡−N? Na j¡pM¡−e−Ll
j−dÉ c§l −b−L S¡q¡−Sl AhuhJ −c−M−R −p, ¢L¿¹¥ a¡l¡
a¡−L −cM−a f¡u ¢ez f¡q¡−sl Efl E−W h−p −b−L−R
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¢c−el fl ¢ce, c¤ q¡a n§−eÉ a¥−m A−eL m¡gT¡yf ¢c−u−R,
¢L¿¹¥ c§−l −i−p k¡Ju¡ S¡q¡S…−m¡l cª¢ø BLoÑZ Ll−a
f¡−l ¢ez l¡−œ −Qø¡ L−l−R öL−e¡ f¡a¡ −S¡N¡s L−l
QLj¢L W¥−L B…e SÆ¡m¡−a, ¢L¿¹¥ Na HLj¡p d−l fË¡u
fË¢a l¡−œ hª¢ø q−u−Rz f¡a¡, f¡bl ph ¢i−S HLp¡, a¡C
B…e SÆ¡m¡−a f¡−l ¢ez
œ²jnC −l¡N¡ q−u k¡−µR −p, −pV¡ −hn h¤T−a f¡−lz
¢L¿¹¥ nl£−l −S¡l A−eL −h−s−Rz M¡−cÉl på¡−e Ha
−c±sT¡yf Ll−a qu fË¢a¢ce −k ö−u h−p b¡L¡l g¥lpv
−eCz q¡yV¥l hÉ¡b¡V¡J BSL¡m Bl S¡e¡e −cu e¡z e£−Ql
N¡−Rl fË¡u ph gm −p −M−u −g−m−R HlC j−dÉz a¡C gm
−k¡N¡s Ll−a A−eLpju f¡q¡−sl Q¨−s¡u EW−a quz HLV¥
−hm¡ q−m j¡R dl¡, c¤f¤−l −pC j¡R Tm−p M¡Ju¡, qÊÊ−cl
Sm HLV¥ Nlj q−m a¡−a pÀ¡e Ll¡, ¢h−L−ml j−dÉ öL−e¡
f¡a¡ −S¡N¡s L−l a¡C ¢c−u R¡E¢e h¡¢e−u a¡l am¡u
¢hR¡e¡l ja L−l öL−e¡ f¡a¡ fl−a fl−a −f−a ¢e−u
l¡−œl −n¡h¡l hÉhÙÛ¡ Ll−a quz L¡lZ HLh¡l p§kÑ X¥−h
−N−m Qa¥¢cÑ−L N¡t AåL¡l e¡−jz a¡−a −Q¡M Q−m e¡z
Hje¢L M¤h L¡−Rl ¢S¢eoJ −cM¡ k¡u e¡z
hª¢ø q−m h¡ BL¡n −jO¡µRæ b¡L−m −pph Oe¡åL¡l
c¤x−Ml l¡a…−m¡ −ke Bl L¡V−aC Q¡u e¡z −aj¢e Bh¡l
H−LL l¡−a Q¡y−cl B−m¡u −i−p k¡Ju¡ ¢cLQœ²h¡−m a¡l¡
il¡ BL¡−nl ¢c−L a¡¢L−u e¡e¡e Lb¡ j−e f−sz −R−m−j−u-S¡j¡C ¢eÕQu a¡−cl °ce¢¾ce L¡−S hÉÙ¹z e¡¢ae¡ae£l¡J Ha¢c−e d−lC ¢e−u−R, ¢c¢cj¡ Bl ¢gl−h e¡
— −fÔe œ²É¡−n a¡l jªa¥É q−u−Rz ¢L¿¹¥ a¡l ü¡j£ HMe ¢L
Ll−Re? fËbj fËbj ¢eÕQu Ai¡h −h¡d L−l−Re, ¢L¿¹¥
HMe? −X¢Vw p¡¢iÑ−p e¡j ¢m¢M−u−Re? c¤'Q¡lS−el p−‰
¢Xe¡−l k¡Ju¡ öl¦ q−u−R? HL¢V c¤¢V ¢p−ej¡J ¢L −c−Me¢e
−L¡e j¢qm¡l p−‰ — q¡a dl¡d¢l L−l? −i−h j−e j−e
q¡−p hõl£z H¢c−L −p fË¢a¢ce iNh¡e−L X¡L−R, a¡−L
−ke paÆl −LE EÜ¡l L−l −m¡L¡m−u ¢e−u k¡uz Bl
J¢c−L? J¢c−L Ha¢c−e nË¡Ün¡¢¿¹ Q¥−L −N−Rz (−L¡b¡u
Llm L¡SV¡ j¢Zm¡m? j¢¾c−l? e¡¢L −L¡e L¢jE¢e¢V q−m?
¢LfÚ−V e¡ q−mJ j¢Zm¡m hl¡hlC ¢q−ph£ Hhw H−Lh¡−lC
B−hNfËhZ eu, hlw M¤hC h¡Ù¹hh¡c£z)
¢hfÔh hp¤¤ e¡−j j¢Zm¡−ml HL hå¥l ¢LR¥ ¢ce B−NC
Ù»£ ¢h−u¡N q−u¢Rm, a¡l Lb¡ qW¡v j−e f−s k¡u hõl£lz
HLV¥ HL¡L£ m¡N¡ R¡s¡ iâ−m¡−Ll j−dÉ −aje −L¡e
f¢lhaÑe −c−M ¢ez a¡C j−e qu j¢Zm¡mJ qua ¢c¢îC
B−Rz Bj¡l R¢h−a j¡m¡ V¡¢P−u, d§f SÆ¡¢m−u ¢c¢î B−Re
Bj¡l ü¡j£z i¡h−aC HLlLj n§eÉa¡u je i−l k¡uz
c¤'−Q¡M ¢c−u ¢e−Sl AS¡−¿¹C AnË¦ T−l f−sz fË¢a¢ceC
¢LR¥ e¡ ¢LR¥ ¢e−u ¢Q¿¹¡ Ll−a ¢N−u h¡ −L¡e qa¡n¡E−âLL¡l£ L¡l−Z HLh¡l c¤'h¡l L¡y−c hõl£ — −Ly−c q¡ó¡
quz j¡R dl−a ¢N−u −p j¡R q¡a H¢s−u g−ú −N−m, N¡−R
E−W gm f¡s−a ¢N−u f−s N¡ R−s −N−m, −hn£ gm −M−u

−fV hÉ¡b¡ Ll−m, p¡l¡l¡a f¡a¡l R¡E¢el am¡u ö−uJ
hª¢ø−a ¢i−S Q¥fQ¥−f q−u −N−m, ¢el¦f¡u h¤Lg¡V¡ L¡æ¡u
−i−P f−sz fËbj fËbj m‹¡ qaz ¢L¿¹¥ HMe h¤−T−R, ka
−S¡−lC L¡yc¤L e¡ −Le, −p L¡æ¡ HM¡−e −n¡eh¡l −LE −eCz
h¡¢ml Efl ¢hn¡m Ar−l Hp-J-Hp ¢m−M l¡−M −p,
k¢c −L¡e H−l¡−fÔe-Q¡m−Ll −Q¡−M f−sz −l¡c Tmj−m
flfl L−uL¢V ¢ce −f−mC öL−e¡ f¡a¡ L¥¢s−u L¥¢s−u
f¡q¡−sl Efl S−s¡ L−lz AåL¡l q−u −N−m A−eLrZ
d−l f¡b−l f¡bl O−o B…e SÆ¡m¡u — X¡yC L−l l¡M¡
f¡a¡…−m¡ SÆm−a b¡−Lz hýc§l −b−L hýrZ d−l −p
B…−el ¢nM¡ −cM¡ k¡uz −LE ¢L −cM−a f¡u e¡? j¡−T
j−dÉ c§l ¢c−u hs hs S¡q¡S −k−a −c−M−R −pz a¡l¡
−LE ¢L AåL¡−l qW¡v B−m¡l ¢nM¡ −cM−m c§lh£e L−o
HLV¥ i¡m L−l −cMh¡l −Qø¡ Ll−h e¡?
Hj¢e L−l ¢ce L¡−Vz L¡−V pç¡q, j¡pz hRl ¢L
−L−V−R? e¡x, a¡l ¢q−ph jae e' j¡p h¡ cn j¡p q−h,
−p HM¡−e Hi¡−h HL¡ HL¡ ¢ehÑ¡¢p−al S£he L¡V¡−µRz
qW¡v HL¢ce TlZ¡l d¡−l h−p b¡L−a b¡L−a −Lje
−ke C¢”−el ja BJu¡S L¡−e B−pz BJu¡S mrÉ
L−l R¥V−a öl¦ L−l −pz f¡q¡sV¡ fËc¢rZ L−l pj¤−âl
¢cLV¡u −f±yR−a −hn M¡¢eLV¡ pju m¡−Nz −c−M ¢hn¡m
HLV¡ ¢j¢mV¡l£ S¡q¡S H−p −W−L−R a¡l HC −R¡– à£f¢Vl
L¡R¡L¡¢Rz −R¡V −R¡V −j¡Vl−h¡V e¡j¡−e¡ q−µR S¡q¡S −b−Lz
a¡−a ¢j¢mV¡l£ −f¡o¡L fl¡ ¢LR¥ −m¡L EW−Rz Bp−R a¡l¡
−d−u a¡lC ¢c−Lz c¤'q¡a j¡b¡l Ef−l a¥−m −QyQ¡−a −QyQ¡−a
a¡−cl ¢c−L R¥−V k¡u hõl£z L¡R¡L¡¢R H−p −c−M a¡−cl
−LE −LE a¡l ¢c−L h¾c¥L a¡N L−l B−Rz pL−mlC
−Q¡M ¢hØg¡¢laz −Qq¡l¡ −c−M j−e qu, Q£e−cn£u −m¡L
q−h Hl¡z ¢L¿¹¥ a¡−L −k a¡l¡ HM¡−e Bn¡ L−l ¢e, a¡
a¡−cl j−dÉ E−š¢Sa L−b¡fLbe öe−mC −h¡T¡ k¡uz hõl£
öd¤ c¤'q¡a −S¡s L−l h−m ""−qÒf j£''z ¢L¿¹¥ Hl¡ M¤h
pñhax Cwl¡S£ S¡−e e¡z J−clC j−dÉ HLV¥ mð¡QJs¡
−N¡−Rl HL¢V −m¡L H¢N−u B−pz Q£−e −Oyo¡ EµQ¡lZ h−m
J−W, ""ý Bl CE?''
q¡Eq¡E L−l −Ly−c −g−m hõl£z q¡yV¥ −N−s h−p f−sz
qW¡v −Mu¡m qu a¡l fl−Z fË¡u ¢LR¥C −eCz nl£−ll
Efli¡N pÇf¨ZÑ Ae¡hªaz a¡s¡a¡¢s q¡a c¤¢V h¤−Ll Jfl
S−s¡ L−l −pz ¢hn¡mL¡u −m¡L¢V ¢e−Sl i¡o¡u a¡l
p−‰¡f¡‰−cl h−m hõl£−L −e±−L¡u a¥m−az
a¡lf−ll NÒf pw¢rçz −e±−L¡ −b−L S¡q¡S Hhw
S¡q¡−S L−l L¡J¢nuw nq−l −f±yRe −Lje −ke ü−fÀl ja
j−e qu a¡lz Ah¡L q−u −c−M, a¡CJu¡e£Sl¡ ¢c¢î
Cw¢l¢S hm−a f¡−lz H−cl p−‰ Lb¡h¡aÑ¡ h−m h¤T−a
f¡−l, Hl¡ −f−VÊ¡¢mu¡−jl −M¡y−S HC Hm¡L¡l ph −R¡V −R¡V
à£f…−m¡u A¢ik¡e Q¡m¡−µRz HlC j−dÉ −f−VÊ¡¢mu¡−jl −M¡yS
HM¡−e −hn ¢LR¥ à£−f Hhw p¡Eb Q¡ue¡ p£-l ¢h¢iæ Aw−n
f¡Ju¡ −N−Rz HC SeÉ ¢i−uve¡j, LÉ¡−ð¡¢Xu¡, j¡m−u¢nu¡,
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Q£e J C−¾c¡−e¢nu¡l j−dÉ HCph Hm¡L¡l j¡¢mL¡e¡ ¢e−u
Wä¡ k¤Ü Qm−Rz hõl£ ¢e−Sl i¡NÉ−L deÉh¡c −cuz
L¡J¢nuw −b−L AhnÉC B−j¢lL¡l hØVe nq−ll
j¢Zm¡m jS¥jc¡l−L M¤y−S −f−a M¤h HLV¡ −hN −f−a qu
e¡z a−h Hl¡ ph −M¡ySMhl −M¡c hØV−el a¡CJu¡e£S
¢m−uCSy A¢g−pl j¡lgv L−lz j¢Zm¡−ml p−‰ ¢i¢XJ
Leg¡−l¾p L−ml fËÙ¹¡h¢V fËaÉ¡MÉ¡e L−l hõl£, L¡lZ
¢e−Sl −Qq¡l¡V¡ S¡q¡−S E−W fËbjh¡l Bue¡u −c−M −p
¢e−SC Bya−L E−W¢Rmz L¡yQ¡-f¡L¡ mð¡ Q¥−ml SV¡, N¡−ul
lP A−eLV¡ −R¡V−hm¡u h¡−fl h¡s£−a Sm pwNË−ql SeÉ
l¡M¡ j¡¢Vl Lmp£l ja m¡m−Q M−ul£ — −W¡yV c¤¢V p¡c¡,
−ke −nÄa£ q−u−Rz fË¡u HL hRl d−l −l¡−c f¤−s, S−m
¢i−S j¤−M J p¡l¡ nl£−l hªÜ¡l −m¡mQjÑz H −Qq¡l¡ f¢l¢Qa
L¡E−L pqp¡ −cM¡−a p¡qp f¡−h e¡ hõl£ — ü¡j£−L −a¡
LMeC euz i−up Lm j¡lgv Lb¡ h−m −eu −pz ¢L¿¹¥
Lb¡ −aje ¢LR¥ qu e¡z
""−Lje BR?'' j¢Zm¡m h−m, ""¢S−NÉp Ll−a C−µR
q−µR −Lje ¢R−m HC HLV¡ hRl, ¢L¿¹¥ p¡qp f¡¢µR e¡z''

hõl£ h−m, ""p¡r¡−a phC S¡e−a f¡l−hz ¢L¿¹¥ p¡r¡v
Ll−a a¥¢j HMeJ CµR¥L ¢Le¡, −p Lb¡ ¢S−NÉp Ll−a
Bj¡lJ p¡q−p L¥−m¡−µR e¡z''
Hlfl −j−ul p−‰ Lb¡ quz −pJ hØV−ez −g¡−e
fËb−jC q¡Ej¡E L−l HL−Q¡V −Ly−c −euz a¡lfl B−Ù¹
B−Ù¹ Lb¡ öl¦ quz ""L−h −cM¡ q−h?'' −j−u ¢S−NÉp
L−lz ""h¡h¡ HL ¢X−i¡¢pÑ h¡P¡m£ j¢qm¡l p−‰ He−NSX,''
HLb¡J −p S¡e¡uz S¡e−a f¡−l hõl£, a¡l AÉ¡L¢p−X−¾Vl
¢LR¥ f−lC −R−m Q¡Ll£ ¢e−u mp H−”−m−p Q−m −N−Rz
a¡l −g¡e eðl ¢e−u a¡−LJ −g¡e L−l hõl£, ¢L¿¹¥ −p
−g¡e d−l e¡z qua L¡−S hÉÙ¹z
−j−u fl¡jnÑ −cu, ""fËb−jC HLSe i¡m mCu¡−ll
p−‰ Lb¡ hm¡ clL¡l −a¡j¡l, j¡z''
¢WLz fËb−jC a¡l f¤−l¡−e¡ Q¡Ll£V¡ ¢g−l f¡Ju¡
clL¡lz HMe Bl Ahpl −eh¡l ¢hm¡¢pa¡ −eCz L¡S
Q¡¢m−u −k−a q−hz a¡lfl j¢Zm¡−ml p−‰ ¢X−i¡pÑ — ph
pÇf¢šl kb¡kb i¡N-h¡y−V¡u¡l¡z a¡lfl, Hu¡l-m¡C¾p-Hl
L¡R −b−L AÉ¡L¢p−X−¾Vl SeÉ r¢af§lZ Bc¡u, a¡lfl .
. . a¡lfl −L S¡−e BlJ La fl£r¡ h¡¢L B−R a¡l
S£h−e!
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B¢m‰e

L¢ha¡…−m¡

k−n¡j¡e hÉ¡e¡SÑ£

k−n¡j¡e hÉ¡e¡SÑ£

Bu −c−M k¡ Bo¡t B−p
¢jn L¡−m¡ −jO S¡em¡ f¡−n
L¡−S-AL¡−S c£OÑnÄ¡−p
e¡j¤L −T¡−l −l¡cz
f¡n L¡¢V−u −a¡j¡l Bj¡l
e¡j e¡ S¡e¡ S−ml LZ¡
Ns−h Ah−l¡dz
HMe f−b q¡s-j¡p d§m
j¡e Bl ýyn BS ¢ejÑ¨m
f¤−l¡−e¡ ¢q−ph ph BS i¥m
−a¡j¡l Bp¡l Bn¡u
L¡S ph −g−m, l¡Sfb S¥−s
Q’m je q¡l¡uz
Qm e¡ Bjl¡ ph q¡a −j−m
l¡N −r¡i iu c§−l R¥y−s −g−m
−k −kM¡−e c¡y¢s−u −b−L q¡a c¤M¡¢e h¡s¡Cz
Sm j¡¢V B−m¡, j¤R−h −k L¡−m¡
i¡mh¡p−h je SjL¡−m¡
fª¢bh£V¡−L Ss¡Cz

−a¡j¡l −R¡yu¡u i¥−m ph ¢LR¥
H−m¡−j−m¡ ¢ce d¡Ju¡ L−l ¢fR¥
−L¡b¡u −k k¡C, −L¡b¡u m¤L¡C
fb O¡V ec£ M¤y−S −eh ¢LR¥z
HLj¤−W¡ i¡a, a¡l¡ il¡ l¡a
Lb¡u ¢m¢M Bj¡l hl¡a
Q¡¢l¢cL ph Q¥f, h¡¢Sj¡a
je M¤y−S k¡u ea¥e fËi¡az
HLl¡n a¡C S−j−R −k d¤−m¡
ph l¡N Lb¡ i¥−m Q¡m Q¥−m¡
q¡as¡C −en¡ nÄ¡p fËnÄ¡−p
Sj¡C L¢ha¡…−m¡z
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The Brahmos: A Book Review
Mainak Mazumdar

Early this year, a hard cover book of about
400 pages came in my hands. The title of the
book is, ‘The Brahmo Samaj and the Shaping of
the Modern Indian Mind.’ The author’s name is
David Kopf, an Emeritus Professor at the
University of Minnesota. He was also a visiting
faculty member at the History department of the
University of Calcutta during the late nineteen
sixties. The book was first published by the
Princeton University Press in the year 1979 and
is dedicated to the city of Calcutta with an
accompanying blurb, ‘exoriente lux (light from
the East).’ The last sentence of its Preface reads,
‘Above all, I should like to extend my love to the
most maligned but the greatest city of the world,
‘Calcutta.’ In this book, the author has
attempted to establish by reasoned arguments
and statement of facts that much of the thought
process of modern India is rooted in the concrete
achievements of the Brahmos during the past
two centuries. I was struck by his meticulous
scholarship
and
deep
and
sensitive
understanding of the cultural, social, and
religious movements that rocked the Bengal
landscape during the past two centuries. Kopf’s
sources cover to an astonishing degree not only
English language publications, but also Bengali
books, journals, and literary magazines.
Kopf attributes the following important
achievements as resulting directly from the
Brahmo movement that started in the
nineteenth century:
1. Adoption of rationalism in religion and social
practices. It created a this-worldly social
ethic parallel to the Protestant or Puritan
movement of the West. An enlightened
middle class, the so-called Bhadraloks came

into being who developed a sense of piety,
morality, striving for achievement, and
awareness of nationhood.
2. Selection of a scriptural source of the holy
book of Hindus, namely the Vedas and
Vedantas, resulting in a systematic Hindu
theology that did not believe in idol worship.
3. Emphasis on social service and the
reevaluation of the Upanishadic ethic for
modern use. This happened decades before
similar messages stemming from the
Ramakrishna movement. Efforts directed at
women’s emancipation, crusades for
marrying of widows and abolishment of child
marriages, establishment of night schools
for workers, mass newspapers in vernacular
languages, were the immediate results.
4. Beginning of the nationalist movement. The
Indian Association started under the
auspices of the Brahmos was the forerunner
of the Indian National Congress.
5. Emphasis on study of Science and
Humanities as a part of rational discourse.
Eminent scientists such as Jagadish Chandra
Bose, Prafulla Chandra Roy, Prashanto
Mahalanobis were Brahmos. The normal
attitudes and beliefs of a modern Bengali
owe a great deal to the influence of
Rabindranath Tagore who was raised as a
Brahmo.
In the early nineteenth century, Calcutta was
the premier British metropolis in the East. It fell
within the orbit of London’s intellectual climate.
There came from the West to the shores of
Calcutta the social gospel of the Unitarian
religious movement with its deep faith in reason
and social reform and doing good to
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disadvantaged people. Due to the congenial
British cultural policy that prevailed between
1775 and 1830, this and other progressive
thoughts of the period were quickly
disseminated among the local elites of Calcutta.
During this period also lived Rammohan Roy, the
great social reformer, who is justly regarded as
the father of modern India. He responded to the
onslaught of Western ideas through the
development of a middle path by combining
Western modernism and Hindu institutions,
beliefs and practices. His organization was
initially called Brahmo Sabha which was later
renamed Brahmo Samaj. Scions of Bengali Hindu
society were quick to join this society. Among
them was Debendranath Tagore, father of
Rabindranath.
While the Bengali intellectuals belonging to
the Brahmo Samaj were enamored of the
Western social gospel of humanism, scientism,
and rationalism, they had to come face to face
with the fact that the country in which they lived
was a British colony. The British rulers
discriminated against them both individually and
impersonally using tools of their policy. As
examples of the latter were the deliberate
attempts
to
arrest
Indian
industrial
development, general drainage of Indian wealth
to England, military adventures at Indian
expense, lack of interest in uplifting Indian
masses, etc. On a personal level were the public
insults that the Indian natives had to face from
their rulers in their everyday life. This led to a
feeling of ambivalence and an identity crisis
among the Brahmos in relation to their attitude
toward the West. A dichotomy occurred in which
were formed a group consisting of liberals who
retained their love and admiration for the West
and another group of nationalists who had little
love for the West and were apologists for the
prevailing Hindu culture. As the grip of British
imperialism tightened, there arose a tide of
Hindu revivalism and anti-Western attitude to

which many Brahmos gravitated at the end of
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
The Brahmo Samaj started as a deeply
religious and monotheistic movement with a
rationalistic and progressive agenda. There was
an emphasis on social reform. As time
progressed, cleavages started showing up. There
were two important schisms. During the years
1865-66, the Samaj was divided between liberals
and conservatives. The liberals emphasized
rational religion and ethics. They joined other
progressive groups in which promoting social
reform was the principal issue. The
conservatives on the other hand emphasized
narrowing the gap between themselves and the
majority Hindu community. The conservative
group came to be known as the Adi Brahmo
Samaj and was led by Debendranath Tagore, and
the liberal group known as the Sadharan Samaj.
The latter was led by Keshav Sen. During the
years 1877-78, another schism occurred
between the liberals and the conservatives. This
time, however, the conservative movement was
led by Keshav Sen who thought that the
progressives were moving too fast especially
with regard to the issue of women’s rights. The
splinter group led by Keshav Sen came to be
known as the Nababidhan (New Dispensation)
Samaj. The factionalism among the Brahmos led
to the weakening of the movement and the
ensuing ‘doladoli’ has been cited as the cause of
their decline by many thoughtful persons.
Kopf provides life sketches of the prominent
leaders of the Brahmo movement. Incidentally,
this list reads as a who’s who of the most
important names mentioned in connection with
the Bengal renaissance. These individuals were
idealists with inexhaustible energy, commitment
and a fierce passion for hard work. Piety and
puritan ethic helped many of them getting
transformed into creative geniuses and
outstanding citizens, but the net impact of their
work was not that significant because their
country was subject to foreign rule and they
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were surrounded by a mass of people who were
not appreciative of their real worth. The list
comprises religious leaders such as Rammohan
Roy, Debendranath Tagore and Keshav Sen,
rationalist and progressive leaders such as
Akkhoy Kumar Dutt and Sivanath Sastri,
nationalists such as Rajnarayan Bose,Bepin
Chandra Pal, Brahmobandab Upadhyay and
Chittaranjan Das, famed journalists such as
Ramananda Chatterjee, renowned physicians
such as Nilratan Sarkar, scientists such as
Jagadish Chandra Bose, lawyers such as
Anandamohan Bose, bureaucrats such as
Satyendra Prasad Sinha who rose to the highest
echelon of the colonial government and artists
and writers such as Sukumar Roy, father of
Satyajit Ray. Besides these names, he mentions
that Vidyasagar was at one time the secretary of
the influential Tattwabodhini Sabha, an organ of
the rationalist wing of the Brahmos. Apparently,
Debendranath Tagore dissolved this society at
one time because the atheism of Vidyasagar was
not to his taste. Swami Vivekananda in his early
years found a home and refuge as an ascetic
follower of Keshav Sen before being swept under
the influence of Sri Ramakrishna. Sri Aurobindo,
who was never a declared Brahmo, was the
grandson of Rajnarayan Bose, the influential
Brahmo nationalist writer. (Not mentioned in
Kopf’s list are Bidhan Chandra Roy and
Siddhartha Shankar Roy, Chief Ministers of West
Bengal in modern times.)
According to Kopf, two eminent leaders
provided a synthesis of two streams of Brahmo
thought: Western style universal religion and
Hindu traditionalism. They were Keshav Chandra
Sen and Rabindranath Tagore. He devotes two
lengthy chapters in his book to a discussion of
the respective contributions of these two
towering personalities. Keshav Sen, the religious
leader, appears to have shifted his identity
continually. He was the founder of the Indian
Reform Association and was a tireless champion
of women’s liberation but later he changed his

course advocating gradualism with other
conservatives. In his later life, he embarked upon
a quest for a universal religion involving a
synthesis of the East and the West. He had a
strong ecumenical attitude and encouraged his
followers to study in depth the Hindu, Muslim,
Christian and Buddhist religions. Although he
came to be portrayed by his enemies as all things
to all people- Jesus lover, neo- Vaishnavite,
revivalist follower of Sri Ramakrishna and a tool
of the British Empire, Kopf portrays him very
sympathetically emphasizing his efforts to
resolve sectarian differences by emphasizing
unity over diversity.
In his life, Rabindranath passed through
several distinct phases. Early on, influenced by
his family tradition, he embraced a version of a
religion which Kopf describes as Hindu
Brahmoism in which he maintained his loyalty to
the Brahmo ideal while remaining a strong
cultural nationalist. During a ten year period
between 1898 and 1907, he joined the Swadeshi
movement as a staunch nationalist and became
a strongly anti-Western individual. After the year
1907, he retraced his path back in favor of
universal humanism. In the year 1907, appeared
his masterpiece, the novel ‘Gora’, which was a
soul-searching
exploration
of
Brahmo
universalism versus Hindu nationalism.
Rabindranath refused to see only evil in
contemporary Western civilization and stressed
on the difference between modernization and
Westernization. True modernization is freedom
of mind, not slavery of taste. His universalistic
feelings led to the founding of Viswabharati in
Santiniketan.
Although the book’s emphasis is on the
Brahmo scene that took place in Bengal, Kopf
also describes the outreach efforts on the part of
its leaders to reach other parts of India. Thus, to
this date there are small pockets of Brahmoism
in different corners of India.
Brahmoism was a thinking man’s religion. Its
ideals appealed to the soul of an intellectual. It
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never touched the spirit of the masses.
Nevertheless its influences in the forming the
core culture of the middle class Bhadralok
society has been profound. The secular ideals
embodied in the modern Indian constitution
have its roots in the early Brahmo writings.

Emancipated Indian women of today owe a
considerable debt of gratitude to the Brahmo
pioneers of the nineteenth century. I believe
Kopf has done a wonderful job by bringing into
fore the contributions of the Brahmos in the
shaping of the modern Indian mind.

Here We Are
Goutam Bagchi

For over 50 years now, Bengalis with degrees
in various arts and sciences immigrated to the
greater Washington area to seek and secure
their futures through hard work and their
ingenuity. They achieved mostly spectacular
success not only for families and friends, but also
set examples for their future generations. Each
succeeding generation applied their unique
talents and made their parents quite proud by
establishing their own enterprises.
In the molecular biology fields Bengalis are
well known for their acumen and expertise in the
genetic treatment eye disease, cancer treatment
etc. Places like Cleveland clinic and the Stanford
University have many Bengalis in leading
positions.
Many others came to work in various
technical fields, such as, electric power services

in power generating companies. These pioneers
created their reputation as highly competent
engineers. Employers recognized the Bengali
engineering colleges as institutions providing
high quality education. The Bengali engineering
colleges developed into pipelines for future
employees for US power companies.
Washington DC area being where the
National Institute of Health is located, it has
attracted highly talented Bengalis in the
molecular biology fields. The National Cancer
Institute has Bengalis in leading positions for
their significant contributions.
We have a lot to be happy about. I have the
hope that we continue to lead by example and
make our adopted country, the United States,
great in every aspect that we can.
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hª¢øl ¢ce
−p¡je¡b h¢„
l¢hh¡−ll LÓ¡¿¹ Amp ¢cez h¡C−l hª¢ø fs−Rz hØVe
nq−l hª¢ø qm A−eL ¢ce f−lz Na j¡−p A¢hnË¡¿¹ hlg
f−s−Rz nq−ll N¢a hS¡u l¡M−a −pC hlg−L Sj¡ Ll¡
q−u−R l¡Ù¹¡l c¤'d¡−lz BS fËaÉ¡n¡ ¢e−u h−p B¢R, A−eL
¢ce d−l Sj¡ hlg hý ¢ce f−ll HC hª¢ø−a N−m k¡−hz
HC dl−Zl Amp ¢ce…−m¡−a h¡¢s−a h−p h−p −R¡V−hm¡l
hª¢øj¤Ml ¢ce…−m¡l Lb¡ j−e f−sz
h¡¢s−a hª¢øl ¢ce…−m¡ Bj¡l M¤h ¢fËu ¢Rmz Bj¡−cl
h¡¢sl −c¡am¡l R¡c ¢Rm e¡z V¡¢ml Sm j¡¢V−a H−p
fsaz −pC Sm S−j E−W¡−e HLV¡ pl¦ jae Sm¡nu
°al£ q−u −kaz a¡−a hÉ¡P¡¢Q O¤−l −hs¡az B¢j −R¡V
−R¡V LQ¥f¡a¡ X¥¢h−u hÉ¡P¡¢Q a¥−m H−e ¢LR¥rZ −c−M −R−s
¢ca¡j S−mz p¡j−el LQ¥h−e LQ¥N¡−Rl N¡ −h−u n¡j¤L E−W
Bpaz Olju n¡j¤−Ll Qm¡l c¡N Bl −cJu¡−m ¢fyf−sl
p¡¢lhÜ Qm¡l f−b i−l EWaz j¡ hma ¢fyf−sl¡ hª¢ø
qJu¡l Lb¡ B−N −b−L S¡e−a f¡−l, a¡C Jl¡ B−N
−b−L ¢e−S−cl h¡p¡ −R−s ¢Xj ¢e−u m¡Ce ¢c−u O−l Y¥−L
f−sz B¢j HC p¡¢lhÜ ¢fyf−sl Qm¡l ¢c−L a¡¢L−u
A−eL ¢LR¥ i¡ha¡jz ¢L i¡ha¡j, HMe Bl −pph j−e
f−s e¡z
A−eL pju M¤h hª¢ø q−m E−W¡−e Ha Sm S−j −ka
−k hs l¡Ù¹¡ −b−L N¢m ¢c−u −qy−V h¡¢s−a Bp−a Ap¤¤¢h−d
qaz B¢j, h¡h¡, hsc¡, −R¡VL¡L¥ Bl −jS−SW¥ CyV
f¡aa¡j E−W¡e ¢c−u l¡Ù¹¡ Ah¢dz −S¡s¡ −S¡s¡ L−l CyV
f¡a¡ qaz hs−cl f¡−ul j¡−f f¡a¡ qa h−m −R¡V−cl
m¡¢g−u m¡¢g−u Qm−a qaz Bj¡−cl NË¡−jl hs l¡Ù¹¡V¡
fkÑ¿¹ A−eL pju S−m i−l b¡Laz hsl¡ p¡C−Lm Q¡¢m−u
−N−m L£ p¤¤¾cli¡−h SmV¡ Q¡L¡l c¤'d¡−l R¢s−u fsa;
−cM−a M¤h i¡m m¡Na Bj¡lz d¡e−r−al j¡TM¡e ¢c−u
−k l¡Ù¹¡V¡ ¢Rm, a¡l ¢e−Q HLV¡ S¡uN¡u e¡m¡ −L−V
c¤'f¡−nl −r−al j−dÉ Sm Qm¡Q−ml hÉhÙÛ¡ Ll¡ ¢Rmz
l¡−a −pM¡−e −N−m −cM¡ −ka −hn L−uLV¡ V−QÑl B−m¡
H¢cL −p¢cL −O¡l¡−gl¡ Ll−Rz Bj¡−cl NË¡−jl Hhw
h¡N¢cf¡s¡l ¢LR¥ −m¡LSe −L¡Q ¢c−u j¡R dl¡l SeÉ B−m¡
¢c−u j¡R M¤ySaz
Bj¡−cl h¡¢s ¢Rm f¡n¡f¡¢n c¤'¢V NË¡j Q¡LÚm¡ Bl
Q¡yc¤u¡l p£j¡e¡uz c¤' NË¡−jl j¡−T ¢Rm HLV¡ hs e¡m¡z

Bj¡−cl h¡¢sl f¡−nl f¤L¥−ll Sm −pC e¡m¡ ¢c−u
d¡e−r−a h−u −ka, hoÑ¡L¡−m V¡e¡ ¢ae Q¡l ¢ce hª¢ø f−s
f¤L¥−ll Sm kMe M¤h −h−s −ka, aMe e¡m¡−a ý ý L−l
h−u Qm¡ Sm −cM−a M¤h i¡−m¡ m¡Naz B¢j S¡em¡l
¢n−Ll j¡TM¡e ¢c−u f¡ N¢m−u h−p h−p −cMa¡jz f¡−u
H−p m¡Na hª¢øl R¡Vz M¤h Be¾c qa a¡−az f¡ c¤−V¡−L
kaV¡ pñh V¡eV¡e L−l V¡¢m −b−L fs¡ hs hs
−g¡yV¡…−m¡ −R¡yu¡l −Qø¡ Lla¡jz hs hs −p¡e¡hÉ¡P m¡g
¢c−u e¡m¡V¡ f¡l q−u −kaz Jf¡s¡l ASuL¡L¥ e¡m¡l j−dÉ
O¤e£ −f−a −l−M −ka, −R¡V −R¡V j¡R dl¡ fs¡l SeÉz
Bjl¡ c§l −b−L mrÉ l¡Ma¡j, ¢LR¥ fsm ¢Le¡ −cM¡l
SeÉz ¢h−L−ml ¢c−L kMe ASuL¡L¥ H−p O¤e£ a¥ma aMe
−R¡V−cl ¢is q−u −ka, ¢L ¢L j¡R dl¡ f−s−R −cM¡l
SeÉz
−hn£li¡N l¡−a C−m¢ƒÊ¢p¢V b¡La e¡z mã−el B−m¡u
¢LR¥rZ fsa¡j, Bl M¤h O¤j −faz fs¡l hC−ul Q¡C−a,
−k −f¡L¡…−m¡ mã−el B−m¡l Q¡lf¡−n Aá¥v R¡u¡ °al£
L−l E−s −hs¡a, a¡−cl ¢c−L −hn£ j−e¡−k¡N ¢ca¡jz j¡
p−åÉ−hm¡ j¤¢s-Q¡e¡Q¥l −j−M ¢c−m, aMe mãeV¡ j¤¢sl
N¡jm¡l ¢c−L H¢N−u ¢c−a qaz a¡C hC j¤−s l¡Ma¡jz
B−m¡ −eC, fsh ¢L L−l? ph¡C mã−el Q¡lf¡−n Ss
qa¡jz LMeJ h¡h¡ a¡l l¡Se£¢a Ll¡l pjuL¡l −L¡−e¡
A¢i‘a¡, ¢Lð¡ ¢Li¡−h h¡h¡ Bl a¡l HL hå¥ h¡wm¡−cn
O¤l−a Q−m ¢N−u¢Rm a¡−cl B−Nl fËS−eÈl −cn −R−s
Bp¡ ¢i−V h¡¢sl på¡−e, −pC A¢i‘a¡l Lb¡ hmaz j¡
j¡−T j¡−T j¡−ul c¡c¤l j¤−M −n¡e¡ heN¡yJ-Hl f¤l−e¡ ¢c−el
NÒf hmaz B−l¡ A−eL NÒf ¢Rmz A−eL pju h¡h¡ i¥m
L−l L¡yQ¡ mˆ¡ −M−a −M−a j¤¢sl N¡jm¡−a −g−m ¢caz
−L¡e HLV¡ NË¡−p −pV¡ Bj¡l h¡ he¤l j¤−M fs−m a¡−a
L¡js ¢c−u −Q¡−Ml S−m HL¡L¡l q−a qaz j¡ aMe
h¡h¡−L −c¡o ¢caz
l¡−a k¢c ¢MQ¥¢s qa, a¡q−m Bl Lb¡ −eCz h¡h¡
¢MQ¥¢s M¤h i¡mh¡pa, HM−e¡ h¡−pz he¤V¡ M¡Ju¡l B−NC
O¤¢j−u fsa A−eL pjuz M¡Ju¡l f−l kMe j¡ Bl h¡h¡
¢hR¡e¡ Lla, jn¡¢l V¡P¡a, B¢j aMe mã−el B−m¡u
L¡N−Sl −e±L¡ h¡e¡−e¡ fËÉ¡L¢Vp Lla¡jz l¡−a V¡¢ml Q¡−m
hª¢øl në öe−a öe−a O¤¢j−u fsa¡jz h¡S fs¡l n−ë
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he¤ M¤h iu −faz JC n−ë J O¤j −b−L E−W fs−m aMe
HLV¡ L¡ä qaz
hª¢ø b¡j¡l f−ll ¢ce HLV¡ hs ¢fyf−s−L d−l
B−Nl¢ce l¡−al °al£ −e±L¡u h¢p−u e¡m¡u −R−s ¢ca¡jz
h−p h−p −cMa¡j Bj¡l °al£ −e±L¡l k¡œ£ −pC ¢fyf−sV¡
Lac§l ¢WLW¡L k¡uz e¡m¡V¡l R¥−V Qm¡ hÉÙ¹ Sm Bj¡l
c¤hÑm −e±L¡V¡−L ¢e−u −Mm¡ Llaz ¢fyf−sV¡l ¢L qa, a¡
¢e−u HLV¥ ¢Q¿¹¡ qaz ¢L¿¹¥ HLV¥ f−lC ph i¥−m −ka¡jz
e¡m¡V¡l Efl HLV¡ −R¡V f¡V¡ae f¡a¡ ¢Rmz HL NË¡−jl
−m¡L AeÉ NË¡−j −ka, −pC f¡V¡ae ¢c−u e¡m¡ f¡l q−uz
Bj¡l HLV¡ M¤h jS¡l −Mm¡ ¢Rm −pC f¡V¡a−el Hf¡n
−b−L A−eL…−m¡ f¡a¡ i¡¢p−u ¢c−u Jf¡−l ¢N−u A−fr¡
Ll¡, LMe −L¡eV¡ −h¢l−u B−pz f¡V¡a−el e£−Q −hn ¢LR¥

−R¡V N¡R h¡ BN¡R¡ S−eÈ ¢Rmz A−eL pju ¢LR¥ f¡a¡
−pC BN¡R¡−a BV−L −ka, Bl −h¢l−u Bp−a f¡la
e¡z
BS fË¡u p¡−s Ru hRl q−u −Nm −cn −R−s H−p¢R
HC p¤¤c§l ¢h−c−n fs¡−n¡e¡ Ll−az −pC hª¢øl ¢ce…−m¡
−c¢M¢e BS fË¡u p¡−s Ru hR−llJ −hn£z j¡−T j¡−T
¢e−S−L f¡V¡a−el e£−Q q¡¢l−u k¡Ju¡ −pC f¡a¡…−m¡l
ja −i−h iu quz j−e qu, f¡V¡a−el e£−Q −Y¡L¡l B−N
−pC −k B−m¡-BL¡n −c−M H−p¢R, −h¢l−u H−p B−m¡BL¡n −cM−a f¡h ¢L? j−e qu AåL¡l −pC f¡V¡a−el
am¡u fb q¡¢l−u¢R B¢j, Bl AS¡e¡ BN¡R¡l¡ H¢N−u
H−p Bj¡−L œ²jnC B−l¡ S¢s−u −gm−Rz

jZ£o£−cl l¢pLa¡
h¡wm¡ q¡Cú¥−ml LÓ¡p ¢e−µRe −qXj¡ø¡l ¢nhe¡b n¡Ù»£z NË¡−jl −L¡e HL¢V h¢ÜÑo·¥ f¢lh¡l a¡yl L¡−R −iV f¡¢W−u−R HL
¢hn¡m S¡m¡ i¢aÑ l−p¡−N¡õ¡z a¡yl ¢e−cÑn ¢Rm HC ph ¢S¢ep a¡yl h¡¢s−a e¡ ¢e−u ¢N−u −ke ú¥−m Be¡ qu, ¢a¢e R¡œ
J AeÉ¡eÉ ¢nrL−cl p−‰ i¡N L−l −M−aez −k −m¡L¢V l−p¡−N¡õ¡ ¢e−u H−p¢Rm −p H−Lh¡−l LÓ¡−pl j−dÉC S¡m¡¢V H−e
h¢p−u ¢cmz ¢nhe¡b n¡Ù»£ R¡œ−cl ¢S‘¡p¡ Ll−me, ""−a¡j¡−cl j−dÉ −LE HC ph…−m¡ l−p¡−N¡õ¡ HL¡ −M−a f¡l−h?''
−L¡e Ešl −eCz −LE LMeJ f¡−l?
qua jS¡ Ll¡l SeÉ n¡Ù»£jn¡C ¢àa£uh¡l ¢S‘¡p¡ Ll−me, ""−LE f¡l−h e¡?''
qW¡v ¢fR−el ¢cL −b−L HL¢V q¡a EWmz ¢nhe¡b n¡Ù»£ Ah¡L q−u ¢S‘¡p¡ Ll−me, ""a¥¢j f¡l−h?''
−R−m¢V HLV¥ O¡s e¡¢s−u S¡e¡m, −p f¡l−hz Bl −L¡e Lb¡ e¡ h−m ¢a¢e f¢s−u −N−me Hhw LÓ¡−pl −n−o S¡m¡¢V
LÓ¡−pC −l−M −N−mez LÓ¡p −no q−aC AeÉ −R−ml¡ −pC −R−m¢V−L ¢O−l dlm, ""a¥C HLm¡ Ha l−p¡−N¡õ¡ −M−a f¡l¢h?''
−R−m¢V AÇm¡ehc−e Ešl ¢cm, ""ph…−m¡ −k HLC ¢c−e −M−a q−h, a¡ −a¡ E¢e h−me ¢ez''
HC −R−m¢Vl e¡j p¤¤L¥j¡l l¡uz
Cw−lS Bj−m −Xf¤¢V jÉ¡¢S−ØVÊ−Vl Q¡L¢l −f−a −N−m h¡wm¡ ‘¡−el fl£r¡ ¢c−a qaz h¢ˆjQ¾cÊ−LJ q−u¢Rmz fl£r¡l
c¤−V¡ i¡N ¢Rm, ¢m¢Ma J −j±¢MLz h¢ˆjQ¾cÊ −j±¢ML fl£r¡ ¢c−a h−p−Re, fl£rL HLSe p¡−qhz
p¡−qh fËnÀ Ll−me, ""h¡h¤, h¢m−a f¡l, BfX J ¢hf−Xl j−dÉ f¡bÑLÉ ¢L B−R?''
h¢ˆjQ¾cÊ hm−me, Ec¡qlZ ¢c−m −h¡T¡−a a¡yl p¤¤¢h−d q−hz p¡−q−hl a¡−a Bf¢š −eCz
h¢ˆjQ¾cÊ hm−me, ""¢LR¥¢ce B−N B¢j ¢ØVj¡−l fcÈ¡ −f−l¡¢µRm¡jz j¡T ec£−a Ts EWmz −pV¡ ¢Rm ¢hfcz Bl
h¡P¡m£l −R−m q−u BS−L −k Bj¡−L −a¡j¡l L¡−R h¡wm¡l fl£r¡ ¢c−a q−µR, −pV¡ qm Bfcz
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Aa«¢ç
phÉp¡Q£ …ç
i¡hm¡j X¥u¡−pÑl R¢hl ja Q¡ h¡N¡e −cM−a k¡h,
¢qj¡m−ulJ cnÑe f¡h,
A−eL fËÙ¹¥¢a Qmm,
Ešlh‰ heÉ¡u fÔ¡¢ha qm
heÉ¡aÑ−cl i£a p¿»Ù¹ j¤M…¢m −i−p EWmz
¢aeam¡l h¡l¡¾c¡u h−p Q¡ M¡¢µRm¡j,
HL AÒfhu−pl p¤¤¾cl£ −j−u−L l¡Ù¹¡u q¡yV−a −cMm¡j,
hÔ¡Cä −X−Vl ja k¢c Bm¡f Ll¡ −ka, i¡hm¡j,
¢L a¡l f¢lQu, −L¡b¡u −p k¡−µR, ¢LR¥C S¡¢e e¡,
¢py¢s ¢c−u e¡j−a ej¡−aC a¡−L Bl −cM−a −fm¡j e¡z
V¡V¡l Q¡L¢l Ll¡l C−µR ¢Rm j−e,
V¡V¡eN−l −Vm−L¡−a C¾V¡¢iE ¢c−u ¢gl¢R HL −VÊ−e,
p¡l¡V¡ fb −VÊe J Q¡L¡l në öe−a qm,
V¡V¡eNl gp−L −Nm,
V¡V¡eNl gp−L −Nm,
öd¤ J−cl d§−m¡-L¡c¡ j¡M¡ N¡s£…−m¡ l¡Ù¹¡u −Q¡−M fsmz

jZ£o£−cl l¢pLa¡
lh£¾cÊe¡−bl SeÈ¢c−e n¡¢¿¹¢e−La−e HL¢V −j−u H−p fËZ¡j L−l hmm, ""…l¦−ch, Bfe¡l SeÈ¢c−e, B¢j Bfe¡−L
HLV¡ Efq¡l ¢c−a Q¡Cz''
lh£¾cÊe¡b Ešl ¢c−me, ""−c, ¢L ¢c¢h, −cz''
−j−u¢V hmm, ""BS−L Bfe¡l −cJu¡ p¤¤−l Bfe¡lC −mM¡ HLV¡ N¡e B¢j Bfe¡−L −N−u −n¡e¡−a Q¡Cz''
lh£¾cÊe¡b l¡¢S q−mez −j−u¢V −pM¡−e h−pC a¡y−L N¡e −n¡e¡mz N¡e −no q−m lh£¾cÊe¡b hm−me, ""BS SeÈ¢c−e
a¥C Bj¡−L Ha hs HLV¡ c¡N¡ ¢c¢mz a¥C hm¢m −Le, Bj¡l −mM¡ N¡e Bj¡l p¤¤−l −N−u −n¡e¡¢hz a¥C hm¢m e¡ −Le,
Bj¡l −mM¡ N¡e a¥C ¢e−Sl p¤¤−l N¡C¢hz''
HL¢ce HL j¡a¡m H−p ¢hcÉ¡p¡N−ll L¡−R p¡q¡kÉ fË¡bÑe¡ Llmz ph¡C S¡−e ¢a¢e cu¡lp¡Nl, pLm−LC p¡q¡kÉ L−lez
¢L¿¹¥ ¢hcÉ¡p¡Nl p¡g S¡¢e−u ¢c−me, −L¡e j¡a¡m−L ¢a¢e p¡q¡kÉ L−le e¡z j¡a¡m¢V hmm, ""Bf¢e −k jd§p¤ce−L p¡q¡kÉ
L−le, −p −a¡ jc M¡uz'' ¢hcÉp¡Nl Ešl ¢c−me, ""a¥¢j a¡l ja HLM¡e¡ "−jOe¡c hd' L¡hÉ H−e −cM¡J, B¢j −a¡j¡−LJ
p¡q¡kÉ Llhz''
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¢h‘¡−el p¡j¡¢SL fË−u¡N x ea¥e Jo¤d B¢h×L¡−l Hhw
f¢l−hn c§oZ h¡yQ¡−a N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡ue*
lp¡ue
p¤¤i¡o Q¾cÊ hp¡L
Mathematics is the language in which God has written the universe—Galileo Galilei

B¢j kMe CV¡Q¥e¡ nË£e¡l¡uZ C¢ØVV¥n−el R¡œ ¢Rm¡j
aMe ¢h¢iæ ¢nrLl¡ HL HLV¡ ¢hou fs¡−aez Bj¡l
−L¢j¢ØVÊ ph −b−L i¡m m¡Naz mÉ¡−h¡l¡Vl£−a ph pju
−L¡e e¡ −L¡e Nå −fa¡jz fËa¥mh¡h¤ ¢g¢S„ fs¡−aez
e¡e¡lLj H„−f¢l−j¾V −cM¡−aez A−ˆl LÓ¡−p ¢bJ−lj e¡
h¤T−a f¡l−m BL¡−nl ¢c−L a¡¢L−u b¡La¡jz Bl
h¡−u¡m¢S LÓ¡−p Bl−n¡m¡ h¡ hÉ¡w L¡V¡ −cM−m −pM¡e −b−L
c§−l b¡La¡jz
aMe Bj¡−cl −Q¡−M −L¢j¢ØVÊ, ¢g¢S„, Aˆ Hhw
h¡−u¡m¢S ¢h‘¡−el üa¿» d¡l¡ h−m j−e qaz −L¢j¢ØVÊ J
¢g¢S−„ ¢LR¥ Aˆ hÉhq¡l Ll¡ qaz ú¥m −b−L f¡n Ll¡l
fl −L¢j¢ØVÊ Ae¡pÑ f−s h¡−u¡−L¢j¢ØVÊ−a ¢f.HCQ.¢X. Ll¡l
fl HMe B¢j N−hoZ¡ Ll−a Ll−a N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡u−e
H−p −f±yR¢Rz HM¡−e ph fb H−p ¢j−m −Nm ¢h‘¡−el hý
¢ho−ul HL jq¡pj¡−h−nz N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡u−e Aˆ, ¢g¢S„,
−L¢j¢ØVÊ, ØVÉ¡¢Vp¢V„, g¡jÑ¡−L¡m¢S, h¡−u¡−L¢j¢ØVÊ,
−S−e¡¢j„, −fË¡¢VJ¢j„, CaÉ¡¢cl hÉhq¡l ¢eaÉ fË−u¡Se£uz
HC N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡ue Bh¡l pj¡−Sl hý pjpÉ¡ −j¡L¡¢hm¡l
L¡−S m¡−N k¡l j−dÉ A¢a fË−u¡Se£u c¤¢V qm, ea¥e ea¥e
Jo¤d B¢h×L¡l Hhw f¢l−hn pwlrZz
1) N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡ue ¢hou¢V ¢L?
The man bent over his guitar,
A shearsman of sorts. The day was green.
They said, “You have a blue guitar,
You do not play things as they are.”
The man replied, “Things as they are
Are changed upon the blue guitar.”
[From: The Man with the Blue Guitar, by Wallace
Stevens (1937)]
At quite uncertain times and places,
The atoms left their heavenly path,
And by fortuitous embraces,
Engendered that all being hath.

And though they seem to cling together,
And form ‘associations’ here,
Yet, soon or late, they burst their tether,
And through the depths of space career.
—James Clerk Maxwell

p¡d¡lZa −L¢jØVl¡ mÉ¡h−lV¢l−a e¡e¡fËL¡−ll
−L¢jLÉ¡m ¢e−u fl£r¡-¢e¢lr¡ L−lez °Sh lp¡ue¢hc
(organic chemist) °Sh l¡p¡u¢eL (organic
chemical) ¢e−u L¡S L−lez fË¡Z lp¡ue¢hcl¡
(biochemists) S£h¿¹ hÙ¹¥l Jfl −L¢jLÉ¡−ml fËi¡h ¢e−u
fl£r¡ J ¢Q¿¹¡ i¡he¡ L−lez −k −L¡e −L¢jLÉ¡−ml −i±¢aL
(physical) h¡ l¡p¡u¢eL (chemical) djÑ a¡l NW−el
(structure) Jfl ¢eiÑl L−lz fË¡Q£e NË£L jZ£o£
−X−j¡¢œ²V¡p (460-370 BC) c¤'q¡S¡−llJ −hn£ hRl
B−N Efm¢ì L−l¢R−me x Ostensibly there is color,
sweetness, bitterness, actually there is only
atoms and the void.

°h¢cL k¤−Nl jZ£o£−clJ flj¡Z¤l d¡lZ¡ ¢Rmz ¢h−no
L−l p¡wMÉ fa”¢m cnÑ−el ¢h−no‘l¡ flj¡Z¤aaÆ
B−m¡Qe¡ L−l−Rez HLV¡ AZ¤l −r−œ Bjl¡ c¤i¡−h a¡l
djÑ S¡e−a f¡¢l x 1) pl¡p¢l mÉ¡h−lV¢l−a fl£r¡ L−l,
Abh¡ 2) AZ¤l j−dÉ −kph flj¡Z¤l¡ l¡p¡u¢eL hå−e S¥−s
B−R, a¡−cl NWe h¡ f¡lØf¢lL C¾V¡l-AÉ¡Lne−L NZ£a,
¢h−noax ¢Xp¢œ²V jÉ¡b¡−j¢V−„l j¡dÉ−j pwMÉ¡u hÉš² L−lz
−k−qa¥ ¢h¢iæ −L¢jØVl¡ HLC AZ¤−L e¡e¡i¡−h −c−Me,
a¡C N¢Za h¡ L¢ÇfEV¡l ¢c−u Bjl¡ HLV¡ AZ¤l HLV¡C
l©f −c¢M e¡, −c¢M ¢h¢iæ l©f, ¢WL −pC f¤−l¡−e¡ i¡la£u
N−Òfl e'Se Aå hÉ¡¢š²l q¡¢a −cM¡l ja (Figure -1)z

Figure -1 x

euSe hÉ¡¢š²l q¡¢a −cM¡
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¢àa£u ¢Q−œ (Figure-2) Bj¡l ¢j−e−p¡V¡
CE¢ei¡¢pÑ¢Vl N−hoL cm −k dl−Zl Be¤œ²¢jL fÜ¢a
hÉhq¡l L−l a¡l HL¢V A¢apw¢rç ¢hhlZ −cJu¡ qmz

Figure-2 x Hierarchical classification of
quantitative molecular descriptors (l¡p¡u¢eL

Ae¤l

h¡ fc¡−bÑl f¢lj¡ZNa hZÑe¡L¡l£ pwMÉ¡l Ae¤œ²¢jL
−nËZ£¢heÉ¡p)
HM¡−e ÙÛ¡e¡i¡−h HC ¢houV¡l ¢hÙ¹¢la B−m¡Qe¡ Ll¡
−Nm e¡z BNËq£ f¡W−Ll¡ reference 1 Hhw 2 f−s
−cM−a f¡−lez
2) N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡ue Hhw ea¥e Jo¤d B¢h×L¡l
In God we trust, all others must bring data.—W.
Edwards Deming
Those alone are wise who act after investigation—
Charaka
We haven’t got the money, so we’ve got to think.—
Ernest Rutherford

dl¦e, nÉ¡Jm¡ −b−L −L¡e −L¢jØV HL¢V −L¢jLÉ¡m
M¤y−S −f−me k¡ −VØV¢VE−h LÉ¡¾p¡l −L¡−ol l¡nR¡s¡
¢hi¡Se Lj¡uz a¡l j¡−e HC eu −k Bjl¡ LÉ¡¾p¡−ll
Jo¤d B¢h×L¡l L−l −gmm¡jz HClLj AZ¤l e−dÉ
LÉ¡¾p¡−ll Jo¤d qh¡l pñ¡he¡ m¤¢L−u B−R ¢WLC, ¢L¿¹¥
−L¢j−ØVl mÉ¡h−lV¢ll −h’ −b−L q¡pf¡a¡−ml l¦N£l L¡−S
m¡N¡l j−dÉ I AZ¤−L A−eL fl£r¡-¢el£r¡l j−dÉ ¢c−u
−k−a quz −L¡e HLV¡ fl£r¡−a −gm Ll−mC g¥Vhm
−Mm¡l eLÚ BEV l¡E−äl ja −p BEV q−u k¡−hz ú¥−m
Bj¡−cl LÓ¡−pl HL hå¥ Cw−l¢S−a L¡yQ¡ ¢Rmz fl£r¡u
Lj eðl −f−m Bjl¡ ¢S‘¡p¡ Lla¡j, ¢L−l, −Lje eðl
qm Hh¡l? −p hma, ¢nrLl¡ Bj¡l A¿¹¢eÑ¢qa m¤‚¡¢ua
fË¢ai¡ ¢WLja h¤T−a f¡l−Re e¡z fË¢a¢ceC −L¢jØVl¡
e¡e¡e AZ¤ M¤y−S f¡e, k¡−cl j−dÉ ¢LR¥ …Z m¤¢L−u b¡L−a
−cM¡ k¡uz ¢L¿¹¥ a¡−cl −hn£l i¡NC −no fkÑ¿¹ Jo¤d ¢qp¡−h

hÉhq©a q−a f¡−l e¡z a¡l fËd¡e L¡lZ qm, HC ph
AZ¤−a HLV¡ S£helr¡L¡l£ Jo¤d qh¡l pjÙ¹ …Z¡hm£ b¡−L
e¡z −L¢jØVl¡ Jo¤d qh¡l pñ¡he¡ B−R Hje AZ¤−cl ¢e−u
e¡e¡lLj f¢lhaÑe J f¢lhdÑe Hhw mÉ¡h−lV¢l−a −VØV
Ll−a b¡−Lez HClLj hý fc¡bÑ−L −VØV Ll¡l fl a¡−cl
HL¢V −no fkÑ¿¹ fË−u¡Se£u Jo¤d ¢q−p−h hÉhq©a quz
BS−Ll ¢c−e HLV¡ Jo¤d B¢h×L¡l Ll−a −k c¤' ¢h¢mue
Xm¡l m¡−N HV¡C a¡l AeÉaj L¡lZz HLV¡ AZ¤l −L¡e
HLV¡ C-H hä−L dl¡ k¡Lz I H-V¡−L p¢l−u a¡l k¡uN¡u
chlorine (Cl), bromine (Br), CF3, OCH3 CaÉ¡¢c AeÉ
flj¡Z¤ h¡ flj¡Z¤−N¡¢ù (functional group) hp¡−e¡ −k−a
f¡−lz −L¢j−ØVl T¥¢m−a HlLj functional group-Hl
Rs¡R¢sz Jo¤d qh¡l pñ¡he¡ B−R Hje AZ¤l f¡yQV¡
functional group-H k¢c HLnV¡ functional group
hp¡−e¡ k¡u, a¡q−m pñ¡hÉ AZ¤l pwMÉ¡ q−h, 100 x100
x100 x100 x100 = 10000000000 h¡ HL q¡S¡l
−L¡¢Vz −LE −LE HC AhÙÛ¡V¡−L h−me, jªaÉ¥l EfaÉL¡
(valley of death)z Bh¡l AeÉl¡ HC pjpÉ¡−L h−me,
methyl-ethyl-butyl-futile-Hl −N¡−m¡L d¡yd¡, AbÑ¡v
methyl (CH3), ethyl (C2H5), butyl (C4H9) q¡a d−l
futile h¡ Ah¡Ù¹h jl£¢QL¡l ¢c−L H¢N−u k¡Ju¡l NËÉ¡ä VÊ¡ˆ
−l¡Xz a¡q−m H pjpÉ¡l pj¡d¡e ¢L? N¡¢Z¢aL h¡
L¢ÇfEV¡l lp¡ue−L HC dl−Zl combinatorial
explosion-Hl −j¡L¡¢hm¡u L¡−S m¡N¡e −k−a f¡−lz
¢L¿¹¥ fËnÀ qm, ¢L i¡−h?
Jf−ll Deming p¡−qh J i¡la£u jZ£o£ Ql−Ll
EÜ«¢a k¡ h−m−R a¡ qm, Jo¤−dl −ia−l mÉ¡h−lV¢l−a
−VØV Ll¡ abÉ (data) fË−u¡Sez ¢L¿¹¥ HLq¡S¡l −L¡¢V
l¡p¡u¢eL fc¡bÑ h¡ AZ¤ °al£ Ll¡ Hhw mÉ¡h−lV¢l−a −VØV
Ll¡ hý MlQ J pju p¡−frz ¢L¿¹¥ N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡ue
hÉhq¡l L−l Bjl¡ ¢h‘¡e£ Rutherford-Hl f−b HC
combinatorial explosion-Hl pj¡d¡e Ll−a f¡¢l
A−eL Lj Ml−Q Hhw AÒf pj−uz k¢c mÉ¡h−lV¢l−a
fl£r¡ Ll¡l f¢lh−aÑ JC HL q¡S¡l AZ¤l NWe/L¡W¡−j¡
(structure) −b−L e¡e¡ fËL¡−ll djÑ (property)
LÉ¡mL¥−mV L¢l Hhw −pC property-…−m¡ −b−L AZ¤…¢ml
Ko¢d pñhÉa¡ (medicinal potential) j§mÉ¡ue
(assessment) L¢l, a¡q−m A−eL Lj pj−u
L¢ÇfEV¡−ll p¡q¡−kÉ JC AZ¤l djÑ (property) j§mÉ¡ue
Ll−a f¡¢lz Bj¡l ¢j−e−p¡V¡ CE¢ei¡¢pÑ¢Vl N−hoL cm
Hhw Bj¡−cl CE−l¡f£u pa£bÑl¡ −p¡l¡−me (Psoralen)
AZ¤ −b−L °al£ fË¡u 250,000 AZ¤ ¢e−u HClLj
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L¢ÇfEV¡l −L¢j¢ØVÊl N−hoZ¡ L−l¢R (reference no. 1)z
ÙÛ¡e¡i¡−h HC L¡−Sl ¢hnc ¢hhlZ HM¡−e −cu¡ −Nm e¡z
ea¥e Jo¤d B¢h×L¡l Ll¡V¡ A−eLV¡ flj¢fa¡ hËþ¡l
e¡e¡ S¡uN¡ −b−L ¢am ¢am ¢e−u ¢a−m¡šj¡ Ns¡l ja
hÉ¡f¡lz ¢L¿¹¥ pjpÉ¡ qm Bj¡−cl q¡−a flj¢fa¡l ja
Aa A−Ym pÇfc −eCz a¡C N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡ue Hhw flj
L¢ÇfEVl (super computer) hÉhq¡l L−l Lj pj−u
Hhw AÒf Ml−Q Bj¡−cl ¢a−m¡šj¡ Ns−a q−hz
(3) N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡ue Hhw j¡e¤o J f¢l−h−nl ü¡ÙÛÉ pwlrZ
Nature teaches more than she preaches. There
are no sermons in stones. It is easier to get a
spark out of a stone than a moral.—John
Burroughs
The most important and urgent problems of the
technology of today are no longer satisfactions
of the primary needs or of archetypal wishes, but
the reparation of evils and damages by the
technology of yesterday.—Dennis Gabor
I know that cancer often kills,
But so do cars and sleeping pills;
And it can hurt one till one sweats,
So can bad teeth and unpaid debts
A spot of laughter, I am sure,
Often accelerates one’s cure.
—J. B. S. Haldane

BS−Ll ¢c−e fª¢bh£l hý −cnC f¢l−hn pÇf−LÑ
p−Qae q−u f−s−Rz Bd¤¢eL j¡e¤−ol Hhw Bj¡−cl k¡¢¿»L
piÉa¡l fË−u¡S−e hý q¡S¡l l¡p¡u¢eL âhÉ BS−L °al£
Hhw hÉhq¡l q−µRz HCph l¡p¡u¢eL fc¡−bÑl ¢LR¥ Awn
hÉhq¡−ll pju f¢l−h−n Q−m k¡uz f¢l×L¡l f¢lµRæ
f¢l−h−n Bj¡−cl ü¡ÙÛÉ Hhw ü¡i¡¢hL S£hek¡œ¡l SeÉ
AhnÉ fË−u¡Se£uz H−c−n United States Environment
Protection Agency (USEPA) e¡−j HLV¡ pwÙÛ¡ B−R,
k¡l¡ H−c−nl f¢l−h−nl −L¢jLÉ¡m…¢ml f¢l−hn c§¢oa
Ll¡l rja¡ ¢e−u N−hoZ¡ L−lz H−cl p¡ÇfË¢aL abÉ
Ae¤k¡u£ HMe H−c−n 85,000-Hl ¢LR¥ −hn£ −L¢jLÉ¡m
¢eu¢jai¡−h hÉhq¡l q−µR (reference no. 4)z −L¡e
HLV¡ −L¢jLÉ¡m LÉ¡¾p¡l O¢V−u −gm−h ¢Le¡ −pV¡ fl£r¡
Ll−a hý mr Xm¡l m¡−Nz f¢l−h−n R¢s−u b¡L¡
−L¢jLÉ¡m…−m¡ LÉ¡¾p¡l R¡s¡ B−l¡ A−eL lL−j ü¡ÙÛÉq¡¢e
Ll−a f¡−lz JC ph −L¢jLÉ¡−ml Ha r¢aLl djÑ
mÉ¡h−lV¢l−a fl£r¡ L−l −pC abÉ (data) ¢e−u N¡¢Z¢aL
l¡p¡u¢eL j−Xm (mathematical chemistry model)
°al£ L−l −pC j−Xm ¢c−u AeÉ Afl£¢ra

−L¢jLÉ¡m…−m¡l j§mÉ¡ue (evaluation) Ll¡ −k−a f¡−lz
a¡lfl −k −L¢jLÉ¡m…−m¡ ph−b−L r¢aLl h−m j−Xm
l¡u −c−h a¡−cl−L mÉ¡h−lV¢l−a −VØV Ll¡ q−hz Bj¡l
¢j−e−p¡V¡ C¢ei¡¢pÑ¢Vl N−hoL cm HClLj L¢ÇfEV¡l
−L¢j¢ØVÊl A−eL N−hoZ¡l L¡S Ll−Rz e£−Q −cJu¡
reference no. 5 a¡l j¡œ HLV¡ Ec¡qlZz
4) N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡u−el N−hoZ¡ J fWe f¡We
Computers are incredibly fast, accurate, and
stupid. Human beings are incredibly slow,
inaccurate, and brilliant. Together, they are
powerful beyond imagination.—Albert Einstein

N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡ue ¢h‘¡−el HL ea¥e J Ec£uj¡e n¡M¡z
B−NC h−m¢R, hý ¢ho−ul pw¢jnË−Z HC hýj¤M£
(multidisciplinary) ¢hou¢Vl pª¢øz HC j¤q¨−aÑ fª¢bh£l
−L¡e CE¢ei¡¢pÑ¢V−a N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡u−el ¢Xf¡VÑ−j¾V −eCz
k¡l¡ H ¢ho−u N−hoZ¡ L−le h¡ R¡œR¡œ£−cl fs¡e a¡l¡
AeÉ N−hoZ¡u N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡ue fË−u¡N L−lez B¢j
¢j−e−p¡V¡ CE¢ei¡¢pÑ¢V−a AdÉ¡fe¡L¡−m −k fË¡u 75 mr
Xm¡l N−hoZ¡ Ll¡l SeÉ NËÉ¡¾V −f−u¢Rm¡j, a¡l
phL¢V−aC N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡u−el fË−u¡N ¢Rmz
B¿¹SÑ¡¢aL
N¡¢Z¢aL
lp¡ue
HL¡−Xj£
(International Academy of Mathematical
Chemistry, www.iamc-online.org) fË¡u fË¢a hRl
fª¢bh£l e¡e¡ Aw−n N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡u−el B¿¹SÑ¡¢aL
p−jÈm−el B−u¡Se L−lz B¿¹SÑ¡¢aL MÉ¡¢apÇfæ
¢h‘¡e£l¡ HC HL¡−Xj£l pcpÉz
B¢j J Bj¡l B¿¹SÑ¡¢aL ¢h‘¡e£ pa£bÑl¡ 1998
p¡−m HC Leg¡−l¾p ¢p¢lS Blñ L¢lz BS fkÑ¿¹
i¡lah−oÑ Hhw j¡¢LÑe k¤š²l¡−ØVÊ −j¡V HN¡−l¡V¡ B−m¡Qe¡
Qœ² J c¤¢V B¿¹SÑ¡¢aL p−jÈm−el B−u¡Se Ll¡ q−u−Rz
N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡u−el hÉ¡f¡−l al¦Z−cl Eà¤Ü Ll¡V¡C HC
Leg¡¾p
¢p¢l−Sl
j¤MÉ
E−ŸnÉ
(www.researchgate.net/profile/Subhas_Basak)z
−k−qa¥ HV¡ HLV¡ ea¥e ¢hou, N¡¢Z¢aL lp¡u−el Jfl
M¤h −hn£ hC −mM¡ qu ¢ez Bj¡−cl Indo-US N¡¢Z¢aL
lp¡ue Leg¡−l−¾pl hš²¡−cl h¡R¡C Ll¡ −mM¡…−m¡ ¢e−u
HLV¡ hC pÇf¡ce¡ Ll¡ q−u−Rz e£−Q a¡l e¡j Hhw
−lg¡−l¾p −cJu¡ lCm x
Advances in Mathematical Chemistry and
Applications, Volumes 1 and 2, Subhas C Basak,
Guillermo Restrepo, and Jose Luis Vilaveces,
Editors, Elseviers, 2015 (27 chapters, 690 pages)
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Bj¡l ¢eSü N−hoZ¡l ¢ho−u S¡e−a Q¡C−m ¢e−jÀ¡š² p¡CV
−cM−a f¡−le x www.researchgate.net/profile/
Subhas_Basak
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*HC −mM¡¢V fËh¤Ü i¡la p−´Ol °œj¡¢pL j¤Mfœ "¢h−hL i¡la£' f¢œL¡u fËL¡¢na q−u¢Rm (42-aj hoÑ, 2u pwMÉ¡)z p¡j¡eÉ f¢lh¢aÑa
BL¡−l −mM¡¢V HM¡−e Bh¡l fËL¡¢na qmz- pÇf¡cL
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N−hoZ¡ −Le? h¡−u¡¢g¢S„ −Le?
n¡¿¹e¤ c¡n…ç

সম কমজীবন গেবষণায় ও অধাপনায় কােয়
জীবেনর শষ াে এেস এই  যিদ এখনও মেন জােগ
তাহেল বু ঝেত হেব মির (ির, িডরাক, ফইনমান, বনজার,
জাকব ইতািদ ,নামধন, িচর.রণীয় িব/ানীেদর মত
রহসময় িবে0র কান এক িবেশষ ধাঁধাঁ আমার কৗতূহল
জািগেয় ছেলেবলা থেক আমায় কূ রীমৃ গসম তািড়েয়
বড়ায় িন। সিত কথা বলেত িক আিম য ভােব বড় হেয়িছ
তােত িব/ান গেবষণা আমার কােছ সু ;র ক<নার ধরা ছাঁয়ার
বাইের এক অ/াত জগত িছল। গেবষণার জীবন ও পিরণিত
স=ে> বাবা, মা কােরাই খু ব একটা সু @A ধারণা িছল না। তাঁরা
িছেলন িনB মধিবC করািন ও চািষ পিরবােরর মানু ষ; ভারত
পািকান দশভােগর পর উFাG হেয় আHীয় ,জন থেক
িবিIJ অবKায় অজানা ভাষার অেচনা সমােজ (উCর ভারেত,
িহিM ও পNািব ভাষীেদর মেধ) ছেলেমেয়েদর লখাপড়া
িশিখেয় “মানু ষ” করেত চাইিছেলন। অথাৎ Sু ল পিরেয়
কেলজ থেক একটা Tেটা পাশ িদেয় ভাল চাকরী জাগাড়
কের ,াবল=ী হেলই তাঁরা ,াির িনঃ0াস িনেত পারেবন। তেব
আমার মা’র গাপন অনু Wািরত উWাশা সবসমেয়ই মধিবC
বাড়ীর তাশার সীমার বাইের ঘু রতz িতিন Yক জানেতন না
িক িকZ পরী[া পাশ কের করানীর চাকরীই য জীবেনর ল[
হওয়া উিচত নয় সটা স=ে> আভােস, ইি\েত ও নানা
িবখাত মানু েষর গে<র মধ িদেয় আমােদর সজাগ করেত চAা
করেতনz পড়া]নার সীমা য িবএ/এমএ িডি_েতই শষ নয়
সটাও ]নতাম িকZ তার ওপাের য িক স স=ে> কান
ধারনা িছল না, এমনিক আমার মারও। আHীয় ,জনেদর মেধ
ধীেরন সন ড`েরট (িক িবষেয় সটা @A জানা িছল না),
কলকাতা িব0িবদালেয়র অধাপক, খবেরর কাগেজ লেখন,
মaীেদর ও দেশ িবেদেশ bcার পাd ও সজন ,নামধন,
নম বািe; আমােদর গেবর কারণz স Tগম ও Tfহ
উপািধ পাবার পথ িছল অজানা; িব/ােন তা বেটই। আমােদর
gবদ বংেশ কিবরাজ (িডি_ সহ অথবা িডি_ ছাড়া) বi, িকZ
িব/ানী কউ হয় িন। িব/ানীরা য িক কের থােকন সটা
রহসজনক, অেনকটা পু েরািহেতরা যমন উপযু e মa পাঠ
ও আচার অনু kােনর সাহােয দবতােদর খু িশ কেরন;
িব/ানীরাও −h¡dqu তমিন সাধনালl mহ/ান ও নতু ন যa
িদেয় কৃিতর রহস ভদ কের কখেনা আশীবাদ কখেনা

অিভশাপ নািমেয় আেনন। জগদীশ বসু , ফু n চo রায়, এঁরা
িছেলন gদব আশীবাদ লl .রণীয় বিe, মালা চMেন
পূ জনীয়। আমার মা আমেদর অ[র পিরচেয়র ছড়া মু খK
করােতন; “জ´এ জগদীশ িব/ানাগাের”; সটা য িকরকম
জায়গা, িক করা হয় ইতািদ ের উCর িছলঃ “পড়া]না কর
ভাল কের, বু ঝেব।“ বাঙলা পাঠ বইেয় জগদীশ বসু র লখা
“নদী, তুিম কাথা হইেত আিসয়াছ” পেড় তাঁর কাবmেণ মু r
হেলও সটা য ¢hnÄlqpÉ িনেয় মানব চতনায় ঈ0র ভাবনা
ও gব/ািনক কৗতূহেলর যুt কাশ তা তখন মেন হয় িনz
বাঙলা িশি[কা সটা উপলিl কের থাকেলও uাস সেভেনর
িশ]েদর কােছ তার বাখার েয়াজন বাধ কেরন িন।
মাধিমক ের যখন িব/ান বা মানিবক ধারা বাছাইেয়র সময়
এল তখন ভাষা ও ইিতহাস িয় িবষয় হওয়া সেvও িব/ান
নওয়া হল কারণ ষােটর দশেক ভাল ছাdছাdী সবাই,
িবেশষত ছেলরা, িব/ান ধারা িনেয় ইিNিনয়ার হবার ,w
দখত; এখন যমন সবাই কিxউটার সায়াy ও মােনজেমz
পেড় িতিরশ বছর বয়েস কাপিত হবার ,w দেখ। সেব
,াধীন ভারতবেষ তখন ইিNিনয়ারেদর েয়াজন ভারতীয়
অথৈনিতক ভিবষেতর িভিC িতkায়। সরকারী বসরকাl£
িতkান সদ পাশ ইিNিনয়ারেদর লু েফ িনেI, যখন িব এ/এম
এ িডি_ িনেয় লােকরা বকার বেস আেছ। াক-মাধিমক
পরী[ায় ওপেরর অেধক ছেলরা সবাই িব/ান পড়বার জন
লাইন িদেI; যারা অে} ভাল করেত পাের িন বেল িব/ােন
সু েযাগ পায় িন, তারা Sু ল বদল করেছ, এমন িক শহর ছেড়
অন nq−l Sু েল ঢু কেছ। সু তরাং সািহত বা ইিতহােস
বণতা সেvও p¡−u−¾pl অনু পযু e এই Tনােমর ভেয়
িব/ান না িনেয় উপায় িছল না। িনB মধিবC সংসাের বাড়ীর
বড়েছেল িহেসেব পড়া]না কের যত তাড়াতািড় সব ভাল
রাজগাের লেগ বাড়ীর আিথক ও সামািজক অবKার উJিত
করার দািয়vও মাথায় িছল। ছেল ইিNিনয়ার, ডাeার বা
আইএএস অিফসার হেব এই িছল মধিবC বাড়ীর আশা ও
ভিবষেতর ,w। আমার কােছ অবশ িফিজ-েকিমি’র
অেচনা মায়াময় নামmিল য চনা জগেতর অজানা রহেসর
চািবকাY বেয় বড়ায় তার আকষণও িকছু টা িছলz িকZ িতন
বছর মাধিমক েরর িব/ান পড়বার সমেয় পরী[ায় ভাল
করবার Tভ াবনা িবষয়mিলর মেধ হািরেয় যাবার আনM
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উপেভাগ করেত দয় িন। তােত আমােদর দেশর িশ[া
ববKা বা িশ[কেদর  িছল িকনা স আেলাচনায় যািI না।
ভােলা ছাd িহেসেব সু নাম থাকেলও সিত ভােলা ছােdর
মানিসকতা হয়ত আমার িছল না। পরী[ায় ভাল করেল বাবামা’র তৃি ও আHীয় ব>ু েদর শংসা পাঠ িবষয়mিলর গভীর
উপলিlর চাইেত উপেভাগ িছল। স সু নােমর িশখর থেক
পতেনর ভয় আমার ছাdজীবেনর এক ধান চালনাশিe িছল।
ফেল পরী[ায় ের সYক উCর দবার জন যতটু( দরকার
তার বশী অর\তা কান িবষেয়র সে\ই হয় িন িব এ অবিধ।
তেব পরী[া পােসর জেনও মােঝ মােঝ য qW¡v আেলার
ঝলকািনর মত অনের সা[াv পাই িন তা নয়। তেব তা
দীঘKায়ী করেত হেল য মধা ও একা_তা দরকার সটা
সয় করেত পাির িন। এ ভােবই িনিশ পাওয়া মানু েষর
এেলােমেলা পথ চলার মধ িদেয় একিদন আিব ার করলাম য
িব0িবদালেয়র ছাdজগেতর শষ দরজায় এেস দাঁিড়েয়িছ।
বাঁধােনা রাার শষ; জীবেনর খালা মােঠ শ অশ বi
পেথর একটা বেছ নবার সময় হেয়েছ।
মাধিমেকর পের ইিNিনয়ািরং বা ডাeাির পড়া ;ের থাক
উWিশ[ার সাবনাও মরীিচকায় পযবিসত হেত চেলিছল এক
আকি.ক আিথক Tিবপােক। বংেশর সু নাম এবং ছেলর
ভিবষৎ উWাশা বাঁিচেয় রাখবার জন বাবা মা ,Iলতার িচা
জলাNিল িদেয় আমায় কেলেজ পড়বার সু েযাগ কের িদেলন।
িদnীর বাড়ী ছেড় এলাম কলকাতায় জাঠামশাইেয়র আbেয়,
ভেলােকর বাড়ীর ছেলেদর মত িবএ পাশ ছাপ িনেত
কেলেজ ঢু কলাম িফিজে অনাস িনেয়, সে\ কিমি ও
মাথােমকস; মধ-েমধা ছােdর আHসান বজায় রেখ
সহজতম কেলজ-পাস উপািধ িনেয় একটু ভাল
মােনর/মাইেনর চাকরী পাবার আশায়z িতন, চার বছর
নকশাল ছাd আেMালেন উCাল কলকাতা িব0িবদালেয়
পাঁকাল মােছর মত সপেন কােয় ও T বছর িসেডিyেত
পা _াজু েয়ট কের যখন িশ[কতার বা আইএএস/েট
বা}’এর পরী[ার Gিত করবার কথা, তখন আিম দািরের
পছু টান উেপ[া কের িব/ান গেবষণার িবলািসতায় গা
ভািসেয়িছ, তাও িফিজ, কিমি নয়, বােয়ািফিজএ, য
িবষেয়র অিv এমএসিস পড়বার আেগ জানা িছল না।
জীবেনর বড় দারাায় এক অেচনা পথ বেছ নওয়া - এই
থমz বাকী জীবেন বiবার ভেবিছ সহজ পেথ িKিতKাপকতা, িনি চাকির, বাড়ীর বড় ছেলর দািয়v িনেয়
বাবু র টানাটািনর সংসাের কাঁধ দবার সাবনা ছেড় গেবষণার
অিনিত শৗিখনতা বেছ নওয়া চূড়া দািয়vহীনতার
কাজ হেয়িছল। পের বু েঝিছ সটাই আমার চিরd।তা ছাড়া
ঘটনাচও িকছু টা সাহায কেরিছল; এমএসিসেত আশাতীত
ভােব ফা uাস পেয় (আমার চাইেত অেনক ভাল ছাdছাdী

সেক uাস পেয়িছল) আবার একটা জীবেনর গিতপথ
বঁেধ দওয়া পরী[ায় বসবার চাইেত অেAর আশীবাদ
কৃত/তার সে\ মেন িনেয় পেড় পাওয়া িব/ানী নােমর ায়
gদব/িদব কবচ(ল নওয়া অেনক সহজ মেন হেয়িছল।
সারাজীবন য সই নােমর দাম শাধ িদেত হেব সটা তখন
খয়াল হয়িন। তা ছাড়া িয়জনেদর হ িমিbত bcা ও
সমবয়সীেদর ঈষা িমিbত শংসা িমিলেয় gব/ািনক পদবীর
সান িনেজর অিজত বেলই মেন হিIল; সটা য অ ,দ
ও গভীর একmঁেয় চAায় অজন করেত হেব তা সামিয়ক
ভােব ভুেল িগেয়িছলাম। িব/ানী জীবেনর কান রকম মানিসক
Gিত বা /ােনর গভীরতা আমার িছলনা - ]ধু “আমার য
সব িদেত হেব” সই বাধটা মেনর পছেন কাজ করিছল;
সটা য যেথA নাও হেত পাের স ভাবনা মেন আেস িনz
গেবষেকর জীবন য চা(রীজীবীর িবক< িহেসেব সহজতর
নয় তা তখন বু ঝেত পািরিন আর বৃ িC িহেসেব িব/ান-গেবষণা
বেছ িনেলই gব/ািনক হওয়া যায় না, স উপলিl হেত
খািনকটা সময় লেগিছল।
তেব ]ধু মাd য পরী[া এড়ােনা ও দািয়vহীন ছাdজীবন
দীঘায়ত করবার চAা এই পথ বেছ নবার মূ েল িছল তা
পু েরাপু ির হয়ত Yক নয়। Sুল শেষ কেলেজ ঢাকা থেক
িব0িবদালেয় এমএসিস’র শষ অি এই পাঁচ ছয় বছের
আমার ঈিত জীবেনর ছিবেত বশ িকছু অদল বদল হেয়েছ।
উWাশাmিল য ]ধু বেড়েছ তা নয় তারা িদক পিরবত ন
কেরেছ। পড়া]না ও পরী[ায় ভাল করা য ]ধু মাd চা(রী
জগেতর িতেযািগতায় িজতবার জন নয় সই উপলিlর
সে\ সে\ একটা অন আবছা রামািzক ভাবনাও মাথার
ভতের কাজ করিছল। িবএসিসর পাঠ বই ও সব/
অধাপকেদর বাখায় মেন হত সব িকছু ই জানা আেছ, ]ধু
মেনােযাগ িদেয় স /ানটু( তু েল িনেয় পরী[ার খাতায়
সYক উার করেত পারেলই উেশ িসিc; জানার সীমা য
ধরা ছাঁয়ার মেধ হেত পাের e¡ স কথা কখেনা মেন আেস
িন। এমএসিস পড়বার সমেয় কান একটা জল পাঠ িবশদ
বু ঝবার চAায় হঠাৎই যন পরী[া পােসর দাবী ছািড়েয় এক
অজানা অসীম িদগের আভাস পাওয়া যত যখােন
ঘটনাmিলর কানরকম বাখাই িনিত নয় ও সটা ভিবষৎ
পরী[া-িনরী[া বা উপযু e  উাপেনর অেপ[ায় জানা
অজানার মােঝ Tলেছ। আমােদর মত মধ-েমধার ছাdও য
সই অজানার খাঁেজ যাdা করেত পাের িবষয়বGর বা
অধাপনার mেণ সটা মােঝ মেধ বু ঝেত পের গেবষণার
াট@িফয়াের িবচরেণর ,w দখবার সাহস িনেজর মেনর
একাে পু ষিছলাম। বােয়ািফিস পড়বার সমেয় সই জানা
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অজানার সীমা আরও কােছ চেল এেলা। সখােন অধাপেকরা
সবাই গেবষণারত gব/ািনক। পাঠ বইেয়র জায়গায় অেনক
সমেয়ই অধু না পিdকায় ছাপা গেবষণার িরেপাট পড়েত হত।
তােত গেবষণার জগত আর সরকম সু ;র, অগম দবভূিম
বেল মেন হত না। আে আে িব/ান গেবষণার জগেতর
িবশাল, িবিচd সাবনার তু লনায় চা(রীজীবন, এমনিক আই এ
এস অিফসােরর কমজীবনও সীিমত বেল মেন হেত আর
করল।তখনই Yক কের ফেলিছলাম য যিদ উপযু e মাক স
পাই তাহেল বলগািছয়া বােয়ািফিস লােব ড`েরট
ফেলািশেপর জন চAা করব। বােয়ািফিস পপাের হােয়
মাক সহ ফা uাস পাবার পর ]ধু বািক রইল বাবার অনু মিত
ও আশীবাদ। আইএএস না দওয়ােত চ হতাশা লু িকেয়
বাবা আমার উWাশা উৎসােহর সে\ মেন িনেলন; এখান
থেকই বলগািছয়ার বােয়ািফিস লাবেরটিরেত আমার
গেবষক জীবেনর সূ dপাত। িনেজেক িব/ানী বা গেবষক বেল
িনেজর কােছই ,ীকার করেত বiিদন লেগেছ।
যিদও জীবন, াণ ও াণীর ায় বi িয়ােতই
পদাথিবদা বা রসায়েনর ছাপ @A, তবু বােয়ালিজ ও
িফিজ’এর িমলেন বােয়ািফিজ’এর সৃ িA খু ব বিশিদন নয়।
এই স\েমর থম পু েরািহত আমার মেত বাঙািল
gব/ািনকেbk আচায জগদীশ চo বসু । উিদ জগেতর াণ
ল[ণ ও আেবগ মাপবার জন পৃ িথবীর থম সািরর পদাথিবদ
অভূতপূ ব সূ  যa gতির কের ভৗত/রাসায়িনক উীপেকর
েয়ােগ উিেদর িতিয়া মেপ দখােলন। সিদেনর
পদাথিবদ ও উিদিব/ানী Tই মহলই এই পথদশক
আিব ারেক উপযু e সান দয়িন িকZ কােজ কান ফাঁক না
পেয় বািতলও করেত পােরিন। জীবন য জড়জগেতর বাইের
নয় এবং ােণর সাড়া য যেa ও সংখায় মাপা যেত পাের
সটা সাধারণ মানু ষ তা বেটই, িব/ানীরাও ,ীকার করেতন
নাz ায় চিnশ বছর পের এরউইন bিড\ার, ¢k¢e কায়াzাম
মকািনকেসর বi জদাতােদর একজন, াণ বা জীবজগৎ
জড়িব/ােনর িনয়েম চেল িকনা এই ের উCের যখন
অ/াত এক িবশালাকৃিত অধ-েকলািসত অণু েক বংশগিতর
ধারক ও বাহক িহেসেব াব করেলন ]c পদাথিবদার
যু িeর িভিCেত (What is Life?: Erwin Schrödinger)
তখন াণীিব/ােনর াণেকেo জড়িব/ােনর পদ¬িন
]নেত পেয় আণিবক িব/ানীরা উৎসািহত হেয় উঠেলন।
ইিতমেধ ািণিব/ােন বi িয়ার মূ ল বাখায় ান ও
িনউেuইক অািসড জাতীয় িবশাল অণু ধান চালকশিe
িহেসেব দখা িদেত আর কেরিছল। তখন থেক াণ ও
াণীর রহস উাটেন পদাথিবদা বা জড়জগেতর িনয়ম বা

যa অপিরহায হেয় উঠল এবং নতুন আিব ােরর এক িদগ
খু েল গল। সম াণীর জীবেনর একক কাষ অ< িকছু gজবরাসায়িনক অণু র সমােবশমাd জানবার পর gজবরসায়ন
(Biochemistry) এক িবষয় িহেসেব িনেজর জায়গা কের
িনেয়িছল। িহেরািসমা-নাগাসািকেত এটম বামার পর মানু ষ ও
সম াণীর ওপর রNন রি² ও অনান পারমাণিবক
িব³ু রেণর মারাHক ফল িব³ু রণ-জীবিবদার (Radiation
Biology) জ িদল যার মূ ল িভিC কায়াzাম িফিজে
িনিহত। ইেলক¶নেক চু=ক শিeর আতস কাঁেচর মধ িদেয়
কoীভূত কের নতু ন অণু বী[ণ যa িAশিeেক ল[mণ
বািড়েয় বীজাণু ও ভাইরাস’এর অশ জগত শ কের তুেল
াণ িয়ার মূ ল, বৃ িc ও জনন িনেয় রাসায়িনক এমনিক
আণিবক েরর পরী[া করবার সাহস ও সু েযাগ িদল।
ইেলক¶ন মাইোেSাপ জীবেকাষ’এর অভর খু েল ধরল
ও gজবরাসায়িনক অণু েদর িবশালেvর জন তােদর gবিশA ও
ববহার বু ঝেত পদাথিবদার নানা ত· ও যেaর েয়াজন হলz
রNন রি²র সাহােয িডএনএ অণু র পারমাণিবক গঠন থেক
বংশধারার র[ক িহেসেব তার িব0বাপী ভূিমকা িতিkত
হবার পর থেক জ, বংশগিত এমনিক চহারা ও চিরd সবই
ঈ0েরর হাত থেক নেম িডএনএ অণু েদর গঠন ও তােদর
িয়া-িতিয়ায় ওপের বত াল ও গেবষণাগােরর িব/ানীেদর
হােত এেস উঠল। আইলা অফ ড`র মােরা ক<নার জগত
থেক বাবতায় নেম এল। জীবজগেতর বশীর ভাগ
রহেসর সমাধানই রসায়ন, পদাথিবদা বা আণিবক
পরী[ািনরী[ার মাধেম খাঁজা আর হল।
মঘনাদ সাহা িতিkত সাহা ইyউট এর েফসর
দাশm মহাজাগিতক রি²র গেবষণা ছেড় িনেজর হােত
ভারেতর থম ইেলক¶ন মাইোেSাপ gতির কের বীজাণু ,
ভাইরাস, রাইেবােজাম, ােমােজাম ইতািদ চা[ুষ পরী[া
করেত আর করেলন - ভারতবেষ অনতম থম বায়িফিজ
লাবেরটির থেক আজািতক জানােল gব/ািনক ব> ছাপা
]¸ হল। bিড\ার ও দাশm সার, এই Tই িমেল আমায়
বায়িফিজে গেবষণার জগেত ঠেল িদল।
সাহা ইyউেটর রাজাবাজাের আিদ বািড় থেক
বিরেয় বােয়ািফিজ লাবেরটির বলগািছয়ায় ভেটিরনাির
কেলজ কাxাসএ জায়গা িনেয়িছল; মাখন রেঙর একতলা
দ-আকৃিতর নতুন বািড়; সামেন ছাট লন, বাড়ীর সামেন ও
পােশ কয়াবতীর কয়ািরেত লাল হলু েদর সমােরাহ। সম
বাড়ী জু েড় ঝকঝেক কিরডর, Tপােশ ঘর, ব> দরজার পছেন
হয় অধাপকেদর অিফস অথবা ড`েরট বা পাড`েরটেদর
লাবেরটির। কমরত িব/ানীেদর এত কাছ থেক আেগ কখেনা
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দিখিন। বােয়ািফিজ লাবেরটিরর বলগািছয়া িবভােগর
ধান িছেলন নীরজ নাথ দাশm, ইেলক¶ন
মাইোেSািপ িহেসেব ভারেত তা বেটই, িবে0 পিরিচত;
আিম যখন যাগ িদ, সসময় তাঁর ছােdরা িড এন এ’র
আকৃিত, আকার, ও তার ওপর তাপ, িব³ুরণ ও পিরবিe
সংঘটক বGর (mutagens) ভাব মাপিছেলন নানা ভৗিতক
যু িeর সাহােয; তার মেধ ইেলক¶ন মাইোেSাপ আমার
কােছ সবেচেয় আকষণীয় মেন হেয়িছল। অন িতন জন
অধাপেকর Tজন, রেমন পাার ও সু েখMু ভºাচায,
বংশানু গিত ও ভৗিতক যু িe িমিলেয় ভাইরােসর জনন
িবিধ ও বংশানু র িব³ু রণ-জিনত [িতর মরামত িনেয় কাজ

করিছেলন; িমিহর দ বীজাণু ও শারীর কাষেদর gবTিতক
চিরd ও তােদর িব³ু রণ-জিনত পিরবত ন পরী[া করিছেলন।
জীবিব/ােন কৃত িশ[ার অভােব আমার কােছ এঁেদর
কােজর m¸v পু েরাপু ির aMe কাশ পায় িন। পদাথিবদায়
িশ[ার দ¸ন িড এন এর ভৗত gবিশA মাপবার যথাযথ িনভুল
উপায় আমার কােছ সহজেবাধ ও আকষণীয় লাগত। সজন
যখন ডঃ দাশm ওঁর কােছ কাজ করবার সু েযাগ িদেলন তখন
অন কানরকম িবেবচনা না কেরই তাঁর ছাd িহেসেব ঢু েক
গলাম। বােয়ািফিজিস িহেসেব আমার গেবষণার জীবন ]¸
হল।

Humor in Life
A husband thinks that his wife may be getting deaf, as she seldom answers his questions. To
confirm before making an appointment with a doctor he comes up with an idea. He goes home and
finds his wife cooking dinner in the kitchen.
He stands about 20 feet behind her and asks, "What are we having for Dinner?"
There is no Answer!
He walks another 5 feet towards his wife and asks her the same question again.
There is still no Answer.
He moves even further and is 10 feet away from his wife and repeated his question.
No Answer.
He finally walks very close to his wife and asks the same question again.
The wife shrieks, "This is the fourth time I am answering, “CHICKEN! Are you TURNING DEAF OR
WHAT!!!!!”
—
A man brought some tablets and started cutting their edges. When his friend asked him why he was
doing that, he replied that he wanted to avoid side effects.
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Obituary
Mintu Pal

Sikha Roy

Mintu Pal, 75, passed away on Sunday, July
15th in Ellicott City, MD. Mintu was a man of
many passions including bridge, photography,
politics, sports and theater. Above all, Mintu
loved "adda," the uniquely Bengali form of
intellectual exchange centered around
discussing the issues of the day in a goodnatured and vociferous way. He was also an
active member of CUAA-DC. Mintu emigrated
from Kolkata, India to the United States in
1975. He loved both his country of origin and
his adopted country. Professionally, Mintu was
a deeply knowledgeable and committed
actuary, earning distinction as a Fellow of the
Society of Actuaries.
Mintu is survived by his wife Krishna, his
daughter Swati and son-in-law Shuvo, his
daughter-in-law Elizabeth, and by four
grandchildren who brought him great joy,
Misha (9), Sophie (6), Hudson (4) and Grayson
(2). Mintu was predeceased by his beloved son
Sumitro.

On Friday, July 20, 2018, we lost a beloved
member of our community, Mrs. Sikha Roy of
Gaithersburg, MD. She was born Sikha Sen on
September 13, 1949 in Kolkata, India, and
spent her childhood there. Later, she lived in
Ottawa (Canada), Chicago, Phoenix, Dallas,
and the Washington DC area. She studied both
Physics and Education, completing Master’s
degrees in both fields with distinction. For
many years, she was a loving and busy
homemaker, raising her two sons. During her
career, she was a teacher at several schools,
and a Patent Examiner for the United States,
from which position she retired. She loved to
travel with her family, and travelled
extensively in India, the United States, and
other countries. She enjoyed music of many
types, especially devotional Bengali songs and
American country music, and played the
guitar. She is the beloved wife of Dilip Roy
(married 42 years); devoted mother of sons
Sandip (wife, Mengran) and Kaushik (wife,
Emmalynne); and cherished grandmother
``Thamma” of Daniel and Avik. She is also
survived by her sister, Rina Das, her sister-inlaw, Gopa Roy, her cousin, Reema Sarker, and
all of her extended family and dear friends in
India and United States.
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YOUR FRIEND, YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD REALTOR®
Nazir Ullah, the Realtor you can Trust with Confidence!

NAZIR ULLAH
REALTOR®

Nazir Ullah gets the results that you want: buying, selling, or investing
in real residential property.
Your house, your dream. Your agent, Nazir Ullah. The name of your trust!

301-537-9885 Cell
301-424-0900 Office

Nazir.Ullah@longandfoster.com
www.NazirUllah.LNF.com
Rockville Centre Office: 795 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852
TOP PRODUCER • MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR PRODUCER • LICENSED IN MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, AND DC
NOTARY PUBLIC

If your property is currently listed with another broker, this is not intended as a solicitation.
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Best wishes to
All Calcutta University
Alumni
From
Ghosh Family
Manik, Sanchita, Sanchari
and Souvik
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Our Hearty Vijaya
Greetings to all members
of CUAA
Sankar & Jayasree Basu,
Rockville, MD
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Best Wishes
From

Raka and Bratin
Saha
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Best Wishes
From

Radharaman &
Prabhati Ray
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Best Wishes
From

Braja, Parna, Romita and
Ronit Chattaraj
Best wishes to
All Calcutta University
Alumni
From

Biswas Family
Roopa, Dhruba, Deep and Diya
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Best wishes
From
Sohan, Nandita
and Utpal Dasgupta
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L¢mL¡a¡ ¢hnÄ¢hcÉ¡m−ul fËË¡š²e pcpÉ−cl
S¡e¡C Bj¡−cl
B¿¹¢lL fË£¢a, ö−iµR¡ J B¢ie¾ce

p¤¤je, jýu¡ J l¡¢Sa j¤−M¡f¡dÉ¡u
Best wishes
To

All CUAA-DC Members
from

Debkumar and Pramita
Chatterjee
66

k¡y−cl ¢nr¡ J p−pÀq fb ¢e−cÑne¡u
Bj¡−cl S£he N−s E−W−R
L¢mL¡a¡ ¢hnÄ¢hcÉ¡m−ul
−pC h−lZÉ ¢nrL−cl
fËZ¡j S¡e¡C
je£o¡ J −m¡−Ln

May Goodwill and
Prosperity Prevail
From Chatterjee Family
Disha, Saborni,
Sreejato & Digonto
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Best Wishes to
CUAA-DC
Subir Sen
Wishing you all
our best
CUAA-DC Executive
Committee
68
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